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1.

PREFACE

The concept of this research project arose when I was field-worker 

for the Tape-Recorded Survey of Hiberno-English Speech, based at The Queen's 

University of Belfast and University College, Cork, under the direction of 

Mr. M.V. Barry, M.A., Senior Lecturer in English at Queen's University and 

Professor £. 6 Carragain at Cork. I was encouraged to use material col

lected for this survey as a basis for further research for a higher degree. 

Thus, I have spent the last four years studying the English dialect of the 

Ballyvourney area of West Cork, where Irish is still spoken as a first 

language by some of the older generation and to some degree by others but 

where English is now predominant.

The research involved a background study of the history, geography 

and economics of the area in order to discover the factors which favoured 

the introduction and establishment of English but the central part of the
\r v sV\

study is a description of the phonology of Ballyvourney^, examining 

especially how it has been influenced by the sound system of the local 

Irish dialect.

I should like to express to Mr. M.V. Barry, M.A. and to Professor 

G. Stockman, Ph.D., my joint-supervisors, my sincere thanks for their 

constant guidance and encouragement. I owe a special debt to Mr. Barry, 

who spent much time reading all of this thesis in manuscript, discussing 

it with me, making countless helpful suggestions and saving me from many 

pitfalls. I am also indebted to Professor G. Stockman of the Department 

of Celtic, Queen's University for his time and valuable advice regarding 

the treatment of the Irish influence on the dialect. I should also like 

to thank Professor J. Braidwood, M.A., of the Department of English at 

Queen's University, who read through certain sections of the work in 

manuscript, and whose advice and warm encouragement have been a great 

help to me.
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ii.

I must also thank my friend Professor Alan Bliss, M.R.I.A., of 

the Department of Old and Middle English at University College Dublin, who 

has proved a constant source of stimulation and encouragement. He read 

through much of this thesis in manuscript and made many suggestions which 

I gratefully accepted. I should also like to thank Professor H. Wagner, 

M.R.I.A., of the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, Dr. N. Hamilton, 

Ph.D., and Mrs. D. Flanagan, B.A., both of the Department of Celtic at 

Queen's University, for valuable advice and many helpful discussions 

concerning problems connected with this thesis.

The skill of Mr. V. Proctor of the Audio Resources Centre, The 

Queen's University of Belfast, has been of great assistance and I should 

like to thank him for giving his time in editing various recordings and 

in servicing the tape recorders. The assistance of Mrs. Cilia Craig, 

who has typed most of this thesis, has been invaluable and I am particularly 

grateful to her for reproducing so skilfully many of the diagrams in this 

work and for coping so expertly with the numerous problems presented by 

the narrow phonetic transcriptions. I must also thank Mrs. Irene Dempster 

who typed one chapter and Mrs. Marine Annett, who typed certain other 

sections of this work. The maps were produced by Mrs. Gill Alexander of 

the Department of Geography at Queen's University Belfast.

Thanks are also due to my parents, Tony and Annie Lunny, R.I.P., 

to Desmond and Mena Downey, whose support and continual encouragement I 

now gratefullyacknowledge, and to my wife, Mary, whose painstaking reading 

of this thesis in manuscript has saved me from many errors.

Finally, I must thank the people of Ballyvourney who so kindly 

and patiently gave me the information which I requested and who showed 

such great hospitality during the periods of fieldwork. Without their 

assistance it would have been impossible to undertake this research.
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TABLE OF PHONETIC AND OTHER SYMBOLS

The phonetic symbols employed are those of the International 

Phonetic Association (IPA), with certain modifications:

■Sr - denotes a voiceless alveolar fricative made with simultaneous 

raising of the back of the tongue towards the soft palate. The lips 

are slightly rounded. The sound occurs in since [s-ins].

3 - this symbol, which is used in IPA to represent a voiceless

alveolar click, is employed in the study to denote a voiceless alveolar 

fricative, produced by the tongue assuming the position for plosive [t] 

but contact with the alveolar ridge does not result in complete closure, 

and the tip of the tongue is vibrated instead, causing friction. The 

sound occurs in poet |_po- 3 J.

T, D - are used for the dental phonemes in the dialect which correspond 

to RP /0/ and /5/ respectively. Phonetic realizations of /T/ and /D/ 

are denoted by [£] and [d] respectively.

In accordance with the established practice of Irish phonologists, and 

in order to simplify transcription, palatalization is indicated not by 

the IPA symbol but by the mark [*] placed after the consonant. Labial

ization is denoted by a subscript [ ], as in the IPA system.
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INTRODUCTION 

THE OBJECT OF THE STUDY

PI. The aim of this thesis is to describe the sounds of Ballyvourney

English, considering to what extent the modern dialect is a survival of 

the seventeenth-century English which was introduced into the area, as 

well as how the dialect has been influenced by Irish and certain forms of 

standardized English speech. Unlike many other dialect studies, this 

description is based not upon the speech of one typical conservative 

speaker but upon the speech of three generations in order to illustrate 

linguistic change in progress in a living dialect. The account is by no 

means complete since time has made a complete examination of the phonology 

impracticable. No attention has been paid to intonation, to phonetic 

variations at word or morpheme boundaries, or to related problems of 

juncture, while stress and vowel length are only very briefly dealt with. 

Likewise, the morphology of Ballyvourney English has not been considered 

and there is only a short appendix relating to certain aspects of syntax 

and lexicon.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

P2. Previous investigations of the linguistic situation in Ballyvourney

relate almost exclusively to the Irish language, the most complete descrip

tion of Ballyvourney Irish being B. 6 Cuiv's Irish of West Muskerry, .

I have leant heavily upon the above work for much of the information con

cerning the phonology of Ballyvourney Irish whose influence on the local 

English speech is discussed in Chapter~1 below.

P3. The only previous work which makes reference to the English spoken

in Ballyvourney is P.L. Henry's 'A linguistic Survey of Ireland: Preliminary 

Report' in Lochlann, Vol.l, 1958, pp.42-208. Ballymakeery, a village in 

Ballyvourney parish, was one of the areas which Henry visited in thé course 

of that survey and his brief observations on the phonology may be summarized

as follows:
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1. M.E. o, a are represented in the dialect by an unrounded or slightly 

rounded vowel, e.g. polly [pali]

2. The palatalized and velarized quality of the Irish consonant system has 

been retained, to some extent, in the consonant system of the local 

English, e.g. a palatalized /d/ is found in do it [d*u:t] and a velarized 

/k/ is found in donkey ['daq^i],

3. Sometimes palatalization is so strong that it involves an off-glide to 

the following vowel, e.g. too [t,lu«].

4. In English words a palatalized consonant is preferred to a consonant 

+ I'll, e.g. new [n*u] and tell you [*telPu],

5. Vowel off-glides in final position are common, e.g. no [no:9 ].

6. Lenition due to Irish influence causes the affrication of some stop 

consonants, e.g. a cow [a 1x p q ].

Note:

Henry's transcription has been rendered here by a more standard IPA 

transcription.

METHODOLOGY

P4 . The methodology adopted for this thesis follows closely the methods

of the Tape-Recorded Survey of Hiberno- English Speech (T.R.S.), as outlined 

in the Preface to the Questionnaire, published privately by G.B. Adams,

M.V. Barry and P.M. Tilling at The Queen's University of Belfast in 1976. 

Informants were selected from three age groups: Group 1 (over 65 years), 

Group 2 (40-65 years) and Group 3 (10-16 years)*, and must be natives of 

the immediate area being studied (i.e. within a five mile radius). A 

few of the informants are not natives of Ballyvourney parish but are part 

of the wider Ballyvourney linguistic community. 'Native' means that the 

informants are off-spring of local parents and have not lived away from 

the locality for more than five years, no absence being acceptable in the

*My Group 1 is numbered as Group 3 in T.R.S. and vice v e r s a . ^  ccw^y
uvvo) Par c\*S f \ c <i>V ; 0 " '<\ W ‘*J
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case of informants from Group 3. Married informants should have a spouse 

from the locality. Professional people who had undergone further advanced 

education, usually outside the locality, were not considered as main in

formants, but some were consulted during the course of the research.

P5. The initial tape recordings were made in Ballyvourney for the

T.R.S. and when it was decided to conduct a more detailed study of the 

dialect more material was recorded on subsequent field trips from twenty- 

nine informants. The bulk of this material was recorded in the form of 

'free conversation' and every attempt was made to ensure that the infor

mant spoke naturally, without modification towards what he considered to 

be the 'standard' form. (I spent over a month living with a family in 

the area before I produced the tape recorder and by the time I recorded 

the interviews, I had come to know my informants very well. The inter

view situation was made as informal as possible and I used my own non

standard (Fermanagh) dialect speech at all times.) In addition to 'free 

conversation', more specific information concerning phonemic contrasts and 

combinatory possibilities was elicited by means of various specially 

devised short questionnaires.

THE INFORMANTS

P6. The following abbreviations are noteworthy here:

I = Informant

p = Parents

F = Father

H = Housewife

S = Spouse

B = Bilingual

nat. = Native of Ballyvourney Parish

sch. = National School (primary)

tech. = Ballymakeery Technical School.
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Informants are divided, according to age, into three groups, i.e. Group 1 

(over 65 years), Group 2 (40-65 years) and Group 3 (10-16 years). Each I 

is distinguished in the text by a number and a letter, e.g. 1A refers to 

the oldest I in Group 1, 2B refers to the second oldest I in Group 2, 4C 

to the fourth oldest I in Group 3 etc.

Main Informants

1A Neil Bean Ui Riordain (Mrs. Nellie Riordan), Shanacloon, H in

her eighties, sch., nat., P nat., F a farmer and S, nat., a 

labourer. B and an excellent I.

2A Mrs. E. Murray, Dereenaculling, H in her eighties, sch., nat,,

P nat., F a farmer and S nat., a farmer. B and a good I.

3A Mr. Mickey Kelleher, Slievereagh, farmer in his late seventies,

sch., nat., P nat., F a farmer and S nat. B and a very good I.

4A Mr. Paddy Lynch, Slievereagh, farmer in his late seventies, sch.,

nat., P nat., F a farmer and S nat. B and a very good I.

5A Miss Bina Lehane, Kippaghs, farmer in her early seventies, sch.,

nat., P nat., F a farmer. Good I.

6A Mrs. Cait Twomey, Shanacloon, H in her early seventies, sch., nat.,

P nat., F a farmer and S nat., a labourer. Good I.

7A Miss Mary Sweeney, Flats, priest's housekeeper in her late sixties,

sch., nat., P nat., F a farmer. Quite a good I.

IB Mr. Flurry Sullivan, Ballymakeery, blacksmith iri his early sixties,

sch., nat., P nat., F a blacksmith, unmarried. B and very good I.

2B Mr. Paddy Halissey, Shanacloon, farmer in his early sixties, sch.,

nat., P nat., F a farmer, unmarried. B and a very good I.

3B Mr. Gerard Murray, Dereenaculling, farmer in his mid-fifties, sch.,

nat., P nat., F a farmer, married only recently. B and a reasonable 

4B Mrs. M. O'Riordan, Liscarrigawn (a townland bordering the parish),

H in her early fifties, sch., native of Liscarrigawn, P native of 

Liscarrigawn, F a farmer and S nat., a farmer. Reasonable I.
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5B

6B

7B

8B

1C

2C

3C

4C

5C

6C

8C

IOC

Mrs. M. Leonard, Gortnascarty, H in her mid-forties, sch., nat.,

P nat., F a farmer and S, from South Cork, a teacher. B and an 

excellent I.
 ̂ z' ^

Sean 0 Duinin (Mr. John Dineen), Coolea, factory worker in his 

early forties, sch., nat., P nat., F a farmer and S from Dublin.

B and a good I.

Mr. Sean Lynch, Slievereagh, Labourer in his early forties, sch., 

nat., P nat., F a farmer, unmarried. B and an excellent I.

Mr. Denis Lynch, Derrynasaggart, school caretaker in his early 

forties, sch., nat., P nat., F a farmer and S nat. B and quite 

a good I.

Mr. Paddy Lehane, Dereenanee (a townland bordering the parish), 

schoolboy at tech., nat., of Dereenanee, P nat., of Dereenanee,

F a farmer, B and a good I.

Mr. Tadhg Dineen, Dereenaculling, schoolboy at tech., nat., P 

nat., F a farmer. B and good I.

Mr. Michael Lyons, Coolieragh, schoolboy at tech., nat., P nat.,

F a farmer. Good I.

Mairtin 0 Riorda^in (Mr. Martin Riordan) , Coolea, schoolboy at 

tech., nat., P nat., F a shopkeeper. A very good I.

Mr. Liam Burke, Rahoona (a townland bordering the parish), school

boy at tech., native of Rahoona, mother native of Ballyvourney,

F native of Rahoona, a farmer. Very good I.

Micheál Mac Suibhne (Mr. Michael MacSweeney), Coolea, schoolboy 

at tech., nat., mother native of Ballingeary (a neighbouring parish), 

F nat., a farmer. B and very good I.

Mr. Sean Lynch, Derrynasaggart, schoolboy at sch., nat., P nat.,

F a farmer. Very good I.

Mr. Owen Leonard, Gortnascarty, schoolboy at sch., nat., mother 

nat., F from South Cork, a teacher. B and excellent I.
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Other Informants Recorded 
- X ✓ .8A Tomas 0 Riordain (Mr. Tom Riordan) Shanacloon, labourer in his

eighties, sch., nat., P nat., F a farmer and S nat. B and a good 

I - Died April, 1980, R.I.P.

9B Mr. J.J. Burke, Ballingeary Parish (bordering Ballyvourney), school

caretaker, sch., P Ballingeary, F a farmer; unmarried. B and a 

very good I.

7C Miss Noreen MacSweeney, Oortanacra, schoolgirl at sch., nat., mother

a teacher, F a farmer. Reasonable I but speech tends to be 

standardized.

9C Mr. Conor Lucey, Slievereagh, schoolboy at sch., nat., mother nat.,

F from neighbouring parish, a farmer and shopkeeper. B and very 

good I but his speech is quite standardized, exhibiting many of 

the characteristics of Dublin speech.

11C Mr. Gerry Kelleher, Ballymakeery East, schoolboy at sch., nat.,

P nat., F a postman. Good I.

12C Mr. Paddy Leonard, Gortnascarty, schoolboy at sch., nat., mother 

nat., F from South Cork, a teacher. B and excellent I.

Other Informants Consulted

Donal MacSweeney, Gortnafunshion, farmer in his fifties.

Noney Twomey, Ballymakeery, H in her fifties.

Con Kelly, Gortnatubbrid, farmer and shopkeeper in his thirties. 

Donal Lehane, Coolea, teacher in his forties.

Nora Halissey, Shanacloon, H in her forties.

Michael Leonard, Gortnascarty, teacher in his fifties.

John Weir, Flats, teacher in his fifties.

I



LOCALITY 7.

Geology and Physical Geography

P7,. Ballyvourney parish is situated in West Cork on a belt

of Old Red Sandstone which was formed about the time of the

Caledonian Orogeny  ̂but its present day landforms, exhibiting many

of the characteristics of glaciation, were moulded during the Ice 2Age. The soils in the area are of low base status and include

brown podzolics, podzols, acid brown earths and gley-podzols, all

of which developed on sandstones and siltstones with patches of

glacial drift. Brown podzolics are useful tillage and mixed farming

soils and podzols, typical of upland areas, are often best suited

to forestry. Acid brown earths are well suited to tillage while

gley-podzols, though difficult to cultivate well, have a high
3potential for pasture production. The land in the parish is, 

therefore, of a very mixed quality with some good arable, meadow 

and pasture land but also a sizeable area of bog and heathy 

mountainside.

History and Settlement

P8. Ballyvourney was part of the early Kingdom of the

Muscraighe (Muskerry) which, by the ninth century, was dominated

by the Eoganacht, a dynasty which took its name from the chieftain

Eogan. (Buirnech, a quo Ballyvourney, in the Early Historical

Period is recorded as being on the border of Muscraige Mittaine 
/ t 4and Eoganacht Locha Lein). The O'Herlihy family ruled- the area 

from early times as 'erenaghs' or hereditary owners of the land 

belonging to the seventh century St. Gobnat's church, and when 

the district was later incorporated into the territory of Desmond, 

the O'Herlihys held Ballyvourney in feudal tenure from the MacCarthys 

until the end of the seventeenth century, when their lands were 

confiscated under the Cromwellian settlement.

* "Cork" hereafter refers to County Cork and "Cork City" will be 
used to refer to the town.
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P9. There is no evidence of Viking settlement in Ballyvourney

although the personal names Amhlaoibh and Humphrey are still found

in the parish. The patronymic Cotter, formed from the Norse personal

name Oitir, is also found in the area but as Mac Lysaght writes:

".... it does not follow that Cotters are of Norse
descent since several families of undisputed Gaelic 
origin have surnames derived from Norse personal 
names, e.g. McAuliffe, from Norse Olaf". 6

The Vikings preferred to stay along the coast as traders and

fishermen, settling in Cork City and Youghal in the ninth century

and in 1177 there is mention of "the cantred of the Ostmen", which

was near Cork City.

P10. The Anglo-Normans invaded Ireland in 1169 and in 1171

Dermot MacCarthy, Lord of Muskerry, paid homage to Henry II at 

Waterford and he was left in control of Desmond. In 1177, however, 

Henry II granted the same territory to Robert Fitzstephen and Miles 

de Cogan and by 1197 the Anglo-Normans had penetrated as far west 

as Bantry. Throughout the thirteenth century, the Normans 

experienced fierce opposition from the native Irish of West Cork 

and in 1261, Fineen MacCarthy mounted a campaign against the 

remaining Normans in South Kerry and West Cork, winning a signif

icant victory at Callan. Orphen describes the importance of this 

victory thus:

"....the Battle of Callann (sic.) effectually 
prevented the establishment of Anglo-Norman 
in Desmond". 7

Pll. The mountainous terrain of West Cork was favourable

to Irish fighting methods and it was about this time that many 

people, under pressure from the Normans in surrounding counties, 

arrived in West Cork. The O'Donovan, the O'Riordan and the

1
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O'Sullivan septs, names now almost synonymous with Cork, came 

from the plains of counties Limerick and Tipperary. The comparat

ively small number of Normans in West Cork at that time built 

fortified castles as a means by which the surrounding area might 

be controlled but this method of conquest did not prove particularly 

successful there, as many Norman castles were destroyed or taken 

over by the Irish. One of these castles was in Macroom, a town 

situated about eight miles south-east of Ballyvourney. By the 

middle of the thirteenth century, Irish superiority in this area 

is reflected by the fact that they could afford to make war among 

themselves:

"It is a measure perhaps of the inability of the 
colony's administration to prosecute a strong policy 
of conquest that in Desmond the O'Driscolls were 
merrily disputing the MacCarthy ascendancy by sea 
as well as by land". 8

By the end of the thirteenth century, Desmond was the only 

territory showing overt defiance to Norman rule and this defiance 

continued until the fifteenth century when the Normans lost control 

of Cork and general anarchy existed in Munster.

P12. Norman conquest and settlement, therefore, was never

a success in West Cork. Among the present population of 

Ballyvourney there are just two surnames of Anglo-Norman origin: 

Roche, from de la Roche, which is regarded as being exclusively 

Irish to-day and Burke, from de Burgh, is now considered a Hiberno- 

Norman name. The name Lucy or Lucey, from Anglo-Norman de Lucey, 

is probably now extinct in Ireland and the patronymic Lucey, which

is common in Ballyvourney, is probably derived from the Irish 
✓ 9 i0 Luasaigh. The local place-names, townland-names and field- 

names are almost exclusively of Irish derivation and show no 

trace of Anglo-Norman influence.

• 1
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P13, The next main phase of settlement in Munster came in

the sixteenth century when, in 1586, four hundred thousand acres

of land were divided into lots ranging from four thousand acres

to twelve thousand acres in extent, and given to people like Sir

Walter Raleigh and the poet, Edmund Spenser, who undertook to

plant the area with English settlers. Raleigh and others brought

settlers from Devonshire, Dorsetshire, Somersetshire, Lancashire

and Cheshire to the lands of Desmond but, by 1592, only two

hundred and forty-five English families had settled there. ^

Around 1600 MacCarthy, Lord of Muskerry, brought to Desmond English

Catholic families like the Goolds, the Kents and the Hardings,

and these people were soon absorbed into the native community. ^

Spenser's account of Ireland, written in 1596, mentions how English

settlers adopted the Irish language and the Irish way of life:

"... but the rest which dwell above in Connagh and 
Maunster, which is the Swetest soyle of Ireland, 
and some in Leinster and Ulster ar degenrate and 
growen to bee as verie Patchocks as the Wilde 
Irishe, yea, and some of them haue quite shaken 
of theire English names, and putt on Irishe, that 
they might bee altogether Irishe".12

Pl4. In the Cromwellian Land Settlement of 1652-4, John

Colthurst, an army officer from England, was granted most of

Ballyvourney parish for his estates, but he never acquired complete

control in the area. In the middle of the eighteenth century his

grandson, Sir George Colthurst, came into possession of the lands.

He built a house at The Glebe which was later occupied by a

Protestant minister and the landlords "Big House"* was eventually

built at the Mills, where it remained until 1921 when, like so

many similiar houses, it was burned down by republican sympathizers.

The Colthurst family, however, had their main estates in Blarney

The term 'Big House' is commonly used to describe the residence 
of a member of the landowning-class in Ireland.

• 1
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and their business in Ballyvourney was conducted by agents and 

middlemen until 1906, when the Colthurst estates in the parish 

were divided among the local tenants.

P15, Another landowning family in Ballyvourney was the

Baldwins, whose ancestors had come to Ireland at the time of the
13Elizabethan plantations and had settled in Bandon, South Cork.

From there a branch of the family travelled to Ballyvourney and 

lived in the east of the parish, where they owned small estates, 

until the end of the last century. Other English planter families 

who owned small portions of land in the parish were the White- 

Hedges, who once owned the town of Macroom, the Whitings and the 

Footes.

P16. There is very little information available on the

origins of the English families, not of the landlord class, who

settled in the area. The Footes and the Goolds were families
14long established in Cork, but no references are to be found to

the branch of the families which settled in Ballyvourney. In

Griffith's Valuation of 1852, a number of English family names

are recorded for the parish, including Good, Kent, Hoare, Henderson

and Hyde. The Hydes and Kents came to Cork from England at about
15the time of the Elizabethan plantations, while the ancestors 

of the Hoare family arrived in Cork after the Cromwellian settle

ment. The Goods had been in Ireland since the sixteenth century 

and the name is still quite common in Cork but the Hendersons, 

who settled in Ireland much later, seem to have no particular 

association with the county.

P17. In Griffith's Valuation, (see P.1G above), there is

a list of occupiers of houses in each of the townlands of 

Ballyvourney. A comparison of the names of the occupiers in 1852

' 1
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with the names of the present occupiers ¿lows that the present 

population of each townland is descended from those who lived there 

in 1852, with few exceptions. Of those families whose ancestors 

lived in the parish in 1852, thiity-seven different family names 

exist to-day, and a study of the ten most common family names in 

the parish at the present time shows that the O'Herlihys, whose 

ancestors once ruled Ballyvourney are still prominent. Other 

common old names are Kelleher, Lynch, Lucey, McCarthy, Sweeney,

Healy, Riordan, Dineen and Quill.

P18. It seems clear from this that the overwhelming majority

of Ballyvourney people are of ancient Irish extraction. Only 

three English family names survive in Ballyvourney at present - 

Hyde, Good and Mayberry - and these families have been absorbed 

completely into the local community.

Settlement Types

P19. In early Irish society chieftains and small farmers

dwelt in isolated ring-forts and "crannogs" or lake-dwellings, 

while poorer peoples occupied clusters of houses in open fields.

This traditional settlement pattern has survived basically unchanged 

to the present day in the parish. Until the middle of the last 

century, there were in the district clusters of dwellings called 

"Kerry Yards", the name given locally to a group of houses occupied 

by farmers and farm labourers. In Coolierher townland, now comprising 

six farms with their respective farm-houses, there were once twenty 

two houses clustered along a short stretch of road. To-day most 

of the Ballyvourney people live on scattered farms while the 

villages of Ballymakeery and Coolea constitute two small nucleated

settlements.





P2P. In an account of the area by Smith in 1750, there16

is mention of a small village situated on a hill above the site 

of the present village of Ballymakeery. The Colthurst family 

had a residence here until the middle of the eighteenth century 

and when they built another house at the crossroads where the 

Kenmare-Ballyvourney road meets the main Cork - Killarney road, 

another small hamlet sprang up with the "Big House" as its 

nucleus. All that now remains of this hamlet is one shop and a 

public house while the main village in the parish, Ballymakeery, 

is situated about one mile to the east, on the main Cork - 

Killarney road.

P;21. . A description of the parish in the 1840s ^  contains

no mention of the village of Ballymakeery:

"The parish of Ballyvourney...containing a village 
of the same name...situated on an eminence over
hanging the southern bank of the Sullane".

There is no mention either of Ballymakeery village in a reference
18to Ballyvourney parish in the 1870s. The present village seems 

to have sprung up this century and its size has increased greatly 

during the last twenty years with three hundred and fifty people 

now living there. Coolea village (pop.50), in the west of the 

parish, consists of nothing more than a church, a school and a 

small cluster of houses.

Population

P22. . The first available population figures for Ballyvourney

parish come from the beginning of the nineteenth century, when

a figure of 2,978 was estimated. By 1831 there were 3,676 people
20in the parish and by 1841 this had risen to 4,466. The increase 

in population in Ballyvourney during the first half of the last 

century reflected the population explosion in Ireland generally 

nt that time and, likewise, the Great Famine of 1845-51, when
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many people died and many more were forced to emigrate, had a

great effect on the demographic situation in the area. In Macroom

Poor Law Union, which included Ballyvourney parish, the population

fell twenty-seven percent between 1841 and 1851,and between 1851

and 1891 about 425,000 persons, more proportionately than from21any other Irish county, officially emigrated from Cork.

P23. The present population of Ballyvourney is 1,556, as

against 4,466 in 1841 and, in the Ballyvourney Roman Catholic 

Parish Registers, this decline is evident. (See diagram below.)

Roman Catholic Baptisms in Ballyvourney, 1800-1977

Year

1
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From a total of seventy-seven children baptized in the parish in 

1880, the number dropped to fifty in 1920 and as low as twenty in 

1971. Since then however, the birth rate has greatly increased, 

forty children being baptized in 1977, and the population of the 

parish has risen by over one hundred between 1966 and 1977. Apart 

from the rising birth rate, much of this increase may be attributed 

to the numbers of emigrants who have returned from England and 

elsewhere to live in the area and also to those who have come 

from surrounding districts to work in the factories of Ballyvourney. 

Industry

P2A. The earliest evidence of industry in the Ballyvourney

area concerns copper-mining in the Bronze Age but there are no 

references in the historical period to the exploitation of mineral 

resources in the parish. In the seventeenth century there were 

ironworks in many of the glens of West Cork and Kerry but it is not 

known if such an industry existed in Ballyvourney. It is clear, 

however, that there was no organised industry in the district until 

the closing years of the last century when a Dr. Lynch established 

a knitting factory there but this did not prove successful and 

soon closed down. The failure of this industrial venture and the 

slow rate of subsequent industrial development in the area should 

be viewed against the background of emigration, and the conservatism 

which characterized those who remained in the parish. This 

resistance to change, which has always been typical of Irish society 

in general, was reinforced by the feeling of instability and the 

uncertainty of existance which was a legacy of the Great Famine.

After the famine, the factories of England and the fields of 

America offered the Ballyvourney people new hope. However, those 

who remained in the parish accepted the drudgery of life on the small 

farms, but believed that real prosperity was to be found elsewhere.
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P25. The first serious attempts at economic development

in the area came with the formation in 1957 of Gaeltarra Eireann, 

a state-owned body set up for the purpose of providing employment 

in Irish-speaking areas in order to stop emigration. In 1968,
4

Gaeltarra Eireann opened a textile factory in Ballyvourney which

now employs about seventy-five workers and is managed by a local

man, educated in the parish and trained by Gaeltarra Éireann.
4Another Gaeltarra Eireann enterprise in the district is a light 

engineering factory, employing twenty-two men, and managed by a 

man from Cork City whilst a third factory, owned by the same body, 

employs nine workers in the area.

P26. There are two mills in the parish, both of which are

engaged in the production of animal feedstuffs. Twamey's Mill 

was opened in 1954, employs fifty people, and is managed by a man 

from Cork City while Lucey's Mill, opened in 1974, employs twelve 

people, and is managed by a local man. A factory which produces 

coffins was established in Ballymakeery village a few years ago 

by a local firm and about a dozen workers are employed. A further 

twenty people from Ballyvourney parish are employed in Grainger's 

Sawmill, established in 1969 in the neighbouring parish of 

Kilnamartyra.

P27. Three-quarters of the industrial workers employed in

Ballyvourney are natives of the parish while people from the 

surrounding parishes of Kilnamartyra, Kilgarvan, Clondrohid and 

Ballingeary constitute the remainder of the work force.

Agriculture

P28, Around 1600, there were extensive woodlands in the22Ballyvourney area. The timber was described as suitable for

shipbuilding but it was of no immediate use because of transportation
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difficulties (See P33 ). The woodlands in the area were never

completely cleared, and many of the upland areas have been taken

over in the present century by the Irish Forestry Commission and

replanted, mainly with Sitka Spruce, Norway Spruce and varieties

of pine. Forests in the area at the moment cover an area of 8,000

acres, out of a total parish area of 26,600 acres.

P2.9. The earliest available reference to agriculture in
23Muskerry barony is from the seventeenth century. At that period, 

stock-raising was most important to the economy whilst arable 

farming was practised on a small scale. About one hundred and 

fifty years later, in 1819, the emphasis was still on stock-raising 

and intensive arable farming was not possible because of the quality 

of the land!

"The produce of tythes in this parish consists
of potatoes and oats, and hay. The land is
too poor and barren to yield wheat and barley".24

P30.. The local landlord, Sir George Conway Colthurst (1824-

1878),introduced new agricultural techniques to the area and was
25responsible for reclaiming many acres of bogland. By 1848,

there was little change in the pattern of land use although a small

amount of wheat, barley and rye was grown on the larger farms.
26By 1870 the present pattern of mixed farming had evolved in the 

area.

P31. The nineteenth century was a time of profound change

in Irish rural life. In Ballyvourney in the early 1800’s many 

labourers were engaged in subsistence farming on small holdings, 

but as the century progressed, larger scale farming units became 

more profitable to the landlords. The process of consolidating 

small holdings into larger farms gained momentum during the famine 

years and consequently many cottiers and labourers were cleared
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from the land. Commercial farming then became possible on the 

larger farms and eventually the emphasis switched from stock- 

raising to milk production.

P32, To-day Ballyvourney is an area of mixed farming

although dairying is the main agricultural enterprise. Most 

farmers send milk to the creamery in Ballymakeery while beef cattle 

sheep, pigs and poultry are also reared in the district. The 

biggest proportion of land is used for hay and pasture while 

potatoes, oats and turnips are cultivated mainly for private use. 

Generally however, the rugged landscape of the area, low fertility 

soils and widespread areas of heath or bogland all impose severe 

limitations on agricultural development in the parish. 

Communications

P33. Ballyvourney parish is situated in West Cork, about

thirty five miles northwest of Cork City and about twenty miles

southeast of Killarney, in the foothills of the Derrynasaggart

mountains which form an upland arc to the north and west of the

parish. The fact that the Irish language is still spoken in parts

of the parish suggests that formerly there must not have been

much contact between this area and surrounding English - speaking

districts. Irish - speaking areas, in general, are to be found

in the most remote and inaccessible parts of the country and the

remoteness of Ballyvourney has been remarked upon in accounts of
27the area. In the Civil Survey of 1654-56 the writer, when 

discussing the exploitation of timber resources in the area, 

remarks:

"Here's a great store of timber wood in the said 
parish, which is of little use or commodity, by 
reason of..., and also ye long distance of said 
parish from any place of Traffick, or Navigable 
Rivers."
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P34. There does not seem to have been any great improvement

in the communication system of the area until the end of the
28eighteenth century. In an account written in 1810, Townsend 

remarks that the roads in the baronies of Muskerry and Barrets 

had been greatly improved during the previous forty years, 

allowing access, for the first time, to carriages, but Mason, 

writing a few years later, does not rate the roads in Ballyvourney 

parish too highly:

"This parish is under a great inconvenience
with respect to manure, lime being remote, and
the roads leading into the parish bad and uneven". 29

P35. An ancient road ran along the hilltops from near

Macroom,reaching as far as the western end of Ballymakeery village 

and continuing on through the parish towards Kenmare. At present 

there are two main roads through the parish, the main trunk road 

from Cork to Killarney running westwards across the area, and a 

link road between Ballyvourney and Kenmare. In a map attached to 

Townsend's account in 1810, the present Cork - Killarney road is 

referred to as a turnpike road. Most turnpikes in Ireland were 

built in the 1730s and 40s but very few after 1760. ^  The road 

from Ballyvourney to Kenmare is not marked on this 1810 map and even 

to-day is only a poor, third class road with steep hills, dangerous 

bends and a rough surface. After 1850 Sir George Colthurst, the 

local landlord, made sixty miles of road in the parish and it is 

known that, in 1848, over two hundred men were employed on road

works and drainage in the area.

P36. Before the construction of the main Cork - Killarney

road in the eighteenth century, the ancient road, mentioned above 

(P35 ), ran to Cork City and was used by the butter hauliers, who 

were farmers who marketed their goods in the city, travelling
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themselves on horseback or on foot, and bringing home whatever 

provisions they needed. When the main road was built, horses and 

carts provided a better means of transport but after the Cork- 

Macroom railway line opened in 1866, travelling to the city became 

a lot easier and Macroom, being the nearest railway station, 

became the main market town for the Ballyvourney people. The Cork - 

Macroom railway closed in the early 1950s but Macroom remained the 

main market town with Ballyvourney people also travelling to market 

in Millstreet and Kenmare.

P37. A private bus served the Ballyvourney - Cork City

route from the 1920s and with the advent of public transport, there 

is now one bus per day on the Cork City - Killarney route, which 

passes through Ballyvourney. The first lorry came to the area soon 

after World War I and soon the local village shops were supplying 

most provisions, thus diminishing the need to buy outside the parish. 

P38. It is only recently, perhaps within the last fifteen

years, that the motor car has become established as the main means 

of transport in the area. Before that, the occasional bus or horse 

and cart were used by most people, and there were those who could 

afford neither. Therefore, with the late development of the 

communication system in Ballyvourney, and with the late introduction 

to the area of modern means of transport, it is not surprising, 

considering the mountainous nature of the land, that the community 

has lived in relative isolation until the middle of the present 

century.

Education

(1) Education in Ireland

P 39. Until Christian Monastic schools were established in

Ireland in the fifth century A.D., the native Druidic schools or
31Bardic schools provided for the educational needs of the Irish

people. Christianity made rapid progress in the country and
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Druidism as a philosophy or religion declined, but the native

schools remained in existence as secular institutions where poets,
33lawyers and historians were trained. The monastic schools of

Ireland were famous throughout Western Europe for their high 

standard of learning until the Norse invasions at the close of 

the eighth century brought about the beginning of an era of 

destruction and confusion which culminated in the collapse of the 

monastic system in the sixteenth century under the Tudor administ

ration. The tradition of "Catholic" education however, which was 

developed and fostered in these monastic schools, survived these 

setbacks. Even after the introduction of the Penal Code during 

the reign of William III, Catholic education was continued, 

albeit on a much smaller scale and in a less systematic way, by 

dedicated monks and priests.

P40, Likewise the Bardic schools, which were so dependent

on the patronage of the nobles in the Gaelic social system, declined 

after the sixteenth century, although a few managed to survive 

until the rebellion of 1641 and even into the eighteenth century. 

P41. The Parish Schools of Henry VIII were the first to

be established in Ireland under Act of Parliament and their 

purpose was to introduce a knowledge of English among the native 

Irish. Very few of them were established however, with the result 

that Irish continued to be widely spoken during the reign of 

Elizabeth I. By 1809 there were five hundred and forty nine 

Parish schools with twenty three thousand children in attendance 

and in 1832, with the introduction of the National System of 

Education, practically all of these became National Schools.

Diocesan Schools were set up by Elizabeth I in 1570 as a means 

by which the Protestant faith might be propagated in Ireland

32

34

35
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but these had died out by 1872. Royal Schools, established in 

1608 by James I, were the next development but Catholics were 

unable to benefit from these episcopalian institutions. In the 

seventeenth century about seventeen grammar schools, known as 

Classical Schools of Private Foundation, were established in 

Ireland; one being Midleton School in Cork, dating from 1696, 

which is still in existence.

P42. In 1733, Charter Schools were established, with the

aim of converting poor Catholic children to Protestantism. Fifty 

eight of these boarding schools were built and in order to limit 

communication between parents and children, the children were 

usually sent to schools at great distances from their homes. There 

is evidence from many sources of the neglect and squalor in these 

institutions and when the Royal Commission of 1825 made an adverse 

report on them, the parliamentary grants were gradually withdrawn, 

ceasing altogether in 1872.

P43. The Rev. Peter White's school in Kilkenny, which

achieved a national reputation, is the first recorded Post -

Reformation Catholic school. Richard Stanihurst, from an important

Protestant family, received his education there, and he remembered
36his teacher with affection. Unfortunately, there is not much

information regarding Catholic schools in the sixteenth century

but it is known that educational opportunities were greatly limited,

as evidenced by the numbers of young men who began to leave Ireland

at the end of the sixteenth century to study on the Continent. A

letter written by Sir Henry Sydney in 1579 refers to the emigration -
37of Irish students to continental universities and colleges.

P44. The fact that these students had sufficient educational

qualifications for entry into continental Colleges suggests that, 

even under the harsh rule of the Cromwellians, the continuity of 

Irish Catholic education was unbroken. With the accession to the
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throne of William III and the introduction of the Penal Code, the

situation became even worse. Catholics were completely deprived

of education and an act was passed "banishing all Papists

exercising any Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction and all Regulars of
38the Popish clergy out of Ireland."

P45. Despite all these dangers and difficulties, Catholic

priests and laymen continued to teach and in 1713, in a Report on
39the State of Popery, we find statements like:

"In the town of Galway there are three Nunnerys, 
which the Papists commonly call Boarding Schools.
I have an account of 32 schools taught by Papists: 
divers of them teach Latin and Philosophy."

P46. The Hedge School, which was the most vital force in

popular education in the eighteenth century, owed its origin to

the laws against Catholic education and its name to the practice

of teaching the school under a sheltered hedge. It was a peasant

institution, taught by men who came from among the common people

and the first hedge schoolmasters were probably "The Popish School

Masrs. [Sic]," mentioned in the seventeenth century Cromwellian

Records, who taught "the Irish Youth, tracing them in Superstición,
' 40Idolatory, and the Evill customs of the Nación". When laws

against Catholic education were relaxed a little, school was held

in a barn or perhaps in a rough hut thrown up at the side of a

road.

P47. An aspiring hedge schoolmaster started off by learning

all that was possible from a local schoolmaster and then travelled 

throughout the country to other schools, having constantly to 

prove his aptitude for learning. These wandering academics 

became known as "Poor Scholars" and they, in their quest for 

learning, could be assured of the hospitality of the peasants and 

the co-operation of the established schoolmaster. When they were
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satisfied that they would make competent schoolmasters, they 

often returned to their native place and set up a school.

P48i Hedge schools were particularly numerous in Munster

and there are many references to the existence of such schools 

in Cork. Unfortunately there is little information available 

regarding the system of teaching employed, although it is known 

that reading ,writing and arithmetic formed the basic curriculum.

Latin and Greek were also taught in some schools and

up until the nineteenth century, in Irish-speaking areas, instruction

in all these subjects was given in the vernacular:

"I have in my survey met with some good latin scholars 
who did not understand the english tongue; particularly 
one 'Peter Kelly', who lived in a very uncultivated 
part of the country...."41

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, for reasons which will

be discussed below (P65 ), English was rapidly replacing Irish in

most areas as a medium of instruction in the hedge schools.

"In the wild and mountainous tracts, that divide the 
counties of Cork and Kerry,every bare-legged peasant 
converses fluently in English... 42

While this statement almost certainly exaggerates the extent to

which English was spoken in West Cork at that period, it suggests

that education flourished even in the most remote areas.

(2) Education in Ballyvourney

P49. Such schools as the Parish Schools of Henry VIII,

the Diocesan Schools of Elizabeth I, the Classical Schools of 

Private Foundation, the Royal Schools of Charles I or the Charter 

Schools were never established in Ballyvourney but were confined

to the larger villages and towns. In the report of the Commission
43of Inquiry into Irish Education in 1824 there is no reference

0
to the existence of any of the aforementioned schools in or near 

the Ballyvourney area. Similarly, an account of the Charter Schools
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of Cork contains no mention of such an institution in the parish 

of Ballyvourney and in fact the nearest Charter School was in 

Dunmanway, about thirty miles southeast of the parish.

P50. The bardic school tradition, however, lingered on

in Ballyvourney until the middle of the nineteenth century in 

the form of a "court of poetry", an assembly which preserved 

ancient Irish poetry and where members composed and discussed new 

poems. A court of poetry of this kind was held at a house in 

Gortnatubbrid townland (now the property of Mr. Jeremiah Hegarty, 

Home Farm, Ballymakeery), during the lifetime of Aodhagan o (UvvV.cA\V£-f 

a major Irish poet who lived in the early eighteenth century}and 

this assembly remained in existence until the famine of the late 

1840s .*

P51, As regards hedge schools, there is no reliable

information concerning their location in the area nor is there 

much information about the local hedge schoolmasters. There were 

two hedge schools in the western part of the parish before the 

advent of the National Schools; one in Inchamore and the other 

in Derrylahan. A schoolmaster called Micheál Phoil 6 Criodain 
taught in the school at Derrylahan at the beginning of the last 

century and the last hedge - schoolmaster was, as far as can be 

ascertained, a man named 0 Herlihy. It is not known if he was 

a native of the parish although the name O^Herlihy is particularly 

associated with Ballyvourney. See above (P 8 )•

P52. The earliest available reference to an official

school in Ballyvourney is in Mason's account of the parish in 

1810, 45

£ I am indebted to Mr. Donal MacSweeney B.A., H. Dip. Ed., a 
native of Ballyvourney parish, for this information.



"The children here are very indifferently educated.
However, the present proprietor of the parish... 
established two schools on his estate, one for boys, 
and the other for girls."

Mason estimated that about one hundred boys attended school but

the number of girls in attendance is not given. In 1839 there

were three daily fee-paying schools in the area, which were
46attended by seventy boys and thirty girls. In 1828 a new

plan for a national system of education for Ireland was laid down 

by a select committee of the House of Commons but it was thirteen 

years later that the first National School was established in the 

parish:

"In 1841, the National Board granted £74.3.4d. 
toward the building and furnishing of a school- 
house in Ballymacure" 47

48P53, By 1856 there were three schools in the parish

at Ballymakeery, Coolea and Derrynasaggart - and Bardincha 

National School was established between 1867 and 1871. In 1871 

there were four hundred and sixty seven pupils in attendance at 

four mixed national schools in Ballyvourney and when the 

population decline in the parish between 1841 and 1871 is taken 

into account, (see P22 ), it is evident that the percentage of 

children being educated in the area rose between those two dates.

In the Census of 1871, however, an education survey was carried 

out in each parish in Ireland and it was found that, in Ballyvourney 

over sixty per cent of people over five years of age were illiterate 

The obvious conclusion to be drawn from this is that the system of 

national education had not been successful in the area during the 

first thirty years of its existence. However, when it is remembered 

that a child's standard of education was measured by and dependent 

on his command of the English language and that daily attendance 

at school was not compulsory at that time, the reasons for this 

lack of success become somewhat clearer.
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P54. At present there are one hundred and eighty-six pupils

in attendance at Ballyraakeery National School, thirty-six pupils

at Coolea National School and twenty-eight pupils attending

Bardincha National School. The fourth school in the district,

Derrynasaggart National School, was closed down in 1962 and pupils

from that area now attend the National School in Ballymakeery

village. When Ballyvourney children reach the age of twelve years,

the majority go to secondary schools in the parish, although a

small number are sent to schools in Cork City or in nearby towns.

Of the two secondary schools in the parish, the technical school

was established in 1952, and has one hundred and five pupils in

attendance at present. Forty-five of these children come from

Ballyvourney parish while the remainder come from the surrounding

parishes of Kilnamartyra, Clondrohid and Clonkeen. The other
/ / /secondary school, Colaiste Iosagain, was opened in 1940 and has 

about two hundred and twenty pupils of whom one hundred and fifty 

are boarders with the remainder coming from the parish and 

surrounding areas.

P55. In 1935, a summer college was set up in Coolea for

those who wished to learn Irish and in 1975 an Irish summer course 

was organised for the first time in Colaiste iosagain. These 

colleges were established with government aid with the aim of 

reviving Irish as a spoken language,and hundreds of children 

from all over Ireland attend monthly courses there each summer.

The English Language

(1) The English Language in Ireland

For further reading see:
Joyce, P.W. English as we speak it in Ireland, Dublin, 1910.
^ogan, J.J. The English Language in Ireland, Dublin, 1929.
0 Cuiv, B., Irish Dialects and Irish - speaking districts.
, Dublin, 1971.
0 Muirithe, D. (ed.), The English Language in Ireland, Dublin

and Cork, 1977.
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P56. The history of the establishment of English in Ireland

is well documented. English and French were introduced into Ireland 

at the time of the Norman invasion in the twelfth century but 

neither language made much progress in the country at first. In 

fact, Norman and English settlers were rapidly gaelicised and it 

was necessary, in 1366, to pass the Statutes of Kilkenny, which 

ruled that Englishmen in Ireland must use English surnames, speak 

English and follow English customs. These statutes were ineffective 

as were later measures to popularize the English language in Ireland. 

During the reign of Henry VIII various attempts were made to crush 

the Irish language, but they all failed. Elizabeth I actually 

approved of the use of Irish as a means by which the Protestant 

faith might be propagated and she had the Bible translated into 

Irish.

P57, After the Battle of Kinsale in 1601 the whole country

came under English rule and, with the plantations of the seventeenth 

century, the English language penetrated into places where it had 

never been widely used before. By the end of the eighteenth century, 

two thirds of the Irish people could speak some English, whereas at 

the beginning of the seventeenth century, the majority of the people 

were Irish - speaking monoglots. The number of Irish speakers 

declined steadily until the Great famine of 1845-51 when Ireland 

lost two million Irish speakers through death and emigration. Since 

then English has established itself as the first language of most 

Irish people and there are now very few Irish - speaking monoglots 

in the country.

II. The English Language in Ballyvourney

P58. There is no evidence of Anglo-Norman settlement in

Ballyvourney and both the Elizabethan and the Cromwellian plantations
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had very little influence on the language situation in the area.

Very few settled in Desmond in Elizabethan times and those who

arrived as a result of the Cromwellian plantations were soon

absorbed into the local community:

"Even the children of the Cromwellians who 
themselves, hardly fifty years before, had 
come to live in it, could not now speak 
English". 49

By the end of the seventeenth century a number of the planted

landlord class had adopted the Irish language, among them the

Colthursts, landlords of Ballyvourney:

"... it is certain that the Colthursts of Blarney 
and the Lord Kenmare family in Kerry were at 
this time speakers of Irish". 50

P59, At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Irish

was still the predominant language in Cork:

"Except in towns, they seldom use any language 
but Irish, and even in some of the best 
cultivated districts most of the people can 
speak no other". 51

In Ballyvourney at that period, the English language had made little 

progress:

"Irish is the language most generally spoken; 
very few speak English". 52

Many factors favoured the survival of the Irish language in the 

parish. The remote and mountainous nature of the area was a 

natural safeguard against English conquest and settlement. Poor 

communications hindered travel to and from the area. Subsistence 

farming, which was practised in the area until after the famine, 

meant that the people of Ballyvourney were virtually self-sufficient 

and so contact with the neighbouring areas was not an economic 

necessity. The Colthurst family, who were landlords over most of 

the parish, were Irish - speaking at the end of the seventeenth 

century and, although later generations of Colthursts were English -

' 1
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speaking, there was little or no contact between them and their 

tenants in Ballyvourney (see P M*above). A Dr. Baldwin, whose 

family were landlords over a small portion of the parish, and 

who lived in the area at the end of the last century, spoke 

Irish to his patients. Thus the direct influence exerted on the 

language situation in Ballyvourney by the English - speaking 

gentry would seem to have been negligible.

P60» It is doubtful whether many families of English

origin ever settled in Ballyvourney, and although there is no firm

evidence on this point, it is possible to get some idea of the

size of the planter population in the parish at a given time, if

the number of Protestants in the area is known. In 1834 there

were thirty Protestants and nearly four thousand Catholics in the 
53area. However, the fact that these people were Protestant is 

not absolute proof of their English ancestory as there were 

Catholics among the planters who settled in the Barony of Muskerry 

in the early seventeenth century and, on the other hand, some of 

the native Catholic population of Ballyvourney may have become 

Protestants. The criterion of family names provides a more 

definite basis for speculation on the origins of these people and 

English family names were never numerous in Ballyvourney. (see 9 11> - 

13 above). Whatever the exact number of the planter community was 

at any given period, it is perhaps reasonable to assume that the 

planters formed a tiny portion of the total population in Ballyvourney 

and, as such, that they would have been rapidly assimilated into 

the Irish - speaking community.

P6 l. As regards numbers of Irish - speakers in Ballyvourney

at any specific period, the earliest figures are from 1851 and even 

then the statistics refer to the whole barony of West Muskerry.
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There were 27,837 Irish - speakers in the barony at this time with
54seventy five per cent of the total population Irish - speaking

but by 1871, only fifty four per cent of the people were Irish - speaking.

It is clear then that a language shift took place in the area during

the nineteenth century and the reasons why the English language

became dominant there by the end of the last century will now be

examined.

P62„ It has been mentioned above (see P33 ) that Ballyvourney

is a remote district which has had little contact with surrounding 

areas until comparatively recently. Nevertheless, a certain amount 

of contact with outlying English - speaking areas was inevitable.

The language of commerce was English and the nearest market town 

to Ballyvourney, Macroom, was largely English - speaking in the 

nineteenth century. Butter making was important to the economy 

and Cork City, in which little Irish was then spoken, was the nearest 

butter market. In the early part of the last century, journeys from 

Ballyvourney to Cork City would have taken days but the construction 

of the Cork/Macroom railway line in 186£> made travelling a lot easier 

(see P 3b above).

P63. The language of employment was English too and, at

the beginning of the nineteenth century, many Ballyvourney people 

worked on a seasonal basis, on the more fertile lands of Counties 

Cork, Limerick and Tipperary. Mason, writing in 1819 remarks 

on this fact:

"... a great number of natives are compelled, 
for want of employment at home, to go to Cork, 
and beyond it, to the richer parts of the 
country, at certain times of the year, to 
procure work and earn a little money to clothe 
themselves, their wives and children".

It is probable that these returning workers brought English into

Ballyvourney and it is also probable that a knowledge of English

• 1
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was advantageous to those people who intended to work outside the 

parish in such a way.

P64. As well as seasonal migration from Ballyvourney during

this period, there was emigration. The practice of sub-dividing 

land among the sons of a family had been constantly opposed by 

the landlords and, when many small holdings were consolidated 

into larger farming units in the first half of the last century, 

many landless labourers and their families were forced to emigrate. 

Indeed some landlords, in their efforts to clear farm labourers 

and cottiers from their estates, paid passages to Canada and 

America for some of their tenants. In Ballyvourney, as in many 

other areas of Ireland at this time, the landlords demanded 

unbearably high rents and those tenants who could not pay were 

often evicted. It was difficult for Ballyvourney people to obtain 

employment at home due to a surplus of labour and with the possibility 

of emigration looming before many of them, it became desireable to 

learn a certain amount of English.

P65. The language of politics and social mobility was

English and, in the nineteenth century, political leaders like 

Daniel O'Connell advocated the learning of English as a means by 

which the Irish people could defend themselves against exploitation. 

Until this time, the virtual isolation of Catholics from political 

life had helped keep them Irish - speaking but then, when opport

unities of social and material advancement presented themselves to 

the Irish people, the learning of English was viewed by many parents 

as the key to unlock the door to a new life. The comparison in 

people's minds between the depressed Gaeltacht and the more prosp

erous world outside produced a psychological reaction against their 

traditional way of life and the Irish language consequently waned 

as more and more people turned to English. This reaction is to be
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seen in late nineteenth-century Ballyvourney where many parents 

refused to speak Irish to their children in the hope that they 

would forget their native language and the local teacher's help 

was often sought in this matter.

P 6 6 . There were no official schools in Ballyvourney until

the end of the eighteenth century when Nicholas Colthurst (1789 - 

1829), then landlord over most of the area, had two schools opened 

on his estates and presumably the children must have learnt some 

English there. There is no information available concerning the 

teaching of English in hedge - schools in Ballyvourney but in 

hedge - schools generally in the nineteenth century, English was 

taught:

"Although some schoolmasters were undoubtedly 
well versed in native learning and folklore, 
it was a general policy in hedge - schools to 
suppress the native language and learning 
among the children, and to replace it with 
English" 56

In many cases the child was forced to wear a 'scoreen' or tally
.. ■ :

stick around his neck at home and the teacher could tell by the 

number of notches the next day, how often the child had spoken 

Irish, and the youngster was punished accordingly.

P67. When the national schools were established in Ireland
\

after 1830, Irish was excluded from the curriculum and from then

until the end of the century , many parents, teachers and clergy

combined in opposition to the learning of Irish:

"Far from wanting Irish in the national 
schools, the parents and teachers saw in 
the schools a means, far beyond the 
requirements of any regulation, for 
suppressing the language". 57

An informant used in this study, who attended a national school 

in Ballyvourney about the turn of the century, speaks of the 

contempt displayed by some clergy and parents alike for the Irish

■ 1
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language and classes in Irish were often given in secret.

P6<3* However, the foundation of the Gaelic League in 1893

gave renewed impetus to learning the Irish language and Dr. Lynch, (see 

P 24 above), was an enthusiastic member in Ballyvourney. In 

1906,bi-lingual schools were established in "Gaeltachtai1’(Irish - 

speaking areas) and in 1909 the teaching of Irish was made compulsory. 

In 1913 it was deemed necessary to have a knowledge of the language 

in order to matriculate to the National University of Ireland and 

eventually Irish was made a requisite for all state appointments.

In Irish - speaking areas grants were paid to those people, having 

children under fourteen years of age, in whose homes Irish was 

commonly used and to ensure that national schoolteachers had a 

good knowledge of Irish, preparatory colleges were opened in 

1927 where all study was conducted through the medium of Irish.

Despite all these attempts to promote it however, Irish was spoken 

less and less by the people of Ballyvourney,and in Ireland generally 

there was growing opposition to compulsory Irish in schools with 

the result that, in 1973, the Irish government decided that Irish 

should cease to be a compulsory subject in secondary schools. In 

the same year it was decided that Irish was to be no longer a 

required entrance qualification for the National University of 

Ireland and, since 1974, it is not necessary to have Irish as a 

Leaving Certificate subject in order to enter the Civil Service.

P6.9,. The language of the mass media in Ballyvourney has

always been English. There has never been a daily newspaper 

printed in Irish and the weekly papers and magazines which were 

printed in that language rarely found their way into the homes of 

Ballyvourney, their circulation being mainly confined to schools 

and colleges. It was therefore necessary for people to learn
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English in order to understand what was happening in the world and 

this provided another incentive for the learning of English. No 

such incentive was available for learning to read Irish and this 

is reflected in the low literacy levels in Irish among the older 

generation in the parish. All of them are literate in English 

while only some of them can read and write in Irish. It may also 

be worthwhile to note that, at the beginning of the present century, 

when most of these people were being educated, there was« 'Vc.

standard form for written Irish and this might partly explain the 

low literacy levels in that language among them. The state-controlled 

radio and television station, R.T.E., has always devoted most of its 

air time to English language programmes, with perhaps one hour per 

day given to programmes in Irish. In 1972 a radio station "Raidio 

na Gaeltachta", which broadcasts exclusively in Irish, was set up 

with a government subsidy to cater for people in Irish - speaking 

areas and it has many listeners in Ballyvourney, especially among 

the older people. However, with English-language newspapers and 

English-language radio and television already popular in the homes 

of the parish, the establishment of "Raidio na Gaeltachta" may have 

come too late to exert any significant influence on the linguistic 

situation there.

P70. It is possible that the speech of teachers may have

influenced the English spoken in the area and an attempt was 

therefore made to discover the number of non-local teachers who 

have taught in Ballyvourney. Information concerning those who 

taught in the parish before 1900 is scanty but it is known that 

teachers such as Con Lynch and Donncha 0 Loinsigh, who taught 

during the closing years of the last century, were local men.

Since 1900, there were only a few non-local teachers (like Miss Crowley



from Dunmanway, County Cork, Mr. O'Brien from Ballincollig, County 

Cork and Mr. Collins from Limerick). The great majority of those 

teaching in Ballyvourney at present were born in the parish. This 

fact is significant because, although these teachers may have been 

trained in Cork, Dublin or Limerick, all of them - certainly those 

presently teaching there - seem to have retained their native 

dialect to a great degree and, as Irish is the language most generally 

used in the schools of the parish, it seems reasonable to assume 

that, in this century at least, teachers, whether local or non-local, 

can have had little influence on the type of English spoken in 

Ballyvourney. In fact, it is the teachers who have been primarily 

responsible for the preservation and promotion of the Irish language 

in the area during this century and no one has worked more diligently 

in this regard than Mr. Q Ceochain, who taught in Coolea National 

School during the nineteen forties and fifties.

P71. Since 1900 the clergy too, with one notable exception,

have encouraged the use of Irish in the parish. Fr. Walsh, who 

was parish priest of Ballyvourney at the beginning of this century 

fiercly denounced the speaking of Irish and tried everything in 

his power to promote English. Every priest since then, however, 

including those in the parish at present, has been Irish - speaking 

and anxious to preserve the language in the area. For over forty 

years, mass has been read in Irish every Sunday in Coolea church 

and, in Ballymakeery church, there is a mass in Irish and one in 

English each Sunday. I

I am grateful to Fr. D. O'Connor B.A., curate in Ballyvourney for 
almost twenty years, and Mr. D. MacSweeney B.A., H. Dip. Ed., a 
native of the parish, for much of the information in PP. 10 and "1\.
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P72. In Ballyvourney to-day, there are no monoglot Irish -

speakers except possibly very young children but the people of the

parish in general are very keen to preserve Irish as a spoken

language in the area and there is a great interest, among people

of all ages, in their traditional music, songs and stories. This

present enthusiasm is due, in no small measure, to Sean b Riada,

a composer and Lecturer in Music in University College, Cork, who

came to live in the area in 1964. His arrival heralded a great

cultural revival in the parish,and the music and stories of Coolea,

an area in the west of the parish, have become famous all over

Ireland. He encouraged children to speak Irish and, although he

is now dead, his influence continues to be felt. The choir which

he formed in Coolea is still in existence and the area has become

a fashionable haunt of musicians and those wishing to learn Irish.

P73. In Macroom Rural District in 1971 there were 5,334
58Irish - speakers; forty six per cent of the total population.

The forty six per cent classified as "Irish speakers" include many 

who know just a few words of the language as well as genuine, fluent 

native Irish speakers. Many of these people are from Ballyvourney 

parish where most people know some Irish but where English is 

clearly the dominant language. Only perhaps in those parts of the 

parish lying nearest the Kerry border is Irish still commonly

spoken.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PHONEMES OF BALLYVOURNEY ENGLISH

P74. The phonemic analysis adopted for this study is similar to that

used by Gimson in An Introduction to the Pronunciation of English »̂

The analysis is based not upon an idiolect but upon the speech of a

representative sample of dialect speakers because it was felt that it was

necessary to consider the speech of all age-groups in order to give a

synchronic description of such a complex system. This complexity arises

from not only the process of interaction between the phonemic systems of 
%

Irish and English, but also from the process of change from one phonetic

system of English to a different phonetic system of English. It is

inevitable, therefore, that parts of these various systems must exist

simultaneously and in conflict within the speech of single individuals

The importance of age-group classification in the consideration of phonemic

systems is underlined by the following quotation:

'Any sound change in progress is a synchronic fact. Both the start

and the finish of a change co-exist for a certain length of time.

If the change differentiates the younger generation from the older,

there is always some intercourse between the two generations, and the

receiver belonging to one is accustomed to decoding messages from a

sender of the other. Furthermore, the initial and final stage may

co-occur in the use of one and the same generation as two stylistic

levels: on the one hand, a more conservative and conventional, on the

other, a more fashionable way of talking. Thus synchronic analysis

must encompass linguistic changes and, vice versa, linguistic changes
2may be comprehended only in the light of synchronic analysis.'

The Vowel Phonemes
'X /P75. The commutation test’ establishes the following vowel

phonemes:
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/i: / beat feel dean

A / bit fill din

/e: / bait fail Dane

/£/ bet fell den

/a/ bat Dan ant barn

/a: / aunt balm

/a/ Don long cot

/a:/ bought fall dawn born bomb caught

loi but
%

full done

lo:/ boat foal

/u: / boot fool dune

/ai/ bite file dine

/ai/ foil

/no/ bout fowl down

/9/ about along

Note 1:

It was thought preferable to use /o/ instead of /o/ or /u/ to denote the 

phoneme, corresponding to both RP /a/ and /o/, whose primary realization 

is [o]. The choice of /o/ was ruled out on the grounds that it might 

suggest a realization comparable to that of RP /o/, while /u/ was ruled out 

on the grounds that specific phonetic symbols, /l/ and /e/ are employed to 

represent the corresponding front short vowel phonemes. The use of /o/ 

as a new symbol which would convey most information about the phoneme's 

phonetic reality was considered but /oj, a symbol traditionally used to 

represent this sound by Irish phonologists, was finally chosen.

Note 2:

/a/ occurs in unstressed syllables only.

Note 3:

An unstable situation exists between /at/ and /cu/ (see below P176 ).

• 1
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Note 4:

/a:/ is a phoneme, with a low functional load, which contrasts with /a/ 

and /a/ in only a few minimal pairs (see below Pill ). The importance 

of the phonemic status of /a:/, however, must not be overlooked:

the linguist has to take full account, on the synchronic level,

of any phonemic opposition, even 

opposition is limited to a single 

P76. The consonant phonemes are as

Plosives /k, p, t, g, b, d, T and D/

kill / pill  ̂till 

lick  ̂ lip / lit
/k,

pet  ̂get  ̂bet / debt — /g»

tie  ̂thigh  ̂ thy ----- /T,

Liquids /r, 1/

f the functional yield of this 

pair of words. ' 

follows:

P, t/

b, d/

D/

tight  ̂ light  ̂right 

boat  ̂bowl i boar 

Nasals /m, n, q/’

pale  ̂male  ̂nail 

cope f comb f cone 

sin i sing 

lawn  ̂ long 

Affricates /tJ, d^/

pill / chill / Jill 

rip  ̂rich ridge 

Fricatives /f, v, s, z, J ,  h, 

feel  ̂meal; leaf f lead 

veil  ̂nail; sieve / sin 

sin f tin; glass / glad

zip  ̂lip; buzz i bun

sin / shin ̂  chin

cap / cash f catch

/l, r/

/m, n/

/o/1

/tj, d^/

M, X

/f / 

/v/

/ S /

/z/

/ J /



ledger  ̂leisure ------ /^/

hump / dump / pump ------ /h/

whales  ̂bales  ̂ tails ------ /m /

lot  ̂ lock  ̂ lough ------ /x/

Semi-vowels /j, w/

yet / bet / pet ------ /j/

whales  ̂bales  ̂Wales ------ /w/

Note:

/x/ is a phoneme, with a low functional load, which may overlap with /k/ 
%

and /f/ (see below P 246 ).
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CHAPTER 2

VOWEL PHONEMES AND THEIR REALIZATIONS

/is/

P77. This phoneme is usually realized with a long vowel but when 

lightly stressed in the sentence or with secondary word stress, in the 

word a half-long or short sound is used instead, e.g. before [bi1fo:8 j] 

5A, skeehogues (Ir. sciathóg 'straw basket') [J^i•1hp:gz] 6B, between 

[bi'1twi*n] 4C

P78. Thè phoneme has two main allophones which may be transcribed

narrowly as [i:] and [£:]. Glides are common, especially in the speech

of Groups 1 and 2, between this phoneme and a preceding or following

consonant, and an off-glide is often heard in strongly stressed absolute

final position. For a discussion on glides, see below P461.

P79. 1. [i:] - This sound is front, lips spread, slightly lower than
1Cardinal 1, but closer than the primary realization of RP /i:/

It occurs generally between palatal consonants*, or having a palatal 

consonant on at least one side as follows:

Group 1

concertina [1kan|soj 1 ti:no] 1A, near [n i j] 2A, scheme [Jki:m] 3A,
Eve [i:lv] 4A, teeth [ti:3 t] 5A, drisheens (Ir. drisin 'the stuffed main 

intestine of an animal') [dri1Ji:nz]6A.

Group 2

speaker ['spi:koj] IB, Milleens (townland name) [mili:lnz] 2B, Tralee 

[tra1li :1] 3B, fear [fi:s j ] 4B, feet [fi :t ] 5B, indeed [n1di:ld] 6B.

*Inherited quality of Ballyvourney English consonants:
palatal f, v, t, d, J ,  5 , n, 1 , j, k1 , g1 , p1, b1, m1, q 1 

non-palatal m , w , T, D, s, z, r, x, k , g , .p , b. , m , q 
Neutral h

(for a fuller discussion of these terms see below P464 )
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Group 3

year [ji:ej] 1C, eighteen [e’tirn] 2C, each [i:tj] 3C, droleen (Ir. 

dreoAtrv Ta wren') [dro'li:n] 4C, hea£ [hi:lp] 5C, chieftain [1tJi:ftin] 8C. 

Note: This is by far the most common variant of /i:/.

P80. 2. [i:] - As variant 1, but slightly more open and centralized. Iti
occurs generally between non-palatal consonants or having a non-palatal 

consonant on at least one side, as follows:

Group 1

gattery (Ir. geataire 'a splinter of NsogWi') [gJata’ri:] 1A, three [ tr^ :1 ] 

2A, seize [si:9z] 3A, beard [bi:3 _jd] 5A, either [^i:dar] 7A.L I *  L
Group 2

street [stri:t] IB, these [ di :9z]2B, season [ 1 si:zn] 3B, here [hi:9r ] 5B, 

really [*ji:li] 7B.

Group 3

see [si:] 2C, week [wi:k] 3C, sealed [si:Id] 4C, disease [de1zi;9 z] 5C, 

sweets [s9wi:ts] 6C, Taoiseach [*ti:fax] 8C.

Note: / i: / is realized as [ u: ] in one word only, i.e. between [bi’tliin]

7B.

P81. /i:/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) with /e:/ in traditional dialect speech in words which had ME [e:] 

e.g. eat [e:t] and [i:t] 1A; tea [te:] 2A and [ti:]lA; meat [me:t] and 

[mi:t] 8C; leave [le:v] 6C and [li:v] 5A.

(ii) with /ai/ in either [i:dar] 7A and [aidar] IOC.

(iii) with /e/ in beard [be-rd] 1A and [bi:8rd] 4C

(iv) with /i:a/ in idea [ai1di: ] 2B and [ai*di:a] 6C; museum [muzi:m]

7A and [muzi:am] 2C
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P82.

A /

P83. This phoneme is always realized with a short vowel and does not

occur in final, open syllables. The phoneme has three main allophones 

which may be transcribed narrowly as [i], [t] and [i].

P84. [l ] - This sound is half-way between close and half-close and

retracted slightly from the fully front position. It is closer and 

slightly more fronted than the primary realizations of RP /l/.

The lips are spread. It is most likely to occur initially before, or 

medially between, consonants with palatal quality inherited directly ’ 

from Irish (see below P469 ), but, in fact, examples of this sound have 

been recorded in all contexts except between non-palatals. It occurs 

as follows:

Group 1

kitchen ['kitj^l 1A, big [big] 2A, linen ['limn] 3A, dist̂  [dij] 4A, 

killed [kild] 5A, initials [e’nijalz] 6A.

Group 2

hill rh11 ] IB, timid [’timad] 2B, stinging [ftiqin] 3B, sing [siq] 5B,
' ' ‘ +  +  * +

stick [stik] 6B, ditch fdit f ] 7B.
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Group 3

pit [pits] 1C, wings [wiqz] 2C, lived [llvd] 3C, inches [*lnflz] 5C, dinner 

[*dinej] 6C, lios (Ir. 'Fort') [ 1L S] 8C.

P85. 2. [l] - A little more open and more central than variant 1, about

the same position as the main RP realization, lips spread. The sound 

occurs both initially before and medially between consonants of all 

qualities as follows:

Group 1

clitter (Ir. cliotar 'noise') [’klitsr] 1A, crippling ['kJlpliq] 3A, fit 

[fit] 4A, certain [ 1s£Jtin] 5A, myrrh [mlJ] 6A, vigils [ 1vid^alz] 7A.

Group 2

still [stll] IB, fixing ['fiksiq] 3B, maker [*me:ku] 4B, film [’filam]+ • + -----  + ----

6B, hit [hit] 7B, fiddle [tidl] 8B.

Group 3

listen [ 1 li sn] 1C, difference [ ’ di fajms ] 2C, instrument [ ' instJammt ] 5C, 

winter [ 1 wifl£sr ] 6C, trips [trips] 8C, women [ 1 wimm] IOC.
Note: [i] is the most common variant of /i/.

P8 6 . 3. [[] - Very much lower and more centralized than variant 2, lips 

spread. This sound is not as common as the other two variants and has 

been recorded mainly after the non-palatal / T/, / D/ and /s/ phonemes, and 

also after palatal /d/ in a few cases. It occurs as follows:

Group 1

sick [s^k] 1A, this [d^s] 3A, thick [t^k] 4A, didn't ['didnt] 5A, 

thing [ 11 r)] 6A.

Group 2

different ['difarant] 3B, since [sins] 7B.

Group 3

thinning ['tiniq] 5C, things [tiqz] 8C.

/l/ alternates with a number of phonemes:P87.
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(i) with /£/ as in pickle [p£kll] 2A and [*ptkt 1 ] 8C; miracles------ + + ------- -
[^mejakilz] 8C and [muakllz] 6A; firm [fejm] 2B and [fum] 2C.+ + ----
Note: This lowering from [t] to [e] in some words also occurs in

3 4Roscommon , Ulster dialects and in many dialects of Scotland and 

Engl and.

(ii) with /ai/ as in wind [wain] 3B and [wind] 4C.

(iii) with /$/ as in timber [ * tb’mbaJ] 1A and ['tbmbaj] 7C; with [wot]

4A and [wit] 2A; didn't ['dodi^t] 5A and ['didnt] IOC; difference

['dofajms] 3B and ['dlfajms] 5B.
%

Note 1:

[o] is the main allophone of the /o/ phoneme and so the above examples

provide instances of overlapping between the allophones of /i/ and those

of /o/. There is alternation between /i/ and /u/ in Ballyvourney Irish^
7 'and in Irish dialects generally; for the details see Wagner , 0 Siadhail 

and Wigger^, 0 Murchu^ and O'Rahilly'*'? The most favourable phonetic 

conditions for alternation in Irish is in position between two consonants 

of different quality - in Ballyvourney Irish cuid 'share1 alternates 

between /kud'/ and /kid7/ - and, in similar environments in Ballyvourney 

English, overlapping between /t/ and /o/ is particularly likely to occur. 

Note 2:

For alternation between /i/ and /a/, see below under /a/ P150.

Tongue positions for /i/.
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/e: /

P89. This phoneme is usually realized with a long vowel but when

lightly stressed in the sentence or with secondary word stress in the 

word a half-long or short sound is used instead, e.g. eighteen [e-'ti:n] 

2C, kayley (Ir. ceili. 'dance') [ke-^li:] 6C, Sunday [^sonde] 2B, native 

[1ne-tvv] 6A.

P90. The phoneme has two main allophones which may be transcribed

narrowly as [e:] and [e:]. Glides are common and their distribution is

as for /i:/ (see above P78 ).
%

P91. 1. [e:] - This sound is front, lips spread, about Cardinal 2. It

occurs generally between palatal consonants, or having a palatal consonant 

on at least one side, as follows:

Group 1

slave [sle:v] 1A, Danes [de:lnz] 2A, agent ['erd^int] 3A, share [ J e :9j ]

4A, mistake [mls'te:k] 5A, snail [Jne:ll] 6A.

Group 2

names [ne:lmz] IB, table [^te:bl] 2B, day [de:1] 3B, age [e:d^] 4B, play

[pie:] 5B, tear (vb.) [te:Sr] 7B.---- 0

Group 3

rake [je:f] 3C, gate [ge:t] 5C, hay [he:1 ]6C, dangerous [^dem^ajas] 7C, 

chair [tJe:Sj] 8C, eight [ e :1 t] IOC.

P92. 2. [e:] - As variant 1, but slightly more open and centralized. It

occurs generally between non-palatal consonants or having a non-palatal 

consonant on at least one side, as follows:

Group 1

strain [stre:nj 1A, there [de:ar] 2A, disabled [do'ze'.bald] 3A, trailers 

[’tre:lajz] 4A, weights [we:lts] 5A, generations [(d^vna*je:Jnz ] 6A.

Group 2

say [se:] IB, safe [se:f] 3B, O'Leary (surname) [a 1le:Ja] 5B. I l L
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Group 3

bare [be:j] 2C, waste [we:st] 4C, Gaeltacht 'Irish-speaking district'L L
[*ge:ltaxt] 6C, earlier [’euliaa] 8C.

Note: Variant I is by far the most common realization of this phoneme

among all age-groups, variant 2 having been recorded frequently only 

among informants from Group 1.

P93. Other realizations:

(i) [ce:] “ A rounded Cardinal 3 which has been recorded in the following 

words only:

hair [hs:^] 7B and there [doe:j] IOC.

(ii) [e:] ~ A slightly raised variant of [e:] above, which occasionally 

occurs in the neighbourhood of palatal consonants, e.g. day [de:] 5A, 

play [pie:] 2B, names [ne:mz] 7C. The sound also occurs accompanied by 

an off-glide, e.g. day [de:1'] 4A, hay [he:L] 1C.

P94. /e:/ occasionally alternates with /a/ in unstressed syllables,

e.g. Tuesday [’tjurzde] 3C and [*tju:zde] 8B.

P95. The opposition between /e:/ and /e/ is for the most part suspended 

before /r/ in monosyllabic words, but the following pairs may be cited as 

evidence for a marginal opposition: air [e:9 j] t err [ea] 2A, pair [pe9 j] 

f per [pea] 2B, hair [he?j]  ̂her [hej] IOC.

P96. in polysyllabic words, the opposition between /e:/ and /e/ may

be shown by the following pairs: fairy [*fe:ri] f ferry ['f£ri] 4A, vary 

['ve:ri]  ̂very [*vEri] 7B, Mary (personal name) [’me:ri]  ̂ merry 

['meri] 5C.
P97.

1

Tongue positions for /e:/.
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/£/

P98. This phoneme is generally realized with a short vowel but a long

variant often occurs before /r/ in stressed syllables, e.g. herb [e:jb] 8B, 

swerve [’sweuv] 6A, learn [leun] IOC. /e/ does not occur in final, 

open syllables.

The phoneme has two main allophones which may be transcribed 

narrowly as [ i] and [e]. For the relationship between /i/ and /e/ see 

below P102.

P99. 1. [i] - For description, see above under /l/ P85 . This allophone

is most likely to occur in the neighbourhood of nasals and is also quite 

common before /J/, /s/ and /t/. Examples have been recorded, however, 

in most other phonetic environments. It occurs as follows;

Group 1

penny [ 1 pini] 1A, men [mm] 3A, twenty [*twmti] 4A, debt [dit] 5A, neck 

[nik] 6A, French [frinj] 7A.

Group 2

plenty [’plinti] 2B, dead [did] 3B, central [ 1 smtJil] 4B, remember [ja'mimba. 

5B, kettle [k 111 ] 6B, fence [fins] 7B.

Group 3

depends [da'pmz] 2C, hedge [hid^] 4C, attention [a'tmfan] 5C, spend 

[sptnd] 6C, end [ind] 8C, technical ['tikmkil] IOC

Note: A lowered and retracted variant, [i],(see variant 3 above under 

/l/) has been recorded,usually following a non-palatal or neutral con

sonant, as follows:

Group 1

sense [sins] 1A, wet [wit] 4A, meant [mint] 5A, went [wmt] 6A. 
I t  t t

Group 2

special ['spj.Jol] IB, heavy [ 1 h lvi] 2B, weather ['widr] 3B, strength 

[striqt] (sic.) 7B.t a .
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Group 3

trench [tJlnJ] 1C, hedge [hid^] 4C, friend [fJlnd] 6C.
I  l  t

P100. 2 . [e ] - This sound is front, about Cardinal 3 and slightly central

ized, lips spread. It occurs mainly flanking all consonants other than 

nasals but it has been recorded frequently in nasal environments, especially 

in the speech of informants from Group 3. Examples:

Group 1

megill (Ir. meigeall 'goat's beard') ['megal] 1A, converse [kan'vEJs] 2A, 

attention [a'tenjn] 3A, edge [ed^] 4A, eldest ['eldast] 5A, pepper [pEpar] 

6A.

Group 2

wedges ['wEd^iz] IB, everywhere [ * EV-iimEj] 2B, beggar ['bsg-Uj] 3B,

dead [dsd] 4B, welcome ['wElkim] 5B, leaping [ 11e p t Q] 7B.----  + ------  +

Group 3

weather [*w£dr] 2C, sledge [slEd^] 3C, shed [Jfid] 5C, held [hEld] 6C, 

seven [ssvn] 7C, very ['veri] 8C.

Note: [e ] is the most common variant of /e/.

P101. Other realizations:

(i) [e ] ~ A raised and centralized form of variant 2 above. This rare 

form occasionally occurs initially before and medially after palatal 

consonants as follows:

step [step] 1A, debt [det] 5A, eggs [ecjz] 2B, forget [fa1 get] 4B, left 

[left] IOC.

(ii) [o] - For description, see above under /i/. This sound has been 

recorded only in the following examples:

never ['novaj] 3A, second ['sokand] 4A, every ['bvai] 3B, several

['sovajl] 7B, learning ['ib’jniq] 1A.+
P102. For many speakers, especially those from Groups 1 and 2, there

is a neutralization of the /t/ vs. /E/ contrast in the neighbourhood of
• 1nasals, e.g. pen [pin] = pin [pin] IB, den [dm] = din [din] 4A.
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However, in this phonetic environment, where a raised allophone of /e/ is 

particularly likely to occur, and in the other environments where raising 

has occasionally been recorded, the /l/ phoneme may also have a raised 

allophone, thus maintaining the margin of security necessary for phonemic 

contrastivity. For example, meant [mint] t mint [mint] 5A, and lead (n.) 

[lid] t lid [lid] 2B .

P103. The tendency to raise ME e to i in the neighbourhood of nasals

was a common feature of seventeenth-century English^and is still common
12 13 14-in some modern dialects of England, Scotland1and America1. In Irish, 

raising of /e/ to /i/ is common in a nasal environment, and in Ballyvourney 

Irish, even in non-nasal environments, there is occasional alternation 

between /i/ and /e/, e.g. seisean 'he' (emphatic form) may be /JiJen/ or 

/JeJen/^^. A similar alternation of phonemes has been attested in words
16like hedge, chest, egg, stretch etc. in many English and Scottish dialects .

P104.

/a/

P105. Realizations of this phoneme vary unsystematically with regard 

to length, but long realizations often occur before /f, v, T, s, m, n, r/, 

especially in monosyllables. There is also a considerable variation in 

quality according to neighbouring sounds and individual speakers. Variants
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range from [e], a front, lips-spread, slightly centralized vowel, a little 

more open than Cardinal 3, to [a], an open, lips-neutral sound, about half

way between Cardinals 4 and 5. /a/ does not occur in final, open syllables.

P106. Although there are no clearly marked positional variants, a raised 

allophone is generally preferred in the neighbourhood of /q , k, g, tJ, d^, 

s, J and ^/, and when long. These sounds occur as follows:

Group 1

smart [smerjt] 1A, tank [tarjk] 2A, act [akt] 3A, srave (Ir. sreabh 

'trickle') [sja:v] 4A, back [bek] 6A, grass [gres] 7A.

Group 2

calve [ka:v] IB, mass [mes] 2B, candle [*kendl] 3B, laugh [lae:f] 4B,
------------  -f* ---------- L --------------  -f i i ------- “ —

glass [glas] 5B, dazzler ['de^laj] 7B.

Group 3

cattle [katl] 1C, farm [fa:rlm] 2C, January ['d^eguji] 4C, language 

['lagwitj] 5C, catch [ketf] 7C, exams [ag'zaimz] IOC.

P107. A retracted variant is commonly found in lightly stressed mono

syllables ending in /m/ or /n/, and in the neighbourhood of labials and 

/r/. This variant tends to be more common in the speech of those from 

Group 1 than among speakers from the other groups. Examples are as 

follows:

Group 1

pap [pap] 1A, hammer ['hams j ] 2A, man [m'an] 3A, jar [d^ag] 4A, grabbing 

[ lgrabW Lg]1 5A, snapped [snapt] 7A.

Group 2

tan [t’an] IB, trap [trap] 2B, lambs [lamz] 3B, narrow ['nara] 4B, damm 

[d'am] 6B, back [bak] 7B

Group 3

thrash [traj] 1C, ration [ 1 jajn] 2C, bags [bacjz] 3C, cigar [si 1 gja:ji]5C, 

mart [mart] 6C, earn (Ir. earn ’heap' [karn] IOC.
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P108. /a/ alternates with /a/ in the following words in the speech of

a few older informants as follows:

scraps [skJt^ps] and contraption [ken1 £rx>pjiji] 3A, stabbed [sta^$] 6A, 

accuracy [^akjasi] 7B, wrapper [ 1 wjnpo^] 5A.

Note:

wropper for wrapper is recorded in the dialects of Wiltshire and Dorset^,

and wrop is given as a London pronunciation in a pronouncing dictionary

of 1791^. /v/ also alternates with /ae/ in the modern dialect of Suffolk^
20and Lowland Scotch (sic.) .

P109. /a/ alternates with /e/ in terrier and wren, where ['ta_H9j]

and [Jan] are common realizations alongside the usual forms with [e].

Note:

The ME variant atr for er survived in Early Modern English in many words21from which it was subsequently lost , and wren is often realized with
22[a] in modern English dialects . In Old English, the form wraenna 

existed beside wrenna .

P110.

la:/

Pill. This is a marginal phoneme, having a similar range of vowel 

qualities as /a/. The opposition between /a:/ and /a/ occurs in a few 

minimal pairs only, e.g. palm [pa:m] 6A / Pam (girl's name) [pam] 6A,
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psalm [sa:m]  ̂Sam (man's name) [sam] 4B, aunt [a:nt] / ant [ant] 8C.

The opposition between /a:/ and /a/ is illustrated by the minimal pair 

psalm vs. Somme, [sa:m] vs. [scum] IB, while the pair balm [barm] vs. 

bomb [barm] 5A,illustrates the apposition between /ar/ and /a:/.

/a/
P112. Realizations of this phoneme are always short and it has no 

clearly marked positional variants except possibly the uncommon form 

[a], an open, lips-neutral vowel, well advanced from Cardinal 5, which 

occurs mainly in the neighbourhood of palatal consonants, e.g. doctor 

[ * d/ L̂ -ktr ] 3A, dogs [d^ La2 z] 4A, poverty [ * p/ ''avaJti] 5B, top [ t lap]

6C and knocks [n,l(£ks] 4C. /a/ does not occur in final, open syllables.

P113. The main allophones of this phoneme show wide variation among 

speakers,and even in the speech of a single individual there is a great 

diversity of realization.

P114. 1. [a ] -This sound is about Cardinal 5, lips neutral and is the 

most common realization amongst all age-groups, but especially in Group 1. 

Examples r

Group 1

beyond [bi'jand] 1A, porridge ['porid^] 3A, shots [fats] 4A, cross 

[kjas] 5A, unpopular [an'paplaj] 6A, convent ['kanvant] 7A.

Group 2

gossip [*qasip] IB, lodged [*ladz>d] 2B, sod [sad] 3B, foxy ['faksi] 4B,
O

spot [spat ] 5B, coffin [ 1kafn] 6B .

Group 3

hot [hat] 2C, dogs [dagz] 3C, soccer [’sakaj] 5C, watch [watj] 7C, 

rotted ['jatid] 8C, pots [pats] IOC.

Note: [a] is the most common variant of /a/•

P115. 2. [3.] - As variant 1, but lips slightly rounded. It occurs as

follows:
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Group 1

shot [J&t] 1A, softer [*saftaj] 2A, odd [ad] 3A, bog [bag] 4A.

Group 2

lot [lat] IB, lost [last] 2B, long [lag] 3B, topics ['tapiks] 4B, 

bother [*badar] 5B.

Group 3

off [af] 2C, shop [Jap] 4C, tops [taps] 5C, holidays ['haldez] 6C, 

novelty [’navilti] 7C, hot [h&t] IOC.

Note 1:

These realizations were least common among those from Group 1 and most 

common in Group 3.

Note 2;

Unrounded realizations, like variants 1 and 2, were common in seventeenth-
23 . 24 25century English and they also occur in modern English , Scottish , and

26American dialects.

P116. 3 , [e ] - Back, a little closer than Cardinal 5, lips-rounded.

This sound is common only in the speech of informants from Group 3, 

although examples have been recorded from some informants in Groups 1 

and 2. Examples:

Group 1

bogs [bngz] 2A, scholar ['skolaj] 5A.

Group 2

pot [put] IB, shop [Jup] 2B, cocks [koks] 4B.

Group 3

rocks [juks] 3C, dog [dug] 5C, follow ['fola] 8C, clock [kink] IOC. 

P117. 4 . [d J-A s variant 3 but slightly unrounded. The form has a 

similar distribution among the age-groups as has variant 3 above. 

Examples:

Group 1

donkey ['dugkei] 2A, socks [suks] 3A, modern ['mud3rn] 7A.
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Group 2

occupied [’nkapaid] IB, sod [sod] 2B, what [<i>Dt] 3B, cocks [knks] 4B,
I cpopular ['pnplej] 5B.

Group 3

dog [dug] 3C, college [’knlid^] 5C, bog [bug] 7C, polished [’pnlift] 8C, 

songs [s c q z] IOC.

P118. The opposition between /a/ and /a:/, is suspended before /r/. 

P119.

P120. This phoneme is usually realized with a long vowel but when 

lightly stressed in the sentence or with secondary word stress , a half- 

long or a short sound is used instead, e.g. morning [’nro'jniQ] IOC, 

prolongs [pjo’la'Qz] 7B, landlord [’laniard] 3A, dungfork [’doqfark] 1A. 

P121. The phoneme has no clearly marked positional variants except 

possibly the comparatively uncommon form [g.:] (an open, lips-neutral 

vowel, well advanced from Cardinal 5) which occurs, mainly among speakers 

from Group 1, in the neighbourhood of palatal consonants, e.g. cloth 

[̂ A(j,:t] 3A, shawl [f^:l] 7A, taught [t/L̂ .:t] 2B, stall [Jt,La:l] IOC. 

P122. The main allophones of this phoneme show wide variation from 

speaker to speaker.
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P123. 1. [a:]-This sound is about Cardinal 5, lips-neutral and is the 

most common realization amongst all age-groups, but especially in Group 

1. Examples are as follows:

Group 1

hall [ha:l] 1A, war [wa:j] 2A, thought [£a:t] 3A, rokawn (Ir. rabhcan 

'simple song') [ro*ka:n] 4A, jaw [d^a:] 6A, salt [sa:lt] 7A.

Group 2

carawns (Ir. carran 'scum on buttermilk') [ka*ra:nz] 2B, caller 

[jailer] 3B, walk [wa:k] 4B, corners [*ka:rnajz] 7B, Austria ['ats^ria] 

8B .

Group 3

draw [dra:] 2C, caught [ka:t] 3C, water ['waijp-] 5C, August ['cugasO 6C, 

laws [la:z] 8C, saw [sa:] IOC.

Note:

[a:] is the most common variant of /a:/. This unrounded realization is
27a feature retained from seventeenth-century English and is also typical of

28many modern English dialects.

P124. 2. [a:] - As variant 1 but slightly rounded, it occurs as follows:

Group 1

law [let:] 3A, bought [ba:t] 4A, slaughtered ['slaitord] 6A, fall 

[ fa:1] 7A.

Group 2

always ['¿ulwez] IB, saw [sa:] 3B, skilawn (Ir. sceallan'seedpotato'[Jka1lq:n 

bought [ba:t] 4B, born [ba:dn] 6B, often [*a:fton] 8B.

Group 3

awkward ['¿^kwaad] 2C, hawk [ha:k] 4C, was [wa:z] 8C, organ ^augan] IOC. 

P125. 3. [r>:] - Back, a little closer than Cardinal 5, lips rounded.

This sound is common only in the speech of Group 3, although examples have 

been recorded from some speakers in Groups 1 and 2. Examples:
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Group 1

haltered [ ' ho: l£ard] 3A, awful [ 1 x>: fa 1 ] 5A.

Group 2

haunted ['tainted] 4B, calling [ 1 kx>: 11 0 ] 5B, walking ['wDikiq] 3B.' + + * +
Group 3

water ['wD:£r] 5C, always [*o:lwez] 7C, wall [wn;ll] 8C, taught [tn:t] 10C 

Note:

This realization has rarely been recorded in 'free conversation' from 

speakers in Group 1. However, in some words elicited by means of a 

questionnaire, this realization has been recorded at least once in the 

speech of most of these speakers. The following are some of the examples 

recorded:

Paul [pn:l] 2AII, fall [<ta:l] 3AII, cord [knud] 6AII, bought [bn:t] 7AII. 

These examples represent realizations which seem to occur as a result of 

modification towards the Standard English sound, and which are occasioned 

by the more formal language used in answering the questionnaire.

P126. 4. [nj] - As variant 3, but lips slightly unrounded, it occurs as 

follows:

Group 1

walk [wn:k] 2A, small [smo:1] 3A, August ['o:gist] 6A.

Group 2

Malta ['mn:lta] IB, ball [bn:l] 3B, morning ['mnijniq] 4B, salted 

[1sS:Ittd ] 5B.

Group 3

Autumn ['nism] 3C, law [In:] 4C, bought [bo:tS] 5C, saw [sn:] 8C, hawks 

[hf>:ks ] IOC.

P127. In the speech of some of the older informants, /a:/ occurs in a 

few words which are generally realized with /a/ in the dialect:

calf [kja:f] 3A, half [ho:f], after ['a:ft,ar] 7B.

[ho:f] was an early seventeenth-century pronunciation of half in England^,
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and is still a very common pronunciation in many modern English dialects^?
31Calf is also pronounced with [os] in many modern English dialects , and

32after is realized as [x>:taj] in Northamptonshire .

P128. /a:/ also alternates with /a:/ in a few words, e.g. alms [cumz]

1A and aunt [cunt] 5A. In 1780, Thomas Sheridan mentions [o :] in palm
33and psalm as an Irish pronunciation .

Pl28a.

Variants 3 and 4 
Variants 1 and 2

/o: /

P129. This phoneme is usually realized with a long vowel but when 

lightly stressed in the sentence or with secondary word stress in the 

word, a half-long or short sound is used instead, e.g. November [no'vimbor] 

3A, proverbs [*pjo-vejbz] 4A, offence [o'fins] 4B, droleen (Ir. dreoWl^ 

’wren') [dro'lirn] 6C, soda ['so-da] 7C.

P130. The phoneme has two main allophones which may be transcribed 

narrowly as [o:] and [o:]. Glides are as described for /i:/ above P78, 

P131. 1. [o:] - This sound is back, lowered and centralized from Cardinal 

7, with less lip-rounding than the latter. It occurs in all contexts but 

is most likely to occur in the neighbourhood of non-palatal consonants:

Group 1

show [ J o : 8 ] 1A, open [o:piji] 2A, road [ r o : Ld] 3A, bolted [ * b o : l t id ]  4A, 

pishogues (Ir. piseog 's u p e rs t it io n ')  [ p t1Jo :g z ] 5A, motion [^mo:Jn] 6A.
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Group 2

pour [p o :r ]  IB, smoke [smo;8k] 2B, most [mo;S s t ]  3B, lo c a lly  [11p:ka1i]

5B, broken [1 bJo:kip.] 6B, throat [£ro:t] 7B.

Group 3

sore [s o:j ] 2C, home [ho:m] 3C, drones [dro:l'nz] 4C, sold [sotld] 5C, 

closed [klo:9zd] 7C, own [o:ln] IOC.

Note: [o:] i-s the most common variant of /o:/ .

P132. 2. [o:] - A back, rounded variant about Cardinal 7 is often sub

stituted for [o:], especially in the neighbourhood of palatal consonants 

as follows:

Group 1

ewes [ j o :8z] 1A, melodeon [m a'lo id^an] 2A, vote [p o :l t ]  3A, ghost 

[g o :LJ t ]  4A, joke [d^o:k] 5A, flow [fA o :9 ] 6A.

Group 2

no [no:9 ] IB, told [to:lld] 2B, own [o;Ln] 3B, chores [Jo :9j z] 5B, stole 
[sto:l] 6B, closeness [1klo:9snis] 7B.

Group 3

old [o:ld] 1C, holes [ho:lz] 5C, stone [sto:ln] 6C, snow [sno:] 7C, 

crickogues(Ir. cruiceog 'heap of turf') [kJi1k^o:gz] 8C, road [jo:ld] IOC. 

P133. /o:/ occasionally alternates with /a/ in unstressed syllables, 

e.g. burrow [1 bora] 2B and [* baro] 7B.

Tongue positions for /o:/.
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/oj

P135. This phoneme is always realized with a short vowel and does not 

occur in final, open syllables.

P136. The phoneme has three main allophones which may be transcribed 

narrowly as *[o], [o] and [i].

1. [o] - This sound is back, centralized from Cardinal 6, lips 

slightly rounded. It is most likely to occur initially before, or 

medially between, consonants with non-palatal or neutral quality (see 

below P469 ) but, in fact, examples have been recorded in all phonetic 

contexts. It occurs as follows:

Group 1

bucket [ 1 bbka t] 1A, full [fbl] 2A, Mullaghanish (placename) [ ̂ mS^axSjjl J  ] 

3A, bird [bord] 4A, u£ [op] 5A, hungry [1 hoQa-JiD 7A.

Group 2

number ['nbmbaj] IB, would [wbd] 2B, work [weak] 3B, love [lbv] 4B,

looking [̂ lb’kio] 5B, Gobnat (saint's name) ^gb’bnat] 6B.
+

Group 3

dirty [’¿b*£ti] 1C, flood [flb'd] 2C, took [tbk] 3C, other ['b^ar] 4C,

cubs [kbbz] 8C, Gortnascarty (townland name) [ * gb"jt| na 1 1 ska: Jt's ] IOC.

Note; [o] is by far the most common variant of /o/.
34P137. 2. [o] “ Back, about RP [o] , lips-rounded. It occurs chiefly 

in the neighbourhood of nasals, labials, and velar plosives as follows:

Group 1

uncle [QQkl] 1A, drums [dromg] 3A, grub [grob] 4A, luck [lok] 5A, but 

[bot] 6A, ducks [doks] 7A.

Group 2

son [son] IB, u£ [op] 2B, luch (Ir. 'mouse') [lox] 3B, tongue [toq] 5B,

*This sound, Sweet's low-in-mixed-narrow, is transcribed as [o] by many 
Irish phoneticians.
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some [som] 7B.

Group 3

monks [moQks] 1C, jump [d^omp] 3C, bumpy [*bompi] 4C, months [mons] 5C,

done [don] 6C, fungus [^forjges] IOC.
• ■ . 35Note: This form is common m  Dublin speech .

P138. 3. [i] - For description, see above under /\/ P86 . This form

is most likely to occur in the speech of older dialect speakers, mainly 

in the neighbourhood of /s, J and tJ/. It occurs as follows:

Group 1

brush [bJvJ] 1A, brother [*bridar] 2A, shovel [Jtvl] 4A, touching 

[1titjiq] 6A.

Group 2

udders [^idarz] 2B, butcher [*bW it{aj ] 3B, Sunday [^inde] 6B, number 

[*nimbf] 7B.

Group 3

just [d^ijt] 1C.

Note:

Many of the above words, with advanced, unrounded variants, are cited 

for English and Scottish dialects in Wright's English Dialect Grammar: 

such is very commonly realized as [sitj] (p.169), just is commonly 

realized as [d^ist] (p.134), brush is realized as [b-M.J] in W. Somerset 

and N.W. Devon (p.98), touch is realized as [titj] in Somerset, Devon 

and Scotland (p.176), brother is realized as [b_u5aj] in W. Somerset, 

N.W. Devon and many parts of Scotland (p.97).

P139. Alternation between /l/ and /u/ in words with ME u existed in
3 6seventeenth-century English , and the following spelling forms were

recorded in seventeenth-century London church records: bicherz (butchers)
37brish (brush), plimmer (plumber) and siche (such) . For alternation

between /i/ and /u/ in Irish, see above under /t/ P87
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P140. There is alternation between /o/ and /u:/ (for realizations see 

below under /u:/) in the dialect in some words which have /o/ in RP.

[o] is the most common realization in these words but in more formal 

speech, for example in the type used when answering a questionnaire, 

there is a tendency for informants, especially those in Group 3, to 

modify their pronunciations towards a vague Dublin standard [u:], [u-] 

or [u] form. For instance, the words sugar, took, look, stood, wood, 

would and could may be realized either with dialectal [b*] or with one of 

the standardized forms.

P141.

Area within which tongue positions may be assumed for /0/.

/u:/

P142. This phoneme is usually realized with a long vowel but when 

lightly stressed in the sentence or with secondary word stress in the 

word a half-long or short sound is used instead, e.g. Zulu [*dzu:lu] 1A, 

tenure [1tenur ] 3A, value ['valu] 2B, coontogue (Ir. cuntog ' wild bee') 

[ku.n'to:g] 3B, shooter ['Ju.taj] 2C, stupid ['stupid2 ] 4C and century 

[1sentjaji] IOC.

P143. The phoneme has two main allophones which may be transcribed 

narrowly as [u:] and [u:]. Glides are as described for /i:/ above P78. 

P144. 1. [u:3 - This sound is back, lowered and slightly centralized from 

Cardinal 8, with less lip-rounding then the latter. It occurs in all
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contexts but is most likely to occur in the neighbourhood of non-palatal 

consonants. Examples:

Group 1

cooper [*ku:poj] 1A, goose [gu:s] 2A, food [fu:Ld] 3A, pooka (Ir. puca 

'ghost') ['puika] 4A, shoot [Ju:lt ] 5A, rooster ['jutstf] 7A.u* t "** l l
Group 2

hoof [hu:f] IB, school [sku:ll] 2B, loosen ['lursn] 3B, cooking 

['kuikiQ] 4B, mood [mu:d] 5B, your [u :j ] 7B.

Group 3

poor [pu:Sj] 3C, spoon [spu:n] 4C, tube [tfu:b] 5C, good [gu:d] 6C, t L 1 L ——— —— — ̂
hook [hu:k] 8C, new [nu:] IOC.

Note: [u:] is the most common variant of /u:/.

P145. 2. [u: ] - A centralized Cardinal 8, lips-rounded, is often sub

stituted for [u:], especially in the neighbourhood of palatal consonants 

as follows:

Group 1

music [ m 1 u: zik] 1A, influence [n1 f lu: ''ns ] 3A, croost (Ir. c<~ «jvsVt c\ ' crust 

of bread’) [1kj u:LJt] 4A, news [nu:z] 5A, chute [Ju:lt] 6A.

Group 2

units ['ju:nits] 2B, June [d^u:ln] 3B, too [tu:] 4B, view [vju:] 5B,

tournaments ['tu:rnamins] 7B, manure [ma'Qu:j] 8B.
+

Group 3

stooks [st*lu:ks] 1C, shoe [Ju:S] 3C, huge [hu:$^] 4C, stew [stu:] 5C,O
tunes [tju:lnz] 6C, usually [*ju:^sli] 8C.

Note: This variant is more common in the speech of the younger people.

Tongue positions for /u:/.
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/e/

P146. This phoneme occurs in unstressed syllables only and its three 

main allophones may be transcribed as [a], [a] and [tji].

P147. 1. [a] _ A central vowel, between half-open and half-close, lips 

neutral. It occurs in all contexts as follows:

Group 1

sermon [ 1 serman] 1A, divided [da'wDidid] 2A, along [a1lag] 3A, solid 

['salad] 4A, generation [d^ma1 je:Jn] 6A, colours ['kb’laJz] 7A.

Group 2

caravans [kara'va:nz] IB, suppose [sa'pos] 2B, clever ['klevar] 3B 

machine [ma'|i:n] 4B, opinion [a'pigin] 5B, Sunday [' smda] 6B.+ i
Group 3

avoiding [a'vDldig] 1C, worm [1 wbram] 2C, tomatoes [ta'ma:taz] 4C, 

tosser ['tasaj] 6C, potatoes [pa'tertas] 8C, accounts [a'ktions] IOC.

P148. 2. [a] - A lowered and retracted form of variant 1 which is often 

substituted for the latter after non-palatal consonants, labials, 

and after /s/ when followed by a non-palatal consonant:

Group 1

surprised [saj1paai^d] 1A, porter ['po:jtar] 2A, animal ['anamal] 3A, 

second ['sbkand] 4A, scholar ['sknlaj] 5A, pepper ['pepar] 6A.

Group 2

financial [fxu'nanjal] IB, tomorrow [ta'mara] 2B, caller [1kalar] 3B, 

farmer ['faermaj] 6B, neighbour [!ne:baj] 7B.

Group 3

sugar ['Jb'gar] 1C, hundred [ 1 hb'ndaJt] 2C, compulsory [kam1 pblsaai] 4C, 

Christmas ['kjismasl 7C, Taoiseach (Ir. 'chieftan') ['titfax] 8C,--------- - - ' --------- "i -
fungus ['foQgas] IOC.

P149. 3. [^] - A raised and advanced form of variant 1 which is often 

substituted for the latter after palatal consonants. It occurs as follows
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Group 1

fiddlers [ * f i dl^jz] IA, Prussian [ 1 put, f^n] 3A, pocket [1 pa kot] 4A,

tenant Mtinant] 7A.------ +
Group 2

custom [1köstsm] IB, descendant [di *sindant] 2B, clever ['klevaj] 3B,

sister [^sistoj1] 4B, national [1 ne J  ns1] 5B, harness ['haJnss] 6B.+ -------- v + ------- — +
Group 3

harder ['ha:JdsJ] 3C, milder [1 mai IdsJ] 4C, soldiers [1 so :ld^sJz ] 5C,

whistles [*Mlsslz] 6C, chieftain ['tiirftsn] 8C, tunnel [1 tonal] 10C. -------- +oo --------- + ------ +

P150. In unstressed syllables of many words there is free variation in 

the dialect between /s/ and /1/, e.g. maker [*me:ku'] 6A and ['meikaj] IOC; 

harness [ 1 haJnss] IB and [’haJnis] 3C; custom [ 1 kb'st^m] IB and ['kostim] 4A. 

P151. /s/ alternates with /o/, in the speech of some informants from

Groups 1 and 2, after labials, /J/ and /^/ as follows:

Group 1

cooper ['ku:pb’j] 1A, remember [js'mimbor] 3A, number ['mmbor] 4A, police 
[ po1i:s] 5A, television [tsls1vî b’n] 6A.

Group 2

special [* spt Jo1 ] IB, razor ['je:^oj] 2B, timber [1 tombsj] 3B, relation 

[j'sleijon] 8B.

/at/

P152. Realizations of this phoneme may vary considerably according to 

neighbouring sounds and there is also wide variation from speaker to 

speaker. The first element is always short and the glide is always 

towards a close, front siightly centralized sound, a little closer than RP 

[i]. The quality of the first element may range from [e], a sound about 

Cardinal 3 but slightly centralized, to [o], a back, half-open sound, 

centralized from Cardinal 6, lips slightly rounded.

P153. The phoneme has four main allophones.
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P154. 1. [ai] - The first element of this diphthong is a neutral vowel, 

and the allophone regularly occurs in all phonetic environments except 

after labials, labio-dentals, [j,] and [jj], but examples have also been 

recorded in these contexts. Examples:

Group 1

dyed [daid] 1A, time [taim] 2A, high [hai] 3A, fine [fain] 4A, kind 

[kamd] 5A, blight [blait] 6A.

Group 2

nights [naits] IB, combine [kam'bam] 2B, childs [tjaildz] 3B, idle 

[1 atdl] 4B, knives [naivz] 5B, life [laif] 7B.

Group 3

silage [^sailid^] 1C, dry [drai] 2C, twice [twais] 3C, hive [haiv] 4C, 

white [wait] 5C, island [’ailand] 8C.

Note 1: [ai] is the most common realization of /at/ in the dialect.

Note 2: ME i was probably realized as [ai] in seventeenth-century English'^
• • • • 39and this pronunciation is still very common in English dialects .

P155. 2. [oi] - The first element here is as described above P136 . The

diphthong occurs regularly only after labials, labio-dentals, [1] and

[n], whilst occasionally occurring in other phonetic environments.

Examples:

Group 1

mile [moil 1A, lighted ['loitad] 2A, buy [boi] 3A, pipe [poip] 4A, fine 

[fom] 6A, bite [boit] 7A.

Group 2

mine [moin] IB, pike [poik] 2B, wired [wolaid] 3B, life [loif] 6B, fight 

[fait] 7B.

Group 3

eye [oi] 1C, mightn' t ['moitnt] 2C, library [’loibaji] 4C, kind [komd] 

5C, alive [a'loiv] 6C, bicycle ['boisikl] 7C.
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Note 1: Generally it is only among speakers from Group 3 that [o] is 

at all common as a first element in contexts other than after labials, 

labio-dentals, [1] and [n] e.g. died [db'ld] 6C, nice [noLs ] 9C, high 

[hoi] 10C.

Note 2: Two informants in Group 2, 4B and 5B, those whose speech is 

most modified towards a Dublin standard, never use [Hi] forms.

P156. 3. An unrounded, slightly rounded or rounded Cardinal 5, [a],

[a], [n] or [n] often replaces the first element of variant 2 above 

P155 . Examples:

Group 1

delighted [da'lmtid] 1A, buy [bm] 2A, fight [fnit] 3A, mine [mnin] 5A, 

bite [bait] 6A, sky [skm] 7A.

Group 2

pike [pmk] IB, might [molt] 2B, light [¿ait] 3B, violin [’vailin] 4B, 

fire [ fra0j ] 7B.

Group 3

knife [nraf] 1C, fine [fain] 2C, library [lmbaji] 4C, die [dni] 5C, 

pipe [palp] 6C, nine [natn] 8C.

Note 1: The occurrence of these realizations causes a neutralization 

of the /ai/ vs. /at/ opposition in some cases. For instance, the 

following pairs are distinguished by some speakers and confused by others: 

pint [paint] = point [paint] 3A, but pint [paint] t point [point] 2B; 

aisle [ail] = oil [ail] 4A, but aisle [ail] f oil [ail] 8C; tie [toi] = 

toy [tni ] IB, but tie [tai] £ toy [tai] 2A. For a more detailed dis

cussion of the phonemic overlap between /ai/ and /ai/ see below P165 ff.

Note 2: The pronunciation [ni] is still common in modern English^^and 

American^ dialects.

P157. 4. A sound about Cardinal 4,or slightly retracted from that position,

[a] or [a], has also been recorded as another possible realization of the firs 

element of the /ai/ phoneme in the dialect. This variant occurs in all
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phonetic environments, generally as a modification towards the /at/ of 

educated Dublin English or, perhaps, towards the sound of RP. It occurs most 

commonly in the speech of Group 3. Examples:

Group 1

size [salz] 2A, night [gait] 3A, kind [kamd] 4A, sight [salt] 7A.

Group 2

time [talm] IB, pike [palk] 2B, died [dald] 4B, mind [malnd] 5B, like 

[¿alk] 6B.

Group 3

twice [twals] 1C, five [falv] 2C, hive [halv] 4C, nice [gals] 5C, idling

[’aidltij] 6C, whiting [’iviaitir)] 8C.+ +
P158. /at/ is followed by a glide before /r/ e.g. Irish [laiSriJ] 2A, 

fired [^foi9jd] 2B, tyre [tai0j] 3C. Sometimes a glide accompanies the 

phoneme when it occurs before a consonant or finally e.g. size [ssi3z]

6A, fight [foilt] 3A.

P159. /ai/ alternates with /i:/ in the word either (see above under 

/i:/ p81 , and with /1/ in the word wind (see above under /t/ P87 ).

/ai/
P160. Realizations of this phoneme may vary considerably according to 

neighbouring sounds and there is also wide variation from speaker to 

speaker. The glide is always towards a close, front, slightly centralized 

sound, a little closer than RP [1], but the quality of the first element 

may range from [e], a centralized Cardinal 3, to [n], a back, open vowel, 

a little closer than Cardinal 5, lips rounded. [a] and [e] are always 

short as first element realizations, but all other realizations may have 

a short, half-long or long first element.

P161. Although there are no clearly marked positional variants, a 

diphthong with its first element about Cardinal 5, lips neutral) or 

slightly rounded, is the most common realization amongst informants from 

Groups 1 and 2. Examples:
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Group 1

boil [ ba :il] 1A, toy [ tai ] 2A, point [pa:mt] 3A, joist [d^ais] 4A, 

oil [a* 11] 5A, choice [tfais] 7A.

Group 2

boy [ba: L ] 2B, noise [naiz] 3B, enjoyment [on1 d^aimmt] 4B, voice 

[va:is] 5B, spoils [sptulz] 6B, avoid [a’vaid] 7B.

Group 3

poison ['pa-izn] 1C, soil [sa*il] 4C, disappointed [di sa' pa: mtid] 7C, 

toil [ta:il] 8C.

P162 [m], a diphthong with a first element as described above P116 }

occurs regularly only in the speech of Group 3, and examples have rarely 

been recorded in "free conversation" from informants in other groups. 

Examples:

Group 1

boy [bni] 5A, foil [fn:il] 2AII*, oil [o-il] 7AII.

Group 2

poison ['prrizn] IB, decoy [da'km] 2B, joists ['d^rrists] 5B, toil 

[ tx> ■ 11 ] 4B.

Group 3

avoiding [a'vDldiq] 1C, boil [bn’il] 4C, boys [bn:iz] 6C, toys [ t m u ]
+

7C, pointing [ 1 pninti rj] 8C, choice [tjms] IOC.
+

P163. [ai], a diphthong with a neutral vowel as its first element is of

common occurrence only amongst speakers from Group 1, whilst a few examples 

have been recorded from speakers in Groups 2 and 3. Examples:

Group 1

oilcan ['ailkan] 1A, joists [’d^aisis] 2A, annoying [e'naiQ] 3A, spoiled + +
[spaild] 5A, join [d^ain] 6a , boil [bail] 7A.

GrouP 2

destroyed [di'straid] IB, poison [*paizn] 2B, noising ['naizir)] (sic.) 3B,

*11 here denotes an example extracted from answers to Questionnaire No.2.
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enjoyment [n'd^eimint] 7B.

Group 3

oily llalli] 1C, toys [talz] 2C, pointy ['pamti] 4C.

Note: [ai] was a common realization of ME oi and ui in seventeenth- 

century English^2 and it also occurs in modern English dialects^ .

P164. Other realizations

(i) [ai] or [ai] - A diphthong, whose first element is about Cardinal 

4 or slightly retracted from that point, lips neutral, occurs rarely, 

particularly in Group 3, where only one example has been recorded.

Examples: boy [ba-i] 1A, joined [d^atnd] 2A, boiling [*bailig] 7A, 

enjoy [an'djjai] 2B, noise [naiz] 3B, loyal [*laill] 4C.

(ii) [61] - A diphthong, whose first element is slightly centralized

from Cardinal 3, lips spread, has been recorded from two informants only, 

i.e. joyful [1d^eifol] 6A, enjoyment [n*d^eimlnt] 7B.

Note: /cu/ is followed by an off-glide before /r/ but examples are rare

e.g. lawyer [*Xai3j] 3A.

P165. /si/ and /ai/ overlap in phonetic space, their ranges or

realization being very similar, as happens in other dialects of Hiberno- 
. 44English , and it has already been noted that a certain amount of phonemic 

neutralization takes place (see above P156 ), as also happens in Cork 

City speech:

"... the more 'countrified' of class 1, however, mix up the 
diphthongs as found in 'boy' and 'fine' ."

P166. In an attempt to determine the extent of this phonemic overlap,

a sample of 210 realizations of each phoneme (10 from each of 21 informants)

was analysed, and in order to elicit comparable data for /ai/ and /ai/,

the realizations of both phonemes were classified under four main variants

i.e. those of /ai/ above

P167. The following facts emerged concerning the frequency of occurrence

of particular /ai/ realizations: variant 1 (for description of variants,
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see above under /ai/ ) occurred in 91 examples, variant 2 occurred

in 46 examples, variant 3 in 34 examples and variant 4 in 37 examples.

[e ] occurred in just two examples (see fig.l below).

P168. The informants were then divided according to age into three 

groups of seven so that any possible differences in the pattern of 

realization of /oi/ between the groups could be examined and compared:

Group 1

Variant 1 was the most common realization but variants 2 and 3 regularly 

occurred after labials, labio-dentals, [l] and [n]. Variant 4 was 

uncommon (see Fig.2 below).

Group 2

Variant 1 was by far the most common realization and variants 2 and 3 

are less common than for Group 1. Variant 4 is more common than for 

Group 1 (see below Fig.3)j

Group 3

In this group, each of the variants occurs in approximately equal numbers. 

Variants 2 and 3 however are most numerous, while more examples of 

variant 4 have been recorded here than for any of the other groups (see 

below Fig.4).

P169. A similar analysis was carried out upon a sample of /at/ 

realizations and it was found that variant 1 occurred in 30 examples, 

variant 2 did not occur at all, variant 3 occurred in 174 examples, 

variant 4 occurred in 4 examples while [ei] occurred in just two examples 

(see Fig.5).

P170. The pattern of distribution of these realizations was then 

examined according to age-groups:

Group 1

Variant 3 was by far the most common, while variants 1 and 4 occurred 

in a small number of examples (see Fig.6). [ei] occurs in just two

examples.
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Fig.5 Fig.6 Fig.7

Fig.8 These percentage histograms show the 
frequency of occurrence of various first 
elements in sample realizations of /cw/:

Fig.5 describes the dialect as a whole, 
Fig.6 refers to Group 1, Fig.7 to Group 2 
and Fig.8 to Group 3.

The numbers in the columns refer to the 
corresponding main variants of /ai/, e.g. 
column 3 represents instances of variant 3 
etc.

1 3
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Fig.1 Fig.2 Fig.3

Fig.A These percentage histograms show the 
frequency of occurrence of various first 
elements in sample realizations of /e l/:

Fig.l describes the dialect as a whole,
Fig.2 refers to Group 1, Fig.3 to Group 2 
and Fig.4 shows the frequency of occurrence 
of the different variants in Group 3.

The numbers in the columns refer to the four 
main variants of /oi/, e.g. column 1 represents 
instances of variant 1 etc.
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Group 2

Variant 3 was even more common here than in Group 1, and some examples 

of variant 1 also occurred (see Fig.7).

Group 3

Variant 3 is almost the only recorded realization. Variant 1 occurs in 

only six examples (see Fig.8).

P171. It is clear from this analysis that variant 1 is the most 

frequent realization of /ai/, while variant 3 is by far the most frequent 

realization of /ai/. Phonemic overlap is most likely to occur after 

labials, labio-dentals, [l] and [n], when /ai/ is often realized with 

variant 3, but variant 2, which does not occur for /ai/, most often 

occurs as a realization of /ai/ in those phonetic environments. In 

addition to this, when the allophones of /ai/ and those of /ai/ occur 

in the same phonetic space in the area of Cardinal 5, distinctiveness is 

often maintained by the length feature which occurs for /ai/ but not 

for /ai/, e.g. aisle [ail] ^ oil [a*il] 4C.

P172. However, phonemic overlap between /ai/ and /ai/ does occur, 

mainly because of the /al/ realizations with back, rounded or unrounded 

first elements, and also because of the small number of /ai/ realizations 

with front or central first elements.

P173. An additional factor in the maintenance of this phonemic overlap 

may be discussed with reference to the accommodation of seventeenth- 

century English sounds in the Irish sound-system.

P174. There were three non-centring diphthongal phonemes in seventeenth- 

century English, /ai, au, oi/, and in Ballyvourney Irish there are five 

such p h o n e m e s O n e  of these however, /ia/, can be ignored for the 

purposes of this discussion as there is no corresponding sound in English. 

The relationship between the remaining* four Irish phonemes and the three 

phonemes of seventeenth-century English can be shown as follows:

*/au/ and /oui have now merged in Ballyvourney Irish, a process which had
begun when OCuiv wrote his description of the dialect in 1944.
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Seventeenth-century English: 
Ballyvourney Irish: el at au ou

81 81 8U

P175. In Ballyvourney Irish, the /ai/ phoneme bears a small functional

load and so Irish /at/ may have corresponded to both /d i/ and /at/ of

seventeenth-century English. This correspondence would explain the 

present phonemic overlap between /at/ and /at/ as a result of the un

rounding and centralization that occurred when seventeenth-century 

English /ot/ was rendered in terms of Irish /at/. Another, more 

plausible, explanation for the present-day unrounded realizations of 

/at/ is that Ballyvourney Irish /at/, irrespective of its functional 

load in that language, was adopted in English to correspond to seventeenth- 

century /oi/. Yet another possibility is that seventeenth-century 

English /ot/ was rendered by Irish /a:/ + glide, as the Irish m^ighistir

is spelt variously as moistere, moistare and moyster in seventeenth- 
. 47century English

P176. Contrastivity between /at/ and /at/ is maintained in the dialect, 

however, by the fact that by far the most frequent realization of the /at./ 

phoneme has a neutral vowel sound, an uncommon realization of /ai/, as 

its first element, while by far the most common realization of /at/ is 

with a back, rounded or unrounded first element, an uncommon realization

of /at/.

P177.

1 = Area containing the greater percentage of /ai/ realizations.
2 = Area containing the greater percentage of /ai/ realizations.
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/d o/

P178. This phoneme has one main realization, [d o ], a sound which

begins in the position of a rounded Cardinal 5 and moves towards RP 
r i48Lq J . It occurs as follows:

Group 1

round [rnond] 1A, about [a'bnot] 2A, house [hnos] 3A, cow [kAo] 4A, now 

[nno] 5A, down [dnon] 7A.

Group 2

out [not ] IB, pounds [pnonz] 2B, hounds [hoonz] 3B, rows [j d o z] 4B, 

mouth [moot] 7B.

Group 3

ground [gJDond] 1C, down [dDon] 3C, brown [bJDon] 5C, found 

[fnond] 7C, sow [suo] 8C, mound [nroond] IOC.

P179. Other realizations:

(i) [clq] - This sound begins in the position of Cardinal 5 and moves

towards RP [o]. It occurs as follows:

Group 1

sound [saond] 2A, out [dot] 3A.

Group 2

down [daon] 2B, house [hams] 5B, cow [kao] 6B.

Group 3

sows [saoz] 1C, cows [kaoz] 6C, house [haos] 7C, count' [kaont] 8C.

Few examples of this sound were recorded from speakers in Groups 1 and 2.

(ii) [ao] - This sound begins in the central vowel position and moves

towards RP [o]. Only the following examples have been recorded:

Group 1

now [nao] 1A, out [aot] 6A.

Group 2

flour [flaoJ ] IB, house [hao8s] 3B, plough [plao] 7B.
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Group 3

down [daon] 6C.

P180. /no/ is usually followed by an off-glide before /r/, e.g. tower 

[ltdoaj] 5A, an hour [e'naowaj] 3B, power [^pnoaj] 4C, but sometimes no glide 

occurs, e.g. sour [scor] 6A and flour [flaoj] IB.

P181. Occasionally the phoneme, even when not followed by /r/, is 

accompanied by a glide as follows: cows [knoaz] 2A, hound [hno9nd] 3A, 

out [aowlts] 6A, doubt [dao3t] IB, cow [knoe ]2B, down [dnosn] 7B, mounds 

[mno^nz] 4A.
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A Note on Stress

P182. Primary stress is indicated by the mark ' placed before the 

stress syllable, unstressed syllables are left unmarked, and, where 

necessary, secondary stress has been indicated by the mark  ̂ placed before 

the syllable. The mark  ̂ has been occasionally used to mark very strong 

stress.

P183. The word and sentence stress pattern of Ballyvourney English is
49generally that of RP , but in certain polysyllabic words in the speech 

of some informants from Groups 1 and 2 - but not from Group 3 - the 

position of the stress is different from its position in RP. In some 

words, the stress of seventeenth-century English is maintained, but in 

others there seems to be no historical justification for the position of 

the stress.

P184. Generally, in the most conservative dialect speech, the stress 

falls one syllable later than in RP*. Examples:

character [ka *ja* kjtar ] 2A, influence [i n1 f lu:L ns ] 3A, headquarters

[hed1 kwa:rtarz] 3A, highlanders [ha i * lander z ] 4A,** category [kata'gotri]” _ l
6A,*¥ caravans [kara'va-nz] IB, ordinary [cu’dinaji] 3B, interesting 

[in1 trestig]1 6B, carpenter [kaj'pintar] 7B, definition [da'flnijm] 8B.

P185. In general the stress falls on the first syllable of polysyllabic 

words in all varieties of Irish. In the Munster dialects however (includ

ing Ballyvourney) the stress is on the second syllable of the word when 

that syllable is long or even on the third syllable of trisyllabic words 

if that syllable is long and the two preceding syllables short. It has 

been suggested"^ that this stress-system developed as a result of influence 

from Norman French, where the stress fell on the last syllable of a word

% This stress pattern is very common in many modern Hiberno-English dialects, 
character being recorded as [ka'jatkTej] in M. Traynor's The English 
Dialect of Donegal, Dublin, 1953, p.49.

V' In these examples the stress falls two syllables later than in RP.
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or on the last syllable but one if the word ended in a weak -e.

186. In Ballyvourney English, the word-stress of Irish is noticeable 

only in loanwords from Irish, where the original stress is retained in 

the speech of all age-groups, e.g. piseog 'superstition' [pt1J"o:g ] 1A, 

sceallln 'seed potato' [Jki'la:n] 5B, seanchai' 'storyteller' [Jana'xi:] 8C. 

P187. The distinction between the noun cement [*sem£nt] and [sa'mEnt] 

the verb, which occurs in certain American dialects of English"*^, also 

occurs in the speech of a few speakers.

A Note on Vowel Length
P188. There are three degrees of length in vowels: long, indicated 

by [vi:], half-long, indicated by [v.] and short. The 'long' vowels 

/i;, e:, a:, a;, o:, u:/ are invariably long but may be half-long or short 

in certain circumstances. Realizations of /a/ vary unsystematically 

with regard to length and /t, E, o, a/ are always short.

P189. A 'long' vowel is longer when final or before a voiced consonant 

than before a voiceless consonant. Thus /i:/ in bee and bead is longer 

than in beat, and the /o:/ in row and road is longer than in wrote.

P190. Stressed 'long' vowels are shorter when another syllable follows 

in the same word. Thus the /i:/ in sweet is longer than in sweeter, and 

the /o:/ in stone is longer than in stony.

P191. In unstressed syllables and in syllables bearing secondary stress, 

both 'long' and 'short' vowels are generally shorter than in syllables 

bearing primary stress, e.g. America [a'merike] 2A,

eighteen [e. !ti:n] 2C. Stressed 'long' vowels are 

generally longer, and often much longer, than the corresponding sound in RP. 

P192. Secondary stress is retained in many words in syllables which in 

RP are completely unstressed, e.g. before [bi'fo:®j] 5A, between [bi'twitn] 

4C. Secondary stress existed in these and similar words in early modern

English



CONSONANT PHONEMES AND THEIR REALIZATIONS

CHAPTER 3
83.

Plosives

P193. /p/ - This phoneme consists of three allophones which may be trans

cribed narrowly as [p], [p'] and [p]. Aspiration is as described below 

P285,286.

P194. [p] - A voiceless bilabial plosive, similar in sound and articulation

to the main member of the RP /p/ phoneme-*-, Examples:

Group 1

cooper [*ku:paj] 1A, pickle [ 1pekt1 ] 2A, deep [di:p] 4A, pigs [pigz] 5A,
. “  + ' ----  ----  " +
people [1pi:pl] 6A, population [ 1 pn̂  pe11le:^Jon] 7A.

Group 2

speaker [1 spi:kt_J] IB, tips [tips] 2B, party ['paiJti] 3B, tap [tap] 4B, 

tramp [tramp] 6B, happened ['hapnt] 7B.

Group 3

plastic ['plastip] 1C, poison ['pnizn] 2C, pick [pik] 3C, lump [j,b’mp] 6C, 

pen [pin] 8C, pitch [pltj] IOC.

P195. 2. [p/] - A voiceless bilabial plosive, formed with lips spread.

Occasionally the front of the tongue may be raised towards the hard palate, 

giving a palatalized effect. An off-glide, [*"], is noticeable between 

this sound and a following back vowel*. It occurs as follows:

Group 1

palm [p,La:m] and pan [p,Lan] 1A, path [p/la9] 6A.

Group 2

kippins (Ir. cipin 'little stick') [!kip inz] 3B.

Note:

It is significant that the speakers from whom the above examples were 

recorded represent that type of dialect speech which is most heavily 

influenced by Irish.

*A retracted variety of Cardinal 4 is regarded here as a 'back' vowel.
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P196. 3 . [p] - A voiceless bilabial plosive, formed with lips rounded and 

slightly protruded. Occasionally the back of the tongue may be raised 

towards the soft palate, giving a velarized effect. When it occurs 

following a back vowel and preceding a front close vowel, or when it 

occurs i n i t i a l l y  preceding such a vowel, an off-glide [w ] is often 

perceptible. Examples:

Group 1

pooka (Ir. puca 'hobgoblin') ['putka] 1A, cropping [lkJCtpWir)] 2A,

Portach Rua (placename) [ par' tax1 ru:a ] 3A, pota (Ir. pota 'pot') [ 1 poj;a ]

4A, pumping [^pompWiq] 6A.

Group 2

pub [pob] 3B, up hill [o 1pWl1] 7B.

Group 3

lumping ['d^ompWiq] 3C, push [pWiJ] IOC.--- +
P197. Variant 1, [p], is by far the most common realization of /p/ in

the dialect. Variants 2 and 3, [p'] and [p], are characteristic of 

traditional dialect speech and are therefore more common in the speech of 

Groups 1 and 2. [p/] and [p] are, however, generally quite uncommon,

most of the recorded examples having been listed above. For a note on 

the d if f ic u lt y  of determining degress of p a la ta liz a tio n  and ve la r iz a tio n  

or labialization, see below pl̂ 64 .

Note: In one example /p/ is replaced by /k/, e.g. September [sak'timbaj] 1C.

P198. /b/ _ This phoneme consists of three allophones which may be trans

cribed narrowly as [b], [b'] and [b]. Voicing and aspiration are as
w

described below p283t 286.

P199.1. [b] - A voiced bilabial plosive, similar in sound and articulation
2to the main member of the RP /b/ phoneme . Examples:

Group 1

stable [ 1 J t e  :b l ] 1A, big [b ig ] 2A, bridge [b n d ^ ] 3A, tobacco [ta 'b ak a ] 4A,
' +

bought [b a : t ]  5A, tub [ t  Lb’b ] 6A.
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Group 2

double [ 1 dobl1 IB, better [ 'beĵ ar] 2B, timber ['timbor] 3B, beyond [bi'jQ-nd] 

6B, pub [pob] 7B, bed [bed] 8B.

Group 3

rabbit ['jabit] 2C, birds [bojdz] 3C, snobbish ['snabij] 4C, tube [tju:b] 

5C, bag [bacj] 8C, bumper ['bompaj] IOC.

P200. 2. [b^] - A voiced bilabial plosive, corresponding to [p'] in tongue 

position, lip position and glides (see above P195 ). Examples:

Group 1

bags [b lagz] 1A, bad [b/lad] 4A, batter [’b' latr] 6A, band [b'land] 7A.
Group 2

tobacco [ta1b /1 aka] 7B.

Group 3

banshee (Ir. bean si 'fairy woman' [*b La:nji] IOC.

P201. 3 . [b] “ A voiced bilabial plosive, corresponding to [p] in tongue 

position, lip position and glides (see above P196 ). Examples:

Group 1

box [baks] 3A, bubbling [ 'b o b liq ]  4A, grabbing [*grabWiq ] 5A, stab [ J ta b ]  " w “  ..- — •— - w ** ■■■
6A.

Group 2

Bord na Mona (state-owned Irish turf company) [bo’aud na mo:na] IB, pub " *** t t "
[pob] 3B, ball [ba:l] 7B.

Group 3

bottle [ 1batl] 1C.

P202. The distribution of [b], [b' ] and [b] among the age-groups is as 

described for the corresponding allophones of /p/ (see aboveP197).

Note 1: Sometimes [b/] replaces [bj], e.g. beauty [b/Lu:ti] 2A. The 

sequence [bj] does not occur in Irish but a semi-vocalic glide ] occurs 

between palatal /b / and a following back vowel, e.g. beag [b ogj.
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Note 2: /b/ occasionally replaces /v/, e.g. never ['nebaj] 1A.

Note 3: In one example, /m/ replaces /b/, i.e. British ['mjLtiJ] 4A 

(see also under /m/ below P253 ).

P203. /t/ - This phoneme consists of two main allophones which may be 

transcribed narrowly as [t] and [t']. Aspiration is as described below

P285-286.

P204.]_. [t] - A voiceless alveolar plosive, similar in sound and articulation
3to the main member of the RP /t/ phoneme-. Examples:

Group 1

took [to k ] 1A, aunt [a :n t ]  2A, s t i l l  [ J tu1 ] 3A, potatoes [p o * te : t lz ]  4A, 

ce rta in  [ 1 s e jtm ] 5A, chute [ J u : l t ]  6A.

Group 2

tinker [’tlQk'u] IB, kilt [kilt] 2B, toss [ tas ] 4B, tournaments ++ + ---- -----------
[ 1 tu:rnamms] 6B, lately [ 1 le: 11 i] 7B, east [i:st] 8B.

Group 3

cut [kb't] 1C, plastic ['plastic] 2C, cattle ['kjatl] 3C, turf [tojf] 5C, 

tennis [’tints] 6C, stuff [stb’f] IOC.

P205.2. [t'J - A voiceless alveolar plosive formed with simultaneous raising 

of the front of the tongue towards the hard palate, giving a palatalized 

effect. An off-glide, [L], is noticeable between this sound and a follow

ing back vowel. Examples:

Group 1

stall [Jt/L^:l] 1A, at all [alt'ta:l] 2A, tub [t'lb"b] 4A, tongs [t,la-Qz] 

5A, stand [strand] 6A.

Group 2

tan [ t 'lan] IB, taught [ t' l̂ : t ] 2B, too [ t' Lu :9 ] 3B, talk [ t' La:k] 5B 

poteen (Ir. poitin'’home-distilled whiskey1) [po't'iin] 7B.

Group 3

stooks [st'Lu:ks] 1C, tongue [ t'L bj Q ] 3C, tons [t'^nz] 4C, Gortnascarty 

(placename) [1 goJt(na11skaJjt' a] IOC.
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P205a. Variant 1, [t], is by far the most common realization of this 

phoneme, while [t'J is of limited occurrence in the dialect and is seldom 

heard in the speech of those from Group 3.

P206. Other realizations

(i) [ts] - A voiceless alveolar plosive (as described above under 

variant 1) with a release accompanied by slight friction. It seems to 

occur most commonly in word-final position. Examples: pint [pomts]

6A, rivet ['jevits] IB, forget [fa'cjets] 4B, pit [pits] 1C, city [lsitsi]

4C, skating C1ske:tsto] 7C.+ i • +
(ii) [^] - A voiceless alveolar fricative, produced by the tongue assuming

the position for plosive /t/ (see above P203 ) but contact with the

alveolar ridge does not result in complete closure, and the tip of the

tongue is vibrated instead, causing friction. Examples: gate [qe:la]
+

2A, poet [po«1 3 ] 4B, butter [ 1bo^ej] 7B, water [ 1wa:^0J] 3C, throat~[ t r o : ] (
(iii) - A slightly velarized [t] is found in between [bitu:n].

Note:

[ts] and [q] have been mainly recorded from Groups 2 and 3, with just a 

few examples having been recorded from Group 1. Stop opening of /t, T, 

d, D/ is a latent tendency in all Hiberno-English dialects, but is most 

clearly perceptible in the midlands and South Leinster^ , and the affri- 

cation of /t/ and /d/ is very common in Dublin speech  ̂ , as shown by a 

spelling such as 'wasser' for 'water'  ̂ . It is tempting, therefore, 

to attribute this increase in affrication to influence from an emerging 

standard Hiberno-English, spreading westwards from Dublin, but strong 

affrication of final /t/ also existed in the speech of Cork City at the 

beginning of this century  ̂ .

P207. /t/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) - /T/— It is usual for /T/ to occur, to the exclusion of /t/,

before /r/ or /ar/, but in the speech of many from Group 3, and in the

more formal speech of some speakers from Groups 1 and 2, /t/ is occasionally
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used, e. g. butter [ 1 bo t3J ] 4C, three [ t-ii] 1C*, sister ['sists-i] 4B,

trick [ t-Uk] 6A. /1/ sometimes occurs for /T/ in word-initial position

before a vowel, e.g. think [tt ok] 8B, thing C11 Q] 7A, thick [tlk] 9C,

whilst also occurring for /T/ in other positions, e.g. maths [marts] IOC,

sidepath ['saidpat] 2B. /T/ sometimes occurs for /t/ as in the following

examples: taught [ta:t] 4A, sight [sai£] 7A, throat [£ro:9t] 3B.
8Note: This substitution also occurs in Cork City

(ii) /tJ/ - Words like stupid and stew are usually pronounced with 

initial /stJ/, but in the speech of a few informants from Group 3,/st/ 

is used instead, e.g. stupid ['stu:pld] 6C, stew [stu:] 5C.

(iii) /d/ — Words like dead, killed, lived are usually pronounced with 

final /d/, but occasionally devoicing results in a /t/ being substituted, 

e.g. [det] 4B, [kilt] 2B, [livt] IB.

(iv) /h/ - /t/ is sometimes replaced by /h/ in the speech of a few 

informants from Group 3, e.g. a lot of [a lah a] 7C, Saturday ['sahaJde]
9C.

Note: This substitution is not at all common in the English of West Munster 

but the writer has recorded examples in East Tipperary and Waterford.

The feature is particularly prevalent in Dublin and Midlands speech.

P208. /¿/ - This phoneme consists of two main allophones which may be 

transcribed narrowly as [d] and [d1]. Voicing is as described below 

P283-284.

P209.-1. [d] - A voiced alveolar plosive, similar in sound and articulation
9to the main member of the RP /d/ phoneme . Examples:

Group 1

dish [dlj] 1A, dance [dans] 2A, hunted ['hontld] 3A, solid [!salad] 4A, 

dangerous ['de^aJls] 6A, Aladdin [a'la.dm] 7A.

*This form occurs as hypercorrection by analogy with tree.
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Group 2

spade [ spe:1 d] IB, defend [da1find] 2B, hound [hnond] 3B, door [do.3-i] 4B, 

faded [*fe:did] 5B, day [de:] 6B.

Group 3

feeding [ 1 fi:di qJ 1C, dyke [daik] 2C, words [woJdz] 4C , death [de©] 6C, 

bud [bod] 7C, middle ['midi] IOC.--- j

P210. 2. [d'] - A voiced alveolar plosive, corresponding to [t'] in tongue 

position, lip position and glides (see above P205 ). Examples:

Group 1

dolly [ 1 d'la. l0il ] 1A, during [1d'lu:rig] 3A, do [d'Lu:] 4A, donkey t l + *■—
[ * d ̂ L-d Qke i ] 5A, dances [*d/lansis] 6A. t ------

Group 2

doctor [ 1 d/ '’cktar ] IB, deontas (Ir. 'grant') [1d'lo:g£8s] 2B, dogs 

[d/L^.gz] 3B, Breedogue (Ir. Brideog 'St. Brigid's Doll' [bJi1d’Lo:g] 5B, 

daughter [*d la:tar] 7B.

Group 3

dark [d/la:jk] 1C, dam a [d/Lam] 4C, dock [d/lr>.k] 8C.

Other realizations :

P211. [d2]- Like [tS] (see above P206 ) except that it is voiced. This

is a very rare realization, having been recorded just once in Group 1 and

seldom in Groups 2 and 3. The following examples are the only ones to

be recorded: bad [bad2] 4B, food [fu-dzj5B, stupid ['stu.pid2 ] 4C, good1»
[gu:dz] 6C, would [wod2] 7C.

P212. /d/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) - /D/ It is usual for /D/ to occur, to the exclusion of /d/, before 

/r/ or lar/, but in the speech of many from Group 3, and in the more 

formal speech of some speakers from Groups 1 and 2, /d/ is occasionally 

used, e.g. drills [djilz] 4B, elders ['eldojz] 6C, dream [dji:m] 7C.

/d/ sometimes occurs for /D/ in other positions, e.g. scythes [saidz] IB,
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the [da] 6C, father [^fa:da_i] 9C, mostly in the speech of speakers from 

Group 3.

(ii) /dy - /d/ occasionally replaces /d^/ in during [d'lu:jirj]' 2B.

(iii) /r/ _ /d/ occasionally replaces /r/ before /n, m, 1/, e.g. barn

[baidn] 3C, army [*a:dmi] 7A, early [1e:dli] 4B.I “
Note: In the south-western dialects of England a 1df has been developed

between 1-r, r-1, n-r, e.g. parlour [pa:lda(j)], curls [ka:dlz], corner 

[ko:nda(j)] ^

(iv) /z/ - /d/ replaces /z/ in two recorded examples: wasn’t ['wadnt]— |
1A, Zulus [ldzu-luz] 3A.

(v) /n/ - (see below under /n/ P261 ).

P213. /x/ - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

[t], a voiceless dental plosive formed by pressing the tip and blade of 

the tongue against the upper teeth, occasionally with simultaneous raising 

of the tongue towards the soft palate giving a velarized effect.

Aspiration is as described below p285-2§6. An off-glide is often notice

able between this sound and a following front vowel. Examples:

Group 1

clitter (Ir. cliotar ’noise’) ['klitar] 1A, think [t^qk] 2A, three [tri:] 

3A, throat [tro:t] 4A, blackthorn [^blak'ta:dn] 5A, teeth [ti:9t] 6A.

Group 2

tractors [’¿raktaj z] 2B, coontogue (Ir. cuntog ’wild bee’) [ku.n'tosg] 3B,
~ t l

thought [to:] 5B, transmitter [transmitr] 6B, strength [strent] (sic.) 7B.

Group 3

motor ['mc^tar] 2C, thick [taj.k] 4C, thinning [t9j.nir]] 5C, cloth [kla:t] . 

6C, thief [tSi:f] 8C, month [mont] IOC.

P214. Other realizations

(i) [9] ” /T/ is occasionally realized as [9], a voiceless dental

fricative which is similar in sound and articulation to the main member 

of the RP /0/ phoneme . Examples: *water [wa:0ar] 2A, *butter

*In these examples, [0] seems to be due to a process of lenition similar 
to that which occurs in Irishf- S.gg_ S&.C..J )________________________
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[bb’9ar] 5C, path [p/la0] 6A, think [01 Ok'] IB, death [d£0] 4C, teeth
++

L ti:0 ] 7C.

Note: This sound is of rare occurrence in the dialect, having been 

recorded mainly in the speech of the younger informants.

(ii) [b] , (for description see above under /t/P206 ) has been recorded 

as a rare realization of /T/, e.g. south [stop] 1C.

P215. /T/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) /t/ (see above under /t/ P207 ).

(ii) /s/ (see below under /s/ P238 )•

(iii) /k/ - in the word lengths [laio^s] 6A
++ 12Note: In RP /k/ is sometimes inserted in the word length, i.e. /l£Qk9/ .

(iv) /f/ - in the word thongs [farjz] IB.

P216. /D/ - This phoneme! has one realization, narrowly transcribed as [*}], 

a voiced dental plosive corresponding to [j;] in tongue position, lip 

position and glides (see above P213 ). Voicing is as described below 

P283-28.4. Examples:

Group 1

drum [drom] 1A, this [dSj.s] 2A, udder [a^ar] 4A, Donal (man's name)

['d^nal] 5A, then [cjaen] 6A, themselves [¿im’silz] 7A.

Group 2

mother [* modar] IB, drank [dra ok] 2B, whether [* fEd r] 3B, bother [ * badar] 

5B, older [ 'o ^ d o r ]  7B, though [d o :] 8B.

Group 3

spreaders ['spJE^arz] 1C, draw [c|ra: ] 2C, wither ['wicjar] 4C, there 

[de:Sr] 8C, either [*i:dar] IOC.

Note: /D/ is very rarely realized with [5] as in weather ['w e So j ] 2B,

mother ['mb’Sa-l] 7C, breathed [ 1 b Ji * Sad ] 3C T.R.S*

P217. /D/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) /d/ (see above under /d/ P212 ).

(ii) /z/ (see below under /z/ p241 ).

*T.R.S. indicates an example elicited for the purposes of the Tape-Recorded 
Survey of Hiberno-English speech.
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(iii) /n/ (see below under /n/ P261 ).

P218. /k/ -This phoneme has two main realizations, narrowly transcribed

as [£] and [k]. Aspiration is as described below p285-286.

P219.1. [k] - A voiceless palatal plosive, produced slightly more forward in 

the mouth than the allophone of RP /k/ which occurs adjacent to front vowels^ 

An off-glide [•*], or occasionally a full vowel [j], is often perceptible 

between this sound and a following back vowel. Examples:

Group 1

card [k^a:jd] 1A, think [tiqk] 2A, scheme [fki:m] 3A, kind [komd] 4A,1    + — —~ —  i -    + ■   ' +
epidemic [epa'dlmik] 5A, acre [*e:kl-l] 6A, cap [kjap] 7A.

Group 2

kick [£i£] IB, make them ['me:^-1 bm] 2B, kipeen (Ir. cipin 'little stick') 

[*£lpin] 3B, maker [1 me:ku1 ] 4B, shkilawn (Ir. sceallan 'seed potato') 

[fki'larn] 5B, market [*maJkit] 6B.

Group 3

kilt [^ilt] 3C, take [te:k] 4C, Killeens (placename) [ki'li:nz] 5C, 

pickle [ 1 pekl 1 6C, kettle [l<:etl] 8C, calves [*kJa'vz] IOC.-- -- +1 -----  ' I ------ +
P220.2. [k] - A voiceless velar plosive, produced slightly further back in 

the mouth than the allophone of RP /k/ which occurs adjacent to back vowels. 

An off-glide, [9], is often perceptible between this sound and a following 

front vowel. Examples:

Group 1

quilt [kwilt] 1A, donkey [’do^k8:!] 2A, questioning ['k^Jniq] 3A, second 

['sokond] 4A, corn ['kaidn] 5A, clock [kh^k] 6A.

Group 2

occupied [*Dk9paid] IB, smoking [1smo:k9iq] 2B, queen [kwi:n] 3B, work -------- - i +
fwDJk] 4B, custom ['kb’stom] 5B, lucky ['lb’k3i] 7B.------  -  -----  -  t

Group 3

scuffle [1skbf1] 1C, took [tbk] 2C, common ['kaman] 4C, cool [ku:l] 5C,— j

working [*wbrk3iq] 6C, luck [lok] IOC.
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Note: The occurrence of [k] before a front vowel is a feature of traditional 

dialect speech, mostly recorded from Group 1.

P221. /k/ is occasionally realized as [9], a voiceless palatal fricative

formed by raising the front of the tongue towards the hard palate and 

keeping the tip of the tongue behind the lower teeth. The lips are 

slightly spread. Examples: week [wi:9] 1A, rick [-ii:q] IB, speaker 

[*spi:cu] 2B, to keep [to ci:p] 7B, quick [kwic] 1C, plastic ['plasty?!

2C, speak [spi: q] 4C.

P222. /k/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) /x/ - The words lough and lock are differentiated in the speech of

some informants, e.g. [lax] and [lak] respectively in the speech of 1A,

and are pronounced the same in the speech of others, e.g. [ink] for both,

IB III * The words looking, trough, smoke and broken, generally realized

with [k] or [k], have been occasionally recorded with [x] (for description

see under /x/ below), e.g. ['lb"xSiq] 1A, [tra-x] 3B, [smo:x] 6C, ['bJo:xn]+ " l t 1
2C.

(ii) /h/ - The word because may be realized with /h/, e.g. [bi'haz] 6C.

(iii) /hj/ - The words Hugh and huge are pronounced with either initial 

[hj] or [9 ].

(iv) /p/ (see above under /p/ P197 ).

(v) /T/ (see above under /T/ P215 ) .

(vi) /f/ - The word trough may be realized with /k/, /x/ or /f/, e.g.

[tjaf] 8C III, [tra-x] 3B and [trak] IOC,

P223. /g/ - This phoneme has two main realizations, narrowly transcribed

as [g] and [g]. Voicing is as described below P283-2$4.
+
1. [g] - A voiced palatal plosive corresponding to [k] in tongue 

+ + I
position, lip position and glides (see above P219 ). Examples:

*111 indicates an example obtained by means of Questionnaire No.3.
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Group 1

geese [ 1 gi:3 s] IA, gate [ge:t] 2A, gang [gJaq] 3A, pig [pig] 4A, rig 
+ + + +

[jig] 6A, pagan ['pesgin] 7A.
* +

Group 2

girl [ 1 ge dl ] IB, digging [ 1 di g t g ] 2B, beggar ['begJu ]  3B, forget 
+ + + +

[fa^qët] 4B, gallivanting [gala1 vanti g] 5B, haggard ^hagird] 7B.
+' + "+ _+

Group 3

dig [dig] 1C, eggs [egz] 3C, big [big] 4C, gallons [’galinz] 5C, garden 
+ + + +

['ga:Jdn] 6C, plague [ple:g] 8C.+ +
P224.2. [g] A voiced velar plosive corresponding to [k] in tongue position, 

lip position and glides (see above P220 ), Examples:

Group 1

dog [d,La.q] 1A, bogs [bnqz] 2A, bogey [f bo :g3i ] 3A, illegal [a‘li:gb'j.]
—    — — —— — — - — — —  l  —  V __

4A, dug [d|lb’g] 6A, goose [gu:s] 7A.

Group 2

Donegal (placename) [doni'gatl] IB, sugar [*Jogaj] 2B, Gobnat (saint's 

name) [’gbbnit] 3B, ghost [go:9 st] 4B, gulawn (Ir. gallan 'standing stone') 

[ga'lain] 7B.

Group 3

bog [bag] 1C, gun [gbn] 2C, drugs [jjragz] 3C, roëue  ̂ :93 5C, 

crikogues (Ir. cruiceog 'turf stack') [kjl'kojgz] 8C, fungus [^foqgas] IOC.

Note: The occurrence of [g] before a front vowel is a feature of traditional 

dialect and has been recorded mainly from speakers in Groups 1 and 2V 

P225. [g] sometimes alternates with [g ] , e.g. argument [ 1 a: JC]j imint]

4C and ['aiJgomant] 7B.

AFFRICATES

P226./tJ/ - This phoneme has one main realization, narrowly transcribed 

as [tj], a voiceless palato-alveolar affricate, similar in sound and 

articulation to the main member of RP /1J7 ̂  . The lip position is con-
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ditioned by adjacent sounds,and lip-protrusion, which is sometimes present 

for this sound in RP, does not occur in the dialect. Examples:

Group 1

ditch [dttj] 1A, matchmakers [matJ'me:kijz] 3A, fitchack (Ir. fiteog 'marsh 

grass') [ 1 c|>l t/ak ] 4A, chair [tje:9 j] 5A, chop [tjap] 6A, church [tJb'jtJ] 7A.

Group 2

chapel [1tJapl] IB, cheek [tji:k] 2B, hatching [ 1 hatJt Q] 3B, chore [tJo:9 j]
' + +

4B III, fortune [*fa*jtjin] 5B, tune [tju:n] 7B.

Group 3

march [m,la:jtJ] 2C, Tuesday ['tjuizde] 3C, chance [tjans] 4C, tulips 

['tju-lips] 5C, chieftain [ 11Ji:fttn] 8C, pitch [pit/] IOC.

P227 /1J/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) /1/ (see under /1/ above P 207 ),

(ii) /d^/ -Words like language, cabbage etc., may be realized with either

[tJ ] or [d^] for the final consonant, e.g. language ['laqwitj] 6C or
~+ 1

[ 1 laqgwid^] IB; cabbage [’kabitj] 6A or ['k^abid^] 4C.

(iii) /j/ - The words shores and chores are generally differentiated in 

the dialect according to the quality of their initial consonants, but 

quite a few older speakers realize both words as [ J o :9j z ] ,  e.g. IB III. 

Likewise, the words chin and shin are confused in the speech of 6A, with 

/J/ as the initial consonant in both, and culture ['koljoj] 4C has also 

been recorded.

Note: It is common for initial /1J/ to be replaced by /// in parts of

Scotland and Northumberland^ , and this also happens in Cork City^ .

This substitution is a marked feature of older Hiberno-English^.

For Irish influence, see below P 480 .

P228. /d^/ - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as [d^], 

a voiced palato-alveolar affricate which is similar in sound and articulation 

to the main member of RP /d^/ . The lip position is conditioned by
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adjacent sounds and lip-protrusion, which is sometimes present for this 

sound in RP, does not occur in the dialect. Voicing is as described 

below P283-284. Examples:

Group 1

January ['d^EQaai] 1A, wages ['we:d^iz] 2A, joined [d^amd] 3A, village1 + .. ' “' ~.. "
[ 1vl11 ] 5A, ridges ['jid^iz] 6A, vigils [^vid^ilz] 7A.

Group 2

June [d^u-n] IB, genuine [1d^Enuwein] 2B, lodged [lad^d] 3B, age [e:d^]

4B, joists [deists] 5B, enjoy [i^'d^ai] 6B.

Group 3

silage [’sailid^] 1C, pigeons ['pid^inz] 3C, badger ['ba.d^aj] 4C, bridge 

[b-lid̂ ] 5C, jump [d^omp] 6C, charge [tja:jd^] IOC.

P219. /d^/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) /d/ (see under /d/ above P212 ).

(ii) /dJ/ (see under /tJ/ above P227 ).

(iii) 1̂ )1 - Medially after /n/, /^/ is in free variation with /d^/, e.g. 

change [tje:nd^] 1A or [tJe:n3 J 1A, dangerous [ 1de:nd3aJas] 6B or

[ 1 de :n^ajas J 2C, strange ['stremd^j 7B or ['stre^] 2A. The words 

Jill and John are generally pronounced with /d^/ as their initial consonant 

but occasionally /^/ is substituted, e.g. Jill [^ll] IB III, John [^dn]

7 A III. The word beige, of French origin, is sometimes pronounced with

/^/ and sometimes with /d^/. For Irish influence, see below P 481.

FRICATIVES

P230. /f/ - This phoneme has one main realization, narrowly transcribed

as [f], a voiceless labio-dental fricative, similar in sound and articulation
19to the main member of the RP /f/ phoneme . Examples:
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Group 1

fellow [ 1 felá] 1A, fence [fins] 3A, enough [a'nof] 4A, factions [*fakjmz] 

5A, funnel ['fonil] 6A, finished [’finijt] 7A.

Group 2

calf [k^a:f] IB, further ['fordar] 2B, fun [fon] 3B, offence [o'fms]

4B, facts [faks] 7B, knife [naif] 8B.

Group 3

half [ha:f] 1C, find [faind] 2C, filled [fild] 3C, heifers [!hefuz]

5C, defend [da1find] 6C, laughing [*la:fiq] IOC.
' +

P231. Other realizations:

(i) [f*] » a voiceless labio-dental fricative quite similar to the 

main realization of /f/ above, but it is formed with simultaneous 

raising of the front of the tongue towards the hard palate and the lips 

are more tightly spread. This realization has been recorded only in 

the following examples: far [f'laT] 1A, fox [f/Laks] 4A, father 

[*f*la:dr] IB, refused [ ja 1 f ’ ̂ u:8 zd] 2B*, farm [ f' la:r im] 1C.

(ii) [$>] , a voiceless bilabial fricative, with the lips slightly 

rounded and protruded. Examples: first [®OJSt] 1A, falling [ 1<ía:11 Q]

4A, finally [Somali] 6A, foul [$d q1] 7A, fortnight [ *$a:rtn8 it] 2B, 

fine [<i>b‘m ]  7B.

Note: Bilabial realizations of /f/ are confined almost completely to 

speakers of Groups 1 and 2, especially those with conservative speech.

In Ballyvourney Irish, the palatal and non-palatal /f/ phonemes, /f' / 

and /f/, have bi-labial articulations, but labio-dental forms are 

becoming increasingly prevalent.

P232. /f/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

*This example provides one of the few alternations between /f/ and /fj/ 
with [je'fju: zd] being a far more common realization. .The sequence 
/fj/ does not occur in Irish, but a semi-vocalic glide P ]  occurs 
between palatal /f/ and a following back vowel, e.g. fiu [fJu:].
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(i) /m/ - [$] or, rarely, [f] often replaces [m ] in the speech of 

traditional dialect speakers, e.g. white [$öit] 2A, whiskey [ Jki] 3A, 

whit [<ÍHt] 4A, while [$3 Ll] 5A, what [$at] 3B, why [$ai] 7B, when [fen]

2C.
Note: The replacement of /m / by /f/ is common in modern Hiberno-English

. 20dialects, m  seventeenth-century Hiberno-English and in some modern 
. 21dialects of Scotland . For Irish influence, see below P482

(ii) /v/ ~ Some words may be realized with either /f/ or /v/, e.g. 

nephew and calving.

P233. /v/ ~ This phoneme has one main realization, narrowly transcribed

as [v], a voiced labio-dental fricative, similar in sound and articulation
22to the main member of the RP /v/ phoneme . Examples:

Group 1

very ['veri] 1A, leave [li:v] 2A, van [van] 3A, proverbs ^pJo-vEJbz] 4A, 

never [nevaj] 5A, vigils ['vid^ilz] 7A.

Group 2

rivets ['jevits] IB, revenge [ja'vindz] 2B, five [fölv] 3B, violin

[’vdllin] 4B, gallivanting [gala 1 vantl Q ]' 5B, various ^vp^iSs] 7B.
+ ' + 1
Group 3

driving ['dröiVLg] 1C, hives [hsivz] 2C, river ['jivJ] 6C, civilization 
+

[1stvtlat11ze:Jan] 7C, leave [le:v] 8C, vice [vxns] 10C.

Note: No example of a palatalized realization of /v/ has been recorded. 

P234. other realizations:

(i) [ß]> a voiced bilabial fricative, with the lips slightly rounded

and protruded. It occurs as follows: [haß] 1A, over [ 1 o:ßa-i] 2A,

vat [ßat] 3A, love [¡faß] 6B, divide [da'ßaidl 7A, invite [n'ß9 it] 2B.

Note: No bilabial realizations of /v/ have been recorded from Group 3
. 23and they rarely occur in Group 2. In Ballyvourney Irish, the palatal

and non-palatal /v/ phonemes, /v'/ and /v/, have bilabial articulations
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but labio-dental forms are becoming increasingly prevalent among all 

age-groups.

P235. /v/ alternates with a number ofphonemes:

(i) /b/ (see under /b/ above P 202 ) .

(ii) /w/ - [v] or [¡3] occasionally replace /w/ in the speech of con

servative dialect speakers, e.g. warmest [ 1 ¡3a:JmiJt] 4A, word [vord] 3A, 

one [von] and wife [vaif] 5A.

Note: This substitution has been recorded for Early Modern E n g l i s h ,
• 25and it also takes place in dialects of the south of England and m  parts 

26of ScotlandL . For Irish influence, see below P483 .

P236. /s/ - This phoneme has two main realizations, which may be

transcribed narrowly as [s] and [■&].

1. [sj - A voiceless alveolar fricative, similar in sound and articu-
27lation to the main member of the RP /s/ phoneme . It occurs as follows:

Group 1

kiss [kis] 1A, socks [snks] 3A, since [sons] 4A, stations ['ste^anz] 5A, 

saluting [ sa1 lu-1 ti r)J 6A, nice [nais] 7A.

Group 2

sixteen [sik*Jti:ln] 2B, score [sko:j] 3B, lios (Ir. 'fort') [lis] 4B, 

voice [vais] 5B, Sunday ['sinda] 6B, duskish [*dasklj] 7B.

Group 3

silage [ 1 sailid^] 1C, sore [s o :j ] 2C, tosser ['tasaj] 4.C, basics ['bessiks] 

5C, house [hotos] 6C, fungus [1fa Qgas ] 10C.

P237.2. [*] _ A voiceless alveolar fricative formed with the tip of the

tongue against the lower teeth, the back of the tongue being raised 

towards the soft palate. The lips are slightly rounded. An off-glide 

is often noticeable between this sound and a following front vowel.

Examples:

Group 1

small r«ma:l] 2A, seize [■s9 i:0 z] 3A, say [s8 e:1] 6A, since [-s3 ins] 7A.M " ' ■' ——  L t — ———— l
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Group 2

seen [-&ai:n] IB, season [’®ai:zn] 3B, safe [-&ae:f] 6B, send [/ind] 7B.I L l l
Group 3

see [s9i:] 2C, sick [-s-9lk] 6C, sealed [-s-3i:Id] 4C, saint [.&ae:lnt] 8C.L + l l
Variant 1, [s] is by far the most common realization while variant 

2 , [*], is most commonly found among the most conservative dialect speakers. 

P238. /s/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) /J7 - Before /1, n, 1/ and [k1], /s/ and /J/ are in free variation 

in the speech of most informants. Irish*palatal and non-palatal /s/ 

correspond to English /J/ and /s/ respectively and so, in phonetic environ

ments like the above, where in Irish a palatalized consonant would be used, 

/J7 is often substituted for /s/, e.g. snip [Jn.».p ] 1A, stick [Jtik] 2B, 

sleep [J1i:p] 4A, skin [Jkin] 6A. Before /r/, /s/ is generally used, 

e.g. shrine [sjom] 1A, but /J/ has also been recorded.

(ii) /T/ - [0] (for description see above under /T/ P214 ) is substituted

on rare occasions for /s/, e.g. single [*0 iqgl], safe [9e:f] and loose
++' 1

[lu:9] 1A, singsong [01 Q1 st)q] 3B.
”l +

Note: The two speakers from uiVvortv this realization has been recorded are 

among the most conservative speakers, whose first language is Irish. In 

Irish, there are no dental fricative phonemes and so alveolar fricatives 

may be safely produced with dentalized quality:

' . . . the absence in French and many other languages of .dental fricative

phonemes allows a dentalized quality in the alveolar articulations, which

is liable in English to cause confusion with /9, 5/ or to produce a "lisping"
28fricative which is considered socially undesirable."

OQP239. In Tyrone Irish, broad /s/ is close in articulation to English /9/ ,

and the Irish loanword pracas 'mess' has been recorded as both 'praacas' 

and 'praacath' in Tyrone English'^ (see also below P484 ).

(iii) /z/ “ /s/ sometimes replaces /z/ in the word houses

P240. /z/ This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

*For a more detailed discussion on Irish influence on the consonant system 
see below P Ht)..
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[z], a voiced alveolar fricative, similar in sound and articulation to 

the main member of RP /z/ . It occurs in:

Group 1

nose [no:Sz] 1A, rose [ro:z] 3A, clothes [klo-9 z] 4A, measles ['nuuzalz]

5A, easy [*i:zil] 6A, rosary ['rorzaai] 7A.

Group 2

scythes [ sai dz] IB, dazzler [ 1 dazla j ] 2B, amazing [a'me: zi q] 3B, noise [jjdI z]
+

4B, games [ge: mz] 5B, lives [lb’ivz] 6B.
+

Group 3

season [s-9i:zn] 1C, loads [j,o:dz] 3C, freezing [* fJisztQ] 4C, disease
..  i 1 " + ..~

[dalzi: z] 5C, sows [saoz] 8C, lizard ['lizaad] IOC.

P241. /z/ alternates with a number of phonemes:
?.X\L

(i) /D/ - [3] (for description, see under /D/ above) is

substituted on rare occasions for /z/, e.g. zinc [59 iQk] 1A, lazy
++

[1le:5i] 3A.

Note: Possible reasons for this articulation have been discussed above under 

/ s / P238 . In the Donegal 'Gael tacht', or Irish-speaking district, zinc may

be pronounced [dizigk] and,in general dialect use in Ireland and

England, Wright notes a word,[si8az], which he thinks can hardly be the
, • 33same word as scissors

(ii) /s/ - /z/ alternates with /s/ (see above under /s/ P238 ).

(iii) /^/ - /z/ alternates with /^/ before consonants with inherited 

palatal quality, in the speech of the most conservative dialect speakers, 

e.g. muzzle ['mô l] 3A, surprised [sej'pJai^d] 1A, dazzler [^da^loj] 3B, 

and also in the word razor ['je:^bj] 2B, where the substitution is perhaps^

due to analogy with words like leisure. For Irish influence see below p503-50^

P242. /J/ - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

[J], a voiceless palato-alveolar fricative, similar in sound and articu- 
lation to the main member of RP /J/ . The lip position is conditioned

by adjacent sounds,and lip-protrusion, which is sometimes present for this
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sound in RP, does not occur in the dialect. Examples:

Group 1

pishogue (Ir. piseog 'superstition') [pt1/o:g 3 1A, glash (Ir. glais 

'stream') LglaJ] 2A, scheme [Jki:m] 3A, houseen ('house' + diminutive 

suffix '-een' < Ir. '-in') [too1Ji:n] 5A, chute [fu‘1 1 ] 6A, finished 

[ 1 fimjt] 7A.

Group 2

special [1splJo 1] IB, bush [bb’J] 2B, almost [’a-lmojt] 3B, machine 

[mo'Ji-n] 4B, slawn (Ir. sleiin 'turfspade') [Jla:n] 5B, foolish ['fu^llj] 

6B.

Group 3

thrash [jpraJ] 1C, shooter ['Ju-taj] 2C, interesting [ 1 latt1J ti g] 3C,
~... 1 +

English [1t og11J 3 8C, shop [Jap] 10C.-------  ++ ---

P243. /J/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) /s/ (see above under /s/ P238 ) .

(ii) /tJ/ (see above under /tJ/ P227 ).

P244. 1̂ )1 - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

[^], a voiced palato-alveolar fricative, similar in sound and articulation 

to the main member of RP . The lip position is conditioned by

adjacent sounds, and lip-protrusion, which is sometimes present for this 

sound in RP, does not occur in the dialect. Voicing is as described 

below P283-284.Examples:

Group 1

strangers [*stre:n^oJz] 2A, leisure ['le^uj] 7A III.

Group 2

change [tje:n^] 3B, measures ['me^ojz] 4B.

Group 3

television [talo1vi^n] 1C, dangerous ['de:n^ojos] 2C, usually ['ju-^oli]

10C.

Note: This sound is of limited occurrence in the dialect.
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P245. The phoneme alternates with /z/ (see above under /z/ P241 ) 

and with /d^/ (see above under /d^/P229 ).

P246. /x/ - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

[x], a voiceless velar fricative, formed by raising the back of the tongue 

towards the back of the soft palate, the narrowing being sufficient to 

cause friction. An off-glide is occasionally perceptible between /x/ 

and a following front vowel. Examples: lough [lax] 1A, Gaeltacht (Ir. 

'Irish-speaking district') ['gerltaxt] 6C, Taoiseach (Ir. 'prime minister') 

[1tSi:Jax] 8C, shanachee (Ir. seanchai 'storyteller') [Jana'x9 i:] 10C.

Note: This phoneme has a very low functional yield in the dialect, 

merging with /k/, except in Irish loanwords, in the speech of most 

informants, but it still functions in the opposition lough ^ lock in the 

speech of a few of the older informants. For more details, see above 

under /k/.

P247. /h/ - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

[h], a voiceless glottal fricative which is similar in sound and articu- 

lation to the main member of the RP /h/ phoneme . It occurs as follows:

Group 1

hill [hil] 1A, home [ho:9m] 2A, hall [ha:l] 3A, high [hai] 4A, ahead 

[a’hed] 5A, hair [he:lj] 6A.

Group 2

mehull (Ir. meitheal 'crowd') ['meholj IB, hack [hak] 2B, hard [hard]

3B, hot [hat] 4B, haunted [!ha:ntid] 5B, behind [bi'hain] 7B.

Group 3

height [halt] 1C, heaps [hi:ps] 2C, holidays ['halidez] 5C, habit [heblt] 

6C, hens [hinz] 8C, heifers ['hefuz] 10C.

■ nP248. /h/ alternates with /t/ (see above under /t/ P207 )

and with /k/ (see above under /k/ P222 ). /h/ is sometimes

lost in unaccented, non-initial situations in connected speech, e.g.
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give him [giv^im] 3A, he hit him [i it im] 10C.

P249. /m/ - This phoneme has three main allophones which may be trans

cribed narrowly as [m], [m7] and [m]. Voicing is as described below P283-4 

1. [m] - A voiced bilabial nasal, similar in sound and articulation 

to the main member of the RP /m/ phoneme ̂  . Examples:

Group 1

midges ['mid^iz] 1A, time [toim] 2A, permission [per1 mi Jon]  3A, meat 

[me:t] 4A, stream [stre:m] 5A, middle [ 1 midl] 6A.I
Group 2

farm [lfa:ram] IB, combine ['kambain] 2B, music ['mju^zik] 3B, welcome 

['welkim] 4B, money [*moni] 5B, humour [*ju:maj] 7B.

Group 3

May [me:1] 1C, empty [^mpti] 4C, palm [pa:m] 5C, lump [lamp] 6C, 

miracles ['meuaklz] 8C, bumper [’bompaj] 10C.

P250.2. [m7] - A voiced bilabial nasal, corresponding to [b7] in tongue 

position, lip position and glides (see above?.\°'2 ). Examples:

Group 1

mass (Ir. meas 'respect') [m^as] 1A, man [m/Lan] 2A, martyred [m/la:jtard] 

7A.

Group 2

*music [lm /lu.zik] IB, mass [m/Las] 2B.

Group 3

march [*m/La:jtJ] 2C.

Note: [m7] was recorded in the word man from most speakers in Groups 1

and 2, and from a few speakers in Group 3.

*This word provides an example of alternation between /m/ and /mj/, with 
/mj/ being by far the most common variant in this word.
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P251,3. [m] - A voiced bilabial nasal, corresponding to [b] in tongue
H* ui

position, lip position and glides (see above P201 ). Examples:

Group 1

morning [1ma:Jniq ] • 1A, small [sma:l] 2A, Mullaghanish (placename)w  h* ----- ------------ -- --------
[1mo^ax,a1n0iJ] 3A, Christmas [*kJlsmW9 s] 4A, put them in ['pot 1 mw m ]W I 1 ' — *** + ■ ‘ ■" ■ .... w hi ^

5A, come early [(kolmW e:Jli] 6A.

Group 2

Malta (placename) ['mWa:lta] IB, in them anyway [ ̂ in b'lmW £ni|We] 3B,

much [mWitJ] 6B, coming [lkb,mWin] 7B.----  “ ------  - • +

Group 3

come at him [ | kb1 mW^aj t^im] 2C, bring them in [(bjLQ a'mw m ]  6C.

Note: The distribution of [mj, [m'] and [m] among the age-groups is as 

described for /p/ (see above P197 ) .

P252. Other realizations:

[ig] - A devoiced [mj (for description see above P249 ). Examples 

him [him] 3A, drum [drbm] 3B, themselves [dlm'silfs] 7B.
■■ O I. —— ■■ o *'■■" ■ ■ ■' 11 1 ' r "* o

Note: This realization has been recorded on only a few occasions.

P253. /m/ alternates with /b/ in one word only, e.g. British,

generally realized with [b] for its initial consonant, is replaced by 

[m] as in [lmjitiJ] 4A. This is the only example recorded in the dialect 

but a similar substitution has been noted for Tyrone Irish, where the 

English loanwords bargain and Bible are reproduced in Irish speech as
f # O Omargan and miobla respectively .

P254. /n/ - This phoneme has four main allophones which may be trans

cribed narrowly as [n], [n'], [ p ]and [n]. Voicing is as described 

below P283-284.

P255.1. [n] - A voiced alveolar nasal, similar in sound and articulation to 

the main member of the RP /n/ phoneme2  ̂ . Examples:
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Group 1

candles ['kandlz] IA, kneel [ni:l] 2A, another [a'nidor] 3A. mountain------- +• i ----- ------- i” --------
[ 1 nroontm] 4A, print [pjint] 5A, clean [kli:n] 7A.

Group 2

nervous [1 neJvos] IB, descendant [di1sindent] 2B, twenty ['twenti] 3B, 

nun [non] 4B, pint [paint] 5B, north [na:Jt] 7B.

Group 3

nine [nain] 1C, painting ['peintiqj 2C, ten [ten] 3C, tennis ['tinis] 4C.'+ ------
fun [fan] 6C, piano ['pi-ano] IOC.

P256.2. [n'] - A voiced alveolar nasal, corresponding to [d'] in tongue 

position, lip position and glides (see above P210 )• Examples:

Group 1

note [n/Lo:lt] 1A, not [n/l(jit] 4A, knobs [n/L(jibz] 6A.

Group 2

knocked [ 1 n'l(ji>kt ] 3B, no [n,Lo*] 4B.

Group 3

an animal [a 1n/Lan0mol] 2C, an awful [a 1n'la:fal] 4C.

P257. 3. [p] - A voiced palatal nasal, formed by pressing the front of the 

tongue against the hard palate, causing a stoppage in the mouth while the 

velum is lowered, the tip of the tongue being down behind the lower teeth 

[p] sounds somewhat similar to RP /nj/ in new, the difference being that 

whilst, in RP, /n/ and /j/ are easily separable in the sequence, in 

Ballyvourney these elements fuse into a single articulation. Examples:

Group 1

many ['mepi] 1A, knocker [ 1 pcji-ka j ] 6A.

Group 2

know [po:9] 3B.

Group 3

narrower [ ' p a * J o w j ]  8C.

Note: This sound has been commonly recorded only amongst older speakers
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in the words know or no.

P258. 4. [n] - A velarized voiced dental nasal, corresponding to [¿] in lip 

position, and glides (see above P216 ) . Examples:

Group 1
I 0nice [nais] 1A, Mullaghanish (placename) [ (molax9n if] 3A, noises 

[’naiziz] 4A, night [nait] 5A.

Group 2

nave (Ir. naomh 'saint') [ne:v] 3B, knife [flCtif] 7B.

Group 3

money [ 1 mon.ai ] 1C, nine [natn] 8C.

P259. Variant 1, [n], seems to be by far the most common realization 

of this phoneme. The other variants are characteristic of traditional

dialect speech and are therefore most common among Groups 1 and 2.

Variant 3, [p], which occasionally occurs as a realization of /n/, is 

the main realization of /nj/ in words like news, manure and numerous. 

However, a consistent distinction between /n/ and /nj/ occurs only in 

the speech of a few younger speakers. For Irish influence, see below P519. 

P260. Other realizations:

(i) [n] - A devoiced variant of [n ] above P255 . Examples: son 

[son] 1A, plan [pl/Lan] 4A, can [kan] 5B, hens [hinz] 1C, spin [spin]

4C, one [won] 5C.

Note: This form seems to occur mainly finally in overshort monosyllables 

and before devoiced final /z/. /n/ is often devoiced finally in

Hiberno-English generally/*0

(ii) A non-velarized dental nasal occurs before dentals, as in RP, e.g. 

month [mont] 2B.

P261. /n/ alternates with a number of phonemes:

(i) /nj/ - [p] is often replaced by [a'] or [n] in the dialect.

Examples: knew [nu: ] 1A, onions ['onmz] 7A, genuine [1d^en,Luwain] 2B, 

Daniel ['danil] 5B, senior [*si:nu] 7B.
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Note : The sequence /nj / does not occur in Irish (.see below P519 ).

(ii) /d/ - [d] replaces /n/ in a few words in the speech of 1A, e.g. 

garsoon (Ir. garsun 'boy' [gaJ!su:d], Shannon (placename) ['Janad],

(iii) /D/ - /n/ is replaced by /D/ in one example, i.e. funeral [*fju:4adl]

7B.

(iv) /q/ (see below under /q/)

P262. /q/ - This phoneme has two main realizations, narrowly transcribed

as [q] and [q]. Voicing is as described below P283-X84.
+
1. [q] - A voiced palatal nasal, corresponding to [g] with regard to tongue 

+ +
position, lip position and glides. Examples:

Group 1

reenka ( I r ,  rinnce 'dance') [ 1 _Ji: Qke] 1A, learning [ ' le r n iq ]  2A, coining
++ +

[* komiq] 3A, thinning [£9iniq] 4A, swing [swi q] 5A, evening ['ijvniq] 6A.
*+ 1 ’+ + +

Group 2

springers [’spJiqaJz] 2B, morning ['ma:Jniq] 3B, sting [stiq] 4B, telling 
+ + +

[ tell q] 5B, things [t3|.qz] 7B.
+ 1 +

Group 3

sing [siq] 1C, ringer ['jiqaj] 3C, cling [kliq] 4C, bang [baq] 6C, tank --- + ------ + “ + ---- +
[ta:qk] 8C.

++
P263.2. [q] - A voiced velar nasal consonant, corresponding to [g] with regard 

to tongue position, lip position and glides. Examples:

Group 1

song [saq] 1A, along [a'laq] 3A, tongs [taqz] 4A, donkey ['daqk8i] 5A. ..

Group 2

long [laq] 2B, uncle ['oqkal] 3B, rung [joq] 4B, prolongs [pjo'laqz] 7B.

Group 3

dungfork [ldb'qfark] 2C, strong [straq] 3C, monks [moqks] 4C.

/q/ alternates with /nj/, as in January ['d^eqaai] 1A, convenience- L -+*
[kan'vi:qins] 6A, opinion [o'piqin] IB, onions ['t qtnz] 5B, manure [ma!qu:j]+ + i+ +
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6C.

Note: The substitution of /rj/ for /nj/ in onion is very common in modern 

English and Scottish dialects^ .

P265. Very occasionally the present participle ending -ing is rendered 

not by /if]/ but by /in/, e.g. coming [komin] 3C.

P266. /1/ - This phoneme has four main allophones which may be trans

cribed narrowly as [l], [1'], [ft] and [l], Voicing is as described 

below P283-284.

P267.1. [l] A voiced alveolar lateral, similar in sound and articulation
/ Oto the clear allophone of the RP /1/ phoneme . Examples:

Group 1

peel [pi:l] 1A, coal [k<̂ :l] 2A, element [^elamint] 3A, all [n:l] 4A, 

while [<i>ail] 5A, luck [lok] 7A.

Group 2

fiddler [*fldlaj] IB, lick [ilk] 2B, veil [ve:l] 3B, relations------- i ---- + ---- ---------
[ja1le:Janz ] 4B, Daniel ['danil] 5B, lately [*le:tli] 7B.

Group 3

listen [*lisn] 1C, flood [flod] 2C, stall [sta:l] 3C, sleep [sli:p] 5C, 

milk [milk] 8C, lizard [Jlizajd] 10C.

P268.2. [l'] - A voiced alveolar lateral, formed by pressing the tip and 

blade of the tongue against the upper teeth and teeth ridge, leaving a 

passage on both sides through which the air-stream is able to escape.

It corresponds to [d’] with regard to lip-position and glides (see above 

p210) , Examples:

Group 1

skilling (Ir. scilling 'shilling') [ 1 fkil'u rj] 1A, landlord ['l^anlcud]+ • +
3A, plan [pl/Lan] 4A, class [kl'Las] 6A.

Group 2

laughing [ 11/La:fiq] 2B, liss (Ir. lios 'fort') [1 \  s] 4B, siawn (Ir. 
slean 'turfspade) [Jl,la:n] 5B.
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Group 3

flat [fl'lat] 1C, kaylee (Ir. ceili. 'dance') [ke1 -l’i:] 6C, Killeens 

(townland name) [ki'l^isnz] 8C.

P269. 3. [Fi] - A voiced palatal lateral, formed by pressing the front of the 

tongue against the hard palate, keeping the tip of the tongue behind the 

lower teeth, and leaving a passage on both sides of the tongue through 

which the air-stream is able to escape. [Pi] sounds somewhat similar to 

RP /1j/ in value, the difference being that whilst in RP /1/ and /j/ are 

easily separable in the sequence, in Ballyvourney they fuse in one articu 

lation. Examples:

Group 1

sally (Ir. saileach 'willow tree) [ 1 sa. - Fii ] 4A, luck [Fok] 6A, cloth 

[kFin:t] 7A.

Group 2

o'clock [a'kfiak] 2B, gloves [gFovz] 3B, clout [kfnoot] 7B.

Group 3

clue [kFiu: ] 4C.

Note: This sound is uncommon in the dialect.

P270. 4 , [i] - a velarized voiced dental lateral, corresponding to [¿] in 

lip position and glides (see above P216 ). Examples:

Group 1

law [la:] 1A, lot [lat] 2A, college ['kalad^] 3A, lovely [1lovli] 4A,
scholar ['sknlaj] 5A, lump [lamp] 6A.

Group 2
special [spijol] IB, lies [laiz] 2B, colony ['knlani] 3B, O'Leary 

(surname) [e’le:j8 ] 5B, local [1lo:kl] 6B, really [Ui:l8 i] 7B.

Group 3

calling (?ka:lir)] 1C, low [lo:] 2C, alone [s1 lo:n] 3C, blocks [blaks] 5C,

pulling [1poIs t Q] 8C.
1 +

Note 1: This sound occurs mainly in the neighbourhood of back vowels.

P.'X'1° ft.Variant 1, [l], seems to be by far the most common realization
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of this phoneme. The other variants are characteristic of traditional

dialect speech and are therefore most common among Groups 1 and 2.

Variant 3, [ Fi], which occasionally occurs as a realization of /1 /, is the 

main realization of /1j/ in words like million and brilliant. However, 

a consistent distinction between /1/ and /1j/ occurs only in the speech 

of a few younger speakers. For Irish influence, see below P511.

P271. Other realizations:

(i) [l]_ A devoiced variant of [l] above P267 . Examples: Clonmel

(placename) [klan’mil] 3A, chill [tjil] 5A, axles ['aksalz] IB, drills
—  o — —---  Q ------------ +  o  o  1

[dJilz] 4B, salt [sa:lt] 8C, smell [smel] IOC.o 0 *---- o ----- o
Note: This form seems to occur mainly finally in overshort monosyllables 

and before devoiced final /z/.

(ii) A non-velarized dental lateral occurs before dentals, as in RP, 

e.g. wealth [welt] 2B.

P272. /1/ alternates with /1j/ as in Italian [a talin] 7A, billiards

[ * biludz] 2B, value [ 1 valu] 3B, familiar [*fimlaj] 6B, brilliant 

[1bJ111nt] 4C, million ['nulin] 8C, Williams [wllimz] IOC.

P273. /1 / disappears in soldiers ['so^d^auz] 7B and soldering

[ sa:dariq ] IB.

/r/ - This phoneme has three main allophones which may be trans

cribed narrowly as [j ], [j ’J and [r].

1. [j ] - A voiced post-alveolar frictionless continuant«^, similar in sound
43and articulation to the main member of the RP /r/ phoneme . Voicing 

is as described P283-284. , Examples:

Group 1

reenka (Ir. rinnce 'dance') [ 1 j i: rjk'a ] 1A, cropping [ ,kjapW io] 2A, rough ------  ++ - +
[jofJ 3A, spree [spji:] 5A, dirt [db'jt] 6A, poker [!po:kaj] 7A.

Group 2

more [mo:aj] IB, average [1a.vajid^] 2B, rate [je:t] 3B, central 

[ 1 sintJ11 ] 4B, nature [’ne^Joj] 5B, learning [lb'jnir)] 7B.
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Group 3

barley [1ba:Jli] 2C, sister [ 1 si stau] 4C, presents [1pJizinz] 5C, 

touring [ 1 tu:JiQ] 6C, miracles [1meuaklz] 7C, rogue [Jo:g] IOC.

P274.2. [j '] - A palatalized voiced post-alveolar fricative consonant, formed 

by raising the tip of the tongue towards the back of the teeth-ridge, with 

simultaneous raising of the front of the tongue towards the hard palate, 

giving a palatalized effect. Examples:

Group 1

acre [1e : k u '] 1A, Ballymakeery (placename) [^bala!ma11ki:J'a] 6A, hair 

[he:J'] 7A.

Group 2

bigger [lbigJlJ/] 3B, maker [lme:ku/] 4B, winner ['winu'] 6B, tear (vb.)
+ +

[te:lj'] 7B.

Group 3

near [ ni:1 j  ' ] 3C, dinner [ 1 dim J  ' ] 4C.

Note: This sound has been recorded only in the neighbourhood of front 

close or half-close vowels.

P275.3. [r] _ A voiced flapped alveolar consonant, formed by the tongue 

making one tap against the back of the teeth-ridge. Examples:

Group 1

parish [1 pariJ] 1A, three [tri:L] 2A, tenure [1tenur] 3A, horse [hDrs]

5A, the road [¿a ro;Ld] 6A, rooster ['ju:s£r] 7A.

Group 2

harrows ['ha:raz] IB, carawns (Ir. carran 'thick scum on buttermilk') 

[ka'rcunz] 2B, caller ['ka:lar] 3B, married ['ma.rid] 6B, vary ['ve:ri] 7B.

Group 3

farm [’f/lci:rem] 1C, horrible ['ha-ribl] 4C, worm [*woram] 5C, story 

[sto:ri ] 6C, border ['ba:r^ar] 8C, lorry L'ln-ri] IOC.
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Note 1: This sound always occurs after /D/, /T/, /Da/ and /Ta/, whilst 

also often occurring intervocalically, and finally after vowels.

Note 2: Variant 1, [j ], seems to be by far the most common realization 

of /r/ in the dialect. Variant 3, [r* ]. is also quite common while 

variant 2, [j1], is a feature of conservative dialect speech.

P276. Other realizations:

(i) [j], a devoiced variant of [j ], see above P273. Examples:O
cork [ka.jk] 1A, gardening [1gJa:Jdniq] 7A, springers ['spJiqaJz] 2B+  °  1 ‘  +
timber [1tömböj] 3B, sharp [J a * jp] 6B, cert [seat] 8C, horse [haus] IOC.

(ii) [r] a devoiced variant of [r] above Examples:O 1
jar [d^ar] 4A, ferkins ['ferkmz] 3A, raining ['re:niq] 1A, her [hör] 6A,Q -j +
pepper ['pepar] 7A, really [*ri:li] IB, score [sko:ar] 7B, mart [mart]

5C, dirty ['dörti] 6C, hurt [hört] 8C.

Note: A slight [h] sound is sometimes perceptible before this sound,

especially when it occurs in word-initial position, e.g. really [ ri.li]

1A, rain [''rein] 3A. This [hJ ] would correspond to the /hr/ phoneme
44in Ballyvourney Irish

(iii) [r] - This is a rolled consonant, formed by making a rapid succes

sion of taps on the teeth-ridge. Examples: farm [1faram] 3A, whirr 

[wir] 6A, army ['airmi] 7B. The above examples are all that have been 

recorded.

Note: [r] is a free variant of the /r/ phoneme in Ballyvourney Irish^ .

(iv) [p] - A slightly retroflexed variety of [j] (see above P273 ).

Examples: hard [ha:pd] 7A, wired [wöiapd] 3B, harder [’ha:^daj] 3C.

Note: This realization is extremely rare, occurring in the above examples 

only.

P277. /r/ alternates with /d/ (see under /d/ above P212) and /r/ is lost

in one example, i.e. ordinary [a'dinaji] 7B.
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SEMI-VOWELS

P278. /j/ - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

[j], a voiced palatal semi-vowel produced by the tongue assuming a 

position for a front half-close to close vowel and moving away immediately 

to the position of the following sound. The lips are generally neutral 

or spread but may anticipate lip-rounding in a following vowel. The 

sound is often devoiced after a voiceless consonant. Examples:

Group 1

yellow [ 1 jela] 1A, using ['juizirj] 2A, youngsters [ * jQQs£3rz] 3A,
L * +

curing ['kjuzriQ] 4A, yard [ja:jd] 5A, few [fju:] 6A.
+ ' +

Group 2

young [ jo q] IB, units [’juimts] 2B, years [ji:ajz] 3B, yes [ j e s ] 4B, 

view [vju:] 5B, humour [;lju:m9j] 7B.

Group 3

ewes [jo:3z] 1C, beyond [bi'jnnd] 3C, beautiful ['bju-tafal] 4C, music 

['mju-zik] 5C, usually ['ju-^ali] 8C, computer [kam'pju*tiJ] IOC.

Note : /j/ is dropped occasionally in word-initial position, e.g. yard

[a:jd] 5A and usually ['ur^ali] 8C, and often, before /u:/, following /n, 

d, t, p, b, m, f/L S** ?

P279. /w/ - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

[w], a voiced labio-velar semi-vowel produced by the tongue assuming a 

position for a back, half-close to close vowel, and moving immediately 

to the position of the following sound. The lips are rounded and 

degrees of rounding depend upon the following vowel. The sound is often 

devoiced after a voiceless consonant. Examples:

Group 1

between [bi'twi-n] 1A, twice ['t9wai,s] 2A, war [wa:r] 3A, walk [wx>:k]

4A, swoop [swu:p] 5A, Quick [kwik] 6A.

Group 2

welding [’weldif]] IB, weather [Iw e5s j ] 2B, wonderful [ 1 wonder fb'l ] 4B,
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twenty ['twenti] 5B, away [a'we:] 8B.

Group 3

work [work] 1C, witch [witf] 2C, wither ['wider] 4C, woods [wodz] 5C, 

dwarf [dwa*rf] 8C, queer [kwe:j] IOC.

P280. /w/ alternates with /v/ in a number of words in the speech of

the older speakers, e.g. weaver ['wirwor] 3A, voice [wais] 1A, involved 

[n'wD*lvd] 6B.

Note 1: This interchange has been recorded in Early Modern English4 , in 

mediaeval Hiberno-English4? , and it also occurs in the modern dialects 

of East Anglia and S.E. England48 . For Irish influence, see below P496 . 

Note 2: /w/ replaces the more usual /wu/ in one example, i.e. white

[woit] 5C.

P281. /m / - This phoneme has one realization, narrowly transcribed as

[m ], a voiceless labio-velar semi-vowel, similar in articulation to [w] 

above P279. Examples:

Group 1

what [Mat] 1A, whistle ['miJ|] 3A, whiskey ['ivujki] 6A.

Group 2

white [m it] IB, everywhere ['e v j í m s j] 2B, which [MitJ] 6B, while [m o i1i ]

7B.

Group 3

whiting [1 Mai tiq] 8C, whales [Me:lz] IOC.
* +

P282. For the alternation between /«/ and /f/ see above under /f/f lG^-*

^ Although this is a fricative consonant it is included in this section 
because of its similarities to /w/.
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A Note on Consonant Voicing

P283. Voiced consonants are generally fully voiced when they occur in

position between voiced sounds, e.g. wonder ['wb’ndar] 1A, neighbour ['nesboj]

2B, bedding [*bedtQ]' 1C. However, the medial consonants in the words houses

and calves are regularly considerably or even completely devoiced by many

speakers. Consonant voicing has been much influenced by the local Irish .

P284. In initial and, more especially, in final position, consonants

may be only partially voiced or completely voiceless, e.g. raining [^e :m T ]'
1 ’ +

1A, haunted [,ha:nti^] 7B, twelve [twely] 6C. Partially voiced varieties

of /m, n, q ,\ 1, r/ are often used when preceded or followed by a voiceless

consonant or when final in over-short monosyllables, e.g. flags [fjagz] 1A,
- +

plan [pl'an] 4A, him [him] 3B, rings [jits'] 7B, dirty ['dbrti] 1C.

A Note on Consonant Aspiration

P285. The voiceless plosives /p, t, k/ are generally more heavily
50aspirated than in RP , particularly when in initial position in stressed 

syllables, e.g. Cooper [ 1 k^u: pa,| ] 1A, pig [p^ig] 2B, tapes [t^e:ps] 4C. 

P286. Aspiration tends to be weaker at the beginning of unstressed 

syllables, and in final position, especially when another consonant 

precedes, e.g. twenty [tLwenti] 1A, work [woJk] IB. When /s/ precedes 

/p, t, k/ initially in a syllable, or when /J7 precedes /1/ and /k/ in 

the same context, there is almost no aspiration, e.g. spill [spil] 5A, 

stick [Jti,k] 7B. The system of aspiration of plosives is that of the

local Irish dialect
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CHAPTER 4

DISTRIBUTION OF PHONEMES: A COMPARISON BETWEEN BALLYVOURNEY

AND RECEIVED PRONUNCIATION

Vowels

P287. /i:/ - This phoneme has a similar distribution to RP /i:/, except 

that it occurs in some words in unstressed final position, where /i/ would 

occur in RP, e.g. city [*siti] 2B, party ['pa.Jti] 5C. /i:/ also occurs,

usually with only a slight [ ] glide, in words which have /ie/ in RP, e.g. 

beer [bi:8j] 3B, here [hi:9j] 4C. For alternation in the dialect between 

/i:/, /e:/, /el/ and /i:e/, see above under /i:/ P81 . /i:/ occurs in

the initial syllable of before and between which have [i] or occasionally 

[a] in RP.

P288. /t/ - This phoneme has a similar distribution to RP /t/, except that 

it is replaced in unstressed final positions by /i:/ (see above under /i:/ 

p287 ). For alternation in the dialect between / L /, / e / and /.q/, see

above under /t/ P 87

P289. /e:/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /ei/, e.g. say [se:], 

and to RP /ea/, e.g. bear [be:j] 2C. It occasionally replaces /i:/ in 

words with ME [e:], e.g. tea [te:] 4A. (See above under /i:/ P 81 .)

For alternation in the dialect between /e:/ and /e/, see above under 

/e:/ P 95,96 .

P290 /B/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /e/, e.g. head [hed]

8B; to RP /3:/, e.g. heard [head] 7B; and, rarely, to RP /i: /, e.g.

leaping [1lepL 0] 7B. For alternation in the dialect between /e/, III +
and /o/, see above under /e/ P 101-2 .

P291. /a/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to both RP /asi and RP /a:/, 

e.g. man [man] 1C and grass [gjas] 5B. For rare alternation between /a/ 

and /e/, see above under /a/ P 1C9

P292. /a:/ - This phoneme occurs, in a few words only, corresponding to

RP /a:/, e.g. aunt [a:nt] 8C.
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P293./0-/ “ This phoneme has a similar distribution to RP /t>/, e.g. dog 

[ dag] 4B.

P294./a;/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /o:/, e.g. hawk [ha;k] 

4C, but the distinction between ME [o] + /r/ and ME [o:] + /r/, which has 

been levelled in RP under /o:/, is maintained in Ballyvourney. Thus, in 

the dialect horse /ha:rs/  ̂hoarse /ho:rs/.

P295./o:/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /so/, e.g. home [ho:m] 

4A, and also to RP /s:/ in words such as board [bo:Jd] 3B and hoarse [ho:Js] 

5C III.

P296./u:/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /u:/, e.g. fool [full] 

4C; to RP /us/, e.g. poor [pu:®j] 3B; and often to RP /o/, e.g. wood 

[wu:d] 8C. For alternation between /u:/ and /$/ in words which have /o/ 

in RP, see above under /o/ P 140 . The words good and book, which have

Iq I in RP, always have /u:/ in Ballyvourney.

P297. /o/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /a/, e.g. bud [bod]

8B; to RP /3:/, e.g. word [wb’jd] 6A; to RP /o/, e.g. pull [pb'l] 4A.

For alternation between /o/ and /u:/ in words with /o/ in RP, see above 

under jo/ P 1^0

P298./at/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /ai/, e.g. light 

[lait] 5A, and occasionally to RP /oi/, e.g. toy [tsi] IB. For the 

relationship between /si/ and /ai/ in the dialect, see above P 165.

/si/ also occurs, in a single example, corresponding to RP /L/, i.e. 

wind [wain] 3B.

P299. /ai/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /si/, e.g. boy [bai]

2C, and occasionally to RP /si/, e.g. pint [paint] 4A.

P300. /0/ - This phoneme has the same distribution to RP /ao/, e.g. cow 

[kno] 6C.

P301. /s/ - This phoneme has a similar distribution to RP /s/, e.g. about 

[s'bnot] 1A, except that it is less likely to be replaced by /i/ in 

unstressed syllables, as often happens in RP in words such as decided and
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defeated.

P302.The correspondence between the vowel systems of Ballyvourney English 

and RP

Ballyvourney
English

Received
Pronunciation

bead
/i:/

/i:/

beer /ia/

bid A / /t /

bay /e:/ /ei /

bed /e/

bear /£/ /ea/1
heard /3: /

________kad______________. _ J & L _______ /ae /

balm /a:/ /a:/

not /a/ /d /

nought /a:/
/o: /

door

no
/o: /

/ao/

pool /u: /

poor
/u:/

/ua/

pull /o/

bud /?./ /A/

word /3:/

side /si/ /ai/

now /d o / /oo/

boy /ai/ /oi/

about /a/ /a/
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Comments on Table:

In the above table there is a series of key words, separated by lines 

which may or may not be extended into the next column. The absence of 

a line in either of the two right hand columns means the absence of a 

phonemic distinction in the speech variety that the column represents.

Thus in the Ballyvourney column it is clear that bead and beer contain 

the same vowel phoneme, but in the RP column the presence of a dividing 

line indicates that different vowel phonemes are used.

Consonants

P303./p/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /p/, e.g. pig [p ig ]+
5A, and occasionally to RP / p j / , e.g. population [ 1 pop e^le: |b*n] 3A.

P304 /b/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /b/, e.g. big [big] 2B,+
and occasionally RP /bj/, e.g. beauty [1b^1u:ti] 2A. In one example /b/ 

corresponds to RP /v/, i.e. never [nebej] 1A.

P305./t/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /t/, e.g. toss [tas]

4B, and occasionally: (i) to RP /1j/, e.g. stupid [’sturpid] 4C; (ii) to
RP /9/, e.g. think [tiQk] 8D; (iii) to RP /tw/, e.g. between [bi*tu:n] 7B;++ -------
(iv) to RP /d/, e.g. killed [kilt]. /t/ is lost before /r/ in next room
[neks ju:m] 7B.
P306./d/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /d/, e.g. dish [dij]

1A, and occasionally: (i) to RP /dj/, e.g. during [*du--Hp] 3B; (ii) to 

RP /6/, e.g. father [*fa:daj] 9C; (iii) to RP /r/, e.g. born [ba:dn] 6A; 

(iv) to RP /z/, e.g. wasn't ['wadnt] 1A; (v) to RP /n/,- e.g. Shannon 

(placename) ['Janad] 1A. /d/ is lost in fields [fi:lz] 7B.

Note:

Only two examples have been recorded in which /d/ corresponds to RP /n/, •

and just a few examples were recorded of /d/ corresponding to RP /z/.

P307./T/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /9/, e.g. think [tigk]l + +
2A, and often to RP /t/, e.g. throat [tro:t] 4A. /T/ occurs in a few

examples corresponding to RP /s/, e.g. safe [0e:f] 1A; to RP /d0/ in
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width[wit] 2B and to RP /3/ in with [wtt] IOC.

Note:

/T/ regularly corresponds to RP /t/ only before /r/ or /ar/, e.g. trick 

[trik] 7B and butter [tatar] 5A.

P308./D/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /5/, e.g. bother

[̂ badar] 5B, and often to RP /d/, e.g. drum [drom] 5A. /D/ corresponds

to RP /z/ in a few examples, e.g. zinc [3iqk] 1A, and to RP /n/ in the
---- ++

word funeral [ 1fju:dadl] 7B.------- ” i
Note:

/D/ regularly corresponds to RP /d/ only before /r/ or /ar/, e.g. drink

[driok] 4A and murder ['mb’rdar] 5B.
++

P309. /k/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /k/, e.g. kick [klkl

7B and occasionally: (i) to RP /kj/, e.g. occupied [ 1nkapaid] IB; (ii)

to RP /kw/, e.g. quilt [k8 ilt] 1A; (iii) to RP /0/, e.g. lengths

[laiQks] 6A; (iv) to RP /p/, e.g. September [sak'timbaj] 1C, (v) to RP 
+* +

/f /, e.g. trough [trak] 3C; (vi) to RP /h j /, e.g. huge [cu^^] 3A.

Note 1:

The words lengths and September above provide the only recorded examples 

of /k/ corresponding to RP /0/ and /p/ respectively.

Note 2:

huge is sometimes pronounced [cu:d^] in Rp K  

Note 3:

The word trough provides the only recorded example of /k/ corresponding 

to RP /f/.

Note 4:

/k/ occurs initially before /n/ only in a few loanwords from Irish, e.g.

Knockanure [knika1nu:8 j] 2k.■ 1 "• “ *4*
P310. /g/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /g/, e.g. leg [leg] 3B,

+
and occasionally to RP /gj/, e.g. argument [ 1 a:jgamint] 7B. /g/ following

/q/' is lost in final position as in RP, though, like RP, /g/ is retained
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in intervocalic position in words like finger ['figgbj] 5A and single

[*siQg'al] 2C. However, /'}/ is occasionally substituted for /Qg/ in this 
++

position (see below under /g/’ P323 ).

P311./tJ/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /tJ/, e.g. church 

[t/oJtJ] 7A; to RP /1j/, e.g. tune [tju:n] 7B; to RP /0 j/, e.g. Matthew 

['matju] 1A, and occasionally to RP /d5 /, e.g. language ['laQwit/] 6C 

Note:

In RP, [ tj] very commonly alternates with [tj] in a word like tune. 

P312./d^/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /d^/, e.g. bridge 

[bjid^] 3C, and to RP /dj/, e.g. educate [ed^a'kert] IOC.

Note:

In RP, [d3>] very commonly alternates with [dj] in a word like educate.

P313./f/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /f/, e.g. fence [fins]

3A, and occasionally: (i) to RP /fj/, e.g. fuse [f/lu:z] 2B; (ii) to

RP /w/, e.g. when [fen] 2C; (iii) to RP /v/, e.g. calving [,k''aflr)I IOC.
+ +

P314./v/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /v/, e.g. leave [li:v] 

2A, and occasionally to RP /w/, e.g. one [von] 5A.

P315./s/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /s/, e.g. sore [so:j] 

2C, to RP /sj/, e.g. suit [su:t] 8B, and occasionally to RP /z/, e.g. 

houses [’hnosis] 5A. Before /r/, /s/ often occurs corresponding to RP 

/J7, e.g. shrine [sjain] 3B.

Note:

In RP, [s] is now of more common occurrence than [sj] in a word like suit 

P316./z/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /z/, e.g. sows [sooz] 

8C, and to RP /zj/, e.g. presume [pje'zu-.m] 5B.

Note:

In RP, [z] is now of more common occurrence than [zj] in a word like 

presume .

P317./J/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /{/, e.g. bush [boj]

2B, and often to RP /s/ in the clusters /sn/, /si/, /st/ and /sk1/ (for
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examples, see above under /s/, P 238 ). /J / has been recorded occasionally 

corresponding to RP /tJ/, e.g. chores [fo:3Jz] 5B and chin [ J i n ]  6A.

P318. /^/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /3/, e.g. measures 

['me^aJz] 6C, and often to RP /z/ in position before consonants with 

inherited palatal quality, e.g. dazzler [1da^laJ] 3B. /^/ occurs

corresponding to RP /d^/ in the word strangers [1sjpresn^aJz] 2A.

P319. /'*/ - This phoneme sometimes occur corresponding to RP /k/, e.g. smoke 

[ 1 smo:x] 2C and in one example, trough [tra-x] 1A, it occurs corresponding 

to RP /f/.

P320. /h/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /h/, e.g. heaps [hi:ps] 

2C. /h/, in RP, does not occur before an unstressed syllable in the word,

but it occurs in this position in Ballyvourney, e.g. Mahoney (surname) 

['mahani] IB. There is also a tendency to retain /h/ in unstressed 

enclitics in breath groups, where it has disappeared in RP, e.g. give him 

[giv him] 4A. /h/ also occurs, in a few examples, before /r/, e.g.

really [1hgi.1i] 1A. In one example /h/ occurs corresponding to RP /k/, 

i.e. because [bi'haz] 6C.

P321. /m/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /m/, e.g. may [me.1]

1C, and occasionally to RP /mj/, e.g. music [1m#lu:zik] 6A. /m/ occurs

once corresponding to RP /b/ in the word British [*mJitlJ] 4A.

P322. /n/ _ This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /n/, e.g. kneel

[ni:l] 2A, and occasionally to RP /nj/, e.g. Daniel [ 1 daml] 5B. It

regularly corresponds to RP /q/ in the word length [lent] 8B.

P323. /q/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /q/>, e.g. cling[kiiq]
+

4C, and occasionally to RP /nj/, e.g. onions [iqinz] 5B. Intervocalically
+

/q/ is sometimes recorded corresponding to RP /qg/, e.g. hungry ['hoqaai]

1A.

Note:

The present participle ending -ing is almost always realized as /iq/ and 

rarely as /m/ or /an/.
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P324./1/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /l/, e.g. veil [veil] 

3B, and occasionally to RP /1 j/ , e.g. million [’milm] 8C. /1 / is lost

in a few Ballyvourney words, e.g. soldiers [lso:Ld^ojz] 7B.

Note 1:

The rules of distribution for 'clear' and 'dark' [l] in RP do not apply 

to Ballyvourney, where a 'clear' [l] is generally used in all positions. 

However a dental [1], which may be slightly velarized and quite close in 

auditory quality to the dark [l] of RP, sometimes occurs, in conservative 

dialect speech, in the neighbourhood of back vowels, e.g. low [ 1,0 : ] 2C. 

Note 2:
2sojar for 'soldier' is found in Elizabethan English .

P325./r/ In Ballyvourney, /r/ is retained in contexts v + /r/ and 

v + /r/ + c, where it has disappeared in RP, e.g. car [k-*a:j] 5A and 

card [kjarjd] 4C. Otherwise /r/ corresponds to RP /r/, e.g. rogue 

[jo:g] IOC, married [ 1 ma-rtd] 6B, spring [spji q] 3A.

Note:

/r/ is lost in the context v + /r/ + c in a single example, i.e. the 

first syllable of ordinary [a'dinaji] 7B.

P326./j/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /j/, e.g. young [jog] 

IB, and, in one example, to RP /hj/, i.e. humour ['ju:moj] 6B. /j/ is

occasionally lost in words like yourself ['u:jself] 7B and usually 

[ 1ur^ali] 8C.

P327. /w/ - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /w/, e.g. witch [witj] 

2C, and occasionally to RP /v/ as in weaver [*wi:wor] 3A and voice 

[wais] 1A.

P328. /m / - This phoneme occurs corresponding to RP /w/ in words with the 

spelling wh, e.g. white [/wait] IB.
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CHAPTER 5

REALIZATION OF PHONEMES:

A COMPARISON BETWEEN BALLYVOURNEY AND RECEIVED PRONUNCIATION

Vowels

P329. /i:/ - This phoneme has a similar range of realizations to RP /i:/ 

but variant 1 (see above under /i:/ P 79 ) is closer than the primary

realization of RP /i:/ . The realization [U :] occurs in one example only, 

i.e. between [bi1tu:n] 7B.

P330. /t/ - This phoneme has a similar range of realizations to RP /l/.

P331. /e:/ - This phoneme, which is realized with a monophthong or a 

monophthong followed by a slight glide, corresponds to /el/, the RP phoneme. 

Realizations of /e:/ vary from [e:] to [e:].

P332. /e/ - This phoneme has a realization, [e], which is similar to that 

of RP /e/, but also has raised realizations, [i] and [¡-1» e.g. spend 

[spind] 6C and sense [sins] 1A.

P333. /a/ - This phoneme occurring in words in both RP /as/ and /a:/,

e.g. bat [bat] IOC and glass [glas] 5B, occupies a far greater phonological

space than does RP /ae/ , and has realizations varying from [ e ( :) ] , e.g.
t

back [bek] 6A to [§(:)], e.g. jar [d^a£] 4A. [ae], the distinctive

realization of RP /ae/, is a very uncommon realization of Ballyvourney /a/. 

P334. /a:/ - This phoneme has a similar range of vowel qualities to /a/

(see above P 105 ) .

P335. /a/ - This phoneme has mainly unrounded realizations, e.g. cross

[kjas] 5A, unlike RP /v/, to which it corresponds. Realizations of /a/ 

include [a], e.g. top [t'l<jip] and [n], e.g. shop [Jnp], a realization 

found only in Group 3 and indicative of Dublin or RP influence.

The sense of the words 'phonological space' here is that which 
W.G. Moulton proposes in 'Dialect geography and the concept of 
phonological space' .1
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P336. /a:/ - This phoneme has a similar range of vowel qualities to /cl/

and corresponds to RP /o:/, e.g. saw [sa:] IOC and hall [hd:l] 1A.

P337. /o:/ - This phoneme, which is realized with a monophthong, or a

monophthong followed by a glide, corresponds mainly to RP /ao/. /o:/ 

has two main realizations (i) [o:^], e.g. [o:9 ld] 1C and (ii) [o:^], 

e.g. show [Jo:] 3A.

P338. /o/ - This phoneme, corresponding mainly to RP /a /, RP / ^ :/ and

RP /q /, occupies a very large phonological space, incorporating qualities 

varying from[i], e.g. brush [b-JiJ] 1A, to [o], e.g. jump [d^omp] 6C.

[o’], the most common realization of this phoneme, does not occur in RP.

P339. /u:/ - This phoneme has a similar range of realizations to RP /u:/

but variant 1 (see above under /u:/ P 144 ) is considerably lower than

the primary realization of RP /u:/.

P340. /a/ - This phoneme has a similar range of realizations to RP /a/.

P341. /at,/ - This phoneme, which corresponds mainly to RP /at/, has a

wide variety of realizations, most of which do not occur in RP. 

Realizations include [ei], e.g. kind [keind] 4A, and [t>i], e.g. tie [tm]

IB. The main realization of RP /al/, [al], occurs commonly in the

dialect only in the speech of Group 3.

P342. /ai/ - This phoneme, which corresponds mainly to RP /oi/, has a 

wide variety of realizations, including [e’l], e.g. joyful ['d^eifol] 6A, 

and [ d l ] ,  e.g. boy [ben] 5A. This latter form, which most closely 

resembles the main realization of RP /0 1 /, occurs commonly only in the 

speech of Group 3.

P343. /d o/ - The main realization of this phoneme, [no], has a slightly 

rounded Cardinal 5 as its first element, e.g. sow [sno] 8C. However 

[o q ], a realization very similar to the main realization of RP /ao/, is 

becoming popular among the younger informants, e.g. down [daon] 1C. 

Another realization is [ao], e.g. plough [plao] 7B.
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Consonants

P344. /p/ - [p], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /p/, but [p'] and
[pW ], e.g. palm [p'La-m] 2A and cropping [kjapWirj]', 6A, also occur in the

~ +
dialect.

P345. lb/ - [b], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /b/, but [b/] and

[b], e.g. bad [b*Lad] 4A and ball [ba:l] 7B also occur in the dialect.

P346. ft/ - [ t], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /t/, but [ts] and

[3 ], e.g. pit [pits] 4C and gate [qe:lq] 2A also occur in the dialect.+
P347. /d/ - [d], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /d/, but [dz],

e.g. good [gu:d ] 6C, also occurs in the dialect.

P348. /T/ - This phoneme mainly corresponds to RP /0/ and its main

realization is [t], e.g. thick [tik] 4B. [9], which is the only

realization of RP /0/, very rarely occurs in the dialect but it has been

recorded in think [Giqk'] IB.
+ +

P349. /D/ - This phoneme mainly corresponds to RP /5/ and its main 

realization is [ d], e.g. bother ['badar] 5B. However, [6], which is

the only realization of RP /5/, very rarely occurs in the dialect but 

has been recorded in weather [ W S o j ] 2B.

P350. /k/ - Like RP /k/, this phoneme has a front and a back allophone,

but the front sound, [k], e.g. kick [^1^] IB, is produced more forward 

in the mouth than the corresponding allophone of RP /k/. The back 

allophone, [k], e.g. cool [ku:l] 5C, is produced further back in the

mouth than the corresponding allophone of RP /k/. Occasionally, /k/
1)

is realized as [9 ], e.g. speak [spiif] 4C.

P351. /g/ - Like RP /g/, this phoneme has a front and a back allophone,
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but the front allophone, [g], e.g. pig [pig] 1A, is produced more forward
+ +

in the mouth than the corresponding allophone of RP /g/. The back 

allophone, [g], e.g. bog [bag] 6B, is produced further back in the mouth 

than the corresponding allophone of RP /g/.

P352. /tJ/ - [tj], the only realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /tJ/, e.g. church 

[t/oJtJ] 4B.

P353. /d^/ - [d^], the only realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /d^/, e.g. jump 

[d̂ b’mp] 7B.

P354. /f/ - [f], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in 

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /f/, but [f*], e.g. 

fox [ffLaks] 4A, also occurs in the dialect. /f/ is mostly realized as 

a labio-dental consonant, as in RP, but a bi-labial form, [<$], e.g. foul 

[$-d q1] 7A, is occasionally used by the more conservative dialect speakers. 

P355. /v/ - [v], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in 

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /v/, but a bi-labial 

form [ |3 ], e.g. over [ * o:pa_i] 2A, is occasionally used by the more con

servative dialect speakers.

P356. /s/ - [s], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main member of RP /s/, but [s], e.g. since

rs8 ins] 7A also occurs in the dialect.I
P357. /z/ - [z], the only realization of this phoneme, is similar in sound 

and articulation to the main realization of RP /z/, e.g. rose [ro:z] 3A. 

P358. /J/ - [J], the only realization of this phoneme, is similar in 

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /J/, e.g. ship

[ J i P ]  4C.
Y \

P359. /^/ - [^], the only realization of the phoneme, is similar in sound

and articulation to the main realization of RP /^/, e.g. measure ['me^sj]

1A.
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P360. /x/ - [ x], the only realization of this phoneme occurs in the dialect 

mainly in words of Irish origin, e.g. lough [lax] 5A, but see trough 

[trax] 1A.

P361. /h/ - [h], the only realization of this phoneme, is similar in 

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /h/, e.g. hill [hil]

5C.

P362. /m/ - [m], the main realization of this phoneme is similar in sound 

and articulation to the main realization of RP /m/, but [n/] and [m], 

e.g. man [ m* 1 an] 2A and small [ sma:1] 5A, also occur in the dialect.

P363. /n/ - [ n], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in 

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /n/, but [n*], [p] 

and [n], e.g. knobs [ n,l .̂bz] 6A, many [ ' mepi] 1A and nine [nam] 8C also 

occur in the dialect. 7Note:

A dental nasal, [n], occurs (as in RP) before the dentals /9, 5/, but also 

before vowels in the dialect.

P364. /q/' - Like RP /q/', this phoneme has a front and a back allophone, but

the front allophone [q'J, e.g. sing [sip]' 5C, is produced more forward in
+ +

the mouth than the corresponding allophone of RP /q/'. The back allophone

[q ], e.g. song [sap] 7B, is produced further back in the mouth than the 

corresponding allophone of RP /q/'.

P365. /1/ - [l], the main realization of this phoneme, is similar in sound 

and articulation to the main realization of RP /1/, i.e. the 'clear' [l], 

but [1#], [8 ] and [1], as in plan [pl,lan] 4A, luck [Rok] 6A, and low [lo:] 

2C, also occur in the dialect.

Note:

A dental lateral, [jJ> occurs in RP adjacent to the dentals /0, 5/, but 

also before vowels m  the dialect.

P366. /r/ - [j ], one of the main realizations of this phoneme, is similar
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in sound and articulation to the main realizations of RP /r/, but [j*], 

[r], [r], [.g] and [{•■], as in winner ['winu*] 6B, three [tri:] 1A, whirr 

[wir] 3A, her [hog] 6A and hard [ha^d] 3B, also occur in the dialect.

P367. /j/ - [j], the only realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /j/, e.g. yard

[jarad] 5A.

P368. /w/ - [w], the only realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to the main realization of RP /w/, e.g. wood [wod]8C.
P369. /m / - [m ], the only realization of this phoneme, is similar in

sound and articulation to a [w] sound which is now reappearing amongst 
2RP speakers , especially BBC announcers and newsreaders, and as a spelling 

pronunciation, e.g. white [wait] IB.
J. : . ,, ,
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PHONEME COMBINATION

P370. The way in which consonants (singly and in clusters) combine 

with vowels in the dialect is as in RP (see Trnka-*- and Gimson^ ), with 

the following main differences:

Word - initial position: (i) All vowels occur initially

(ii) /m / occurs initially

Word - final position: (i) No short vowel occurs finally in stressed

syllables

(ii) /r/ occurs finally after a vowel

(iii) /g/ does not occur finally after /i:/

Consonant clusters

P371. In this analysis, following the method adopted by Cohen in
, X- . . . . .  .The Phonemes of English . all permissible initial and final consonant

clusters are listed, whilst medial consonant clusters are not treated

separately since they also occur as initial and/or final clusters. An

exception is the triphonematic medial cluster /QgW/ in language which

does not occur either initially or finally in the word. This cluster is

often replaced by biphonematic /f)w\/, e.g. [laoJitf] IOC.
+

** .P372. The analysis is based on monomorphemic words which are part of 

the dialect vocabulary, although bimorphemic words are occasionally used 

to illustrate combinations in final biphonematic clusters. Certain 

clusters such as initial /gw/, e.g. Gwen and final /lpt/, e.g. sculpt,- 

which occur in RP, have not been recorded in the dialect.

CHAPTER 6

The traditional concept of 'word' - a linguistic unit that has a 
single meaning - is adopted here, having regard to the difficulties 
inherent even in this very general description. For a brief but 
excellent discussion on the word as a unit of-speech, see Palmer's 
Grammar  ̂pp.40-51.

Ç\. ^ / \c\GS .
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P373. Final sequences which include a syllabic consonant, e.g. 

people [^pi:pl ] 1A and button [*botn ] 3C are treated here as /o/ + /C/, 

so people is phonemically /pi:pel/ and button phonemically /boten/.

P374. The affricates /tj/ and /d^/ are treated as monophonematic.

(A) - Biphonematic initial clusters

(i) consonants appearing as first or second elements:

P375. /p/ as first element:

with /1/ as in play [pie:] 4B, plough [plno] 1C, 

with /r/ as in pray [pje:] 1C, pram [paam] 8C. 

with /j/ as in pure [pju:a] 4C, puke [pju:k] 3B III,

Note:

No examples have been recorded of /p/ replacing /pj/ in word-initial 

position but /p/ occasionally replaces /pj/ in intervocalic position, 

e.g. population [popa1 le:Jb’n] 3A. 

p376. /p/ as second element:

with /s/ as in spill [spil] 7B, spot [spat] 8C.

P377. /t/ as first element:

with /r/ as in trick [talk] 5B, tree [t_ii:] 4B.

Note:

/tr/ is an uncommon consonant cluster in the dialect, as /T/ is commonly 

substituted for /t/ before /r/ (see below under /T/ P397 ).

P378. with /w/ as in twelve [twelv] 8B, twice [twais] 3C.

Note 1:

An epenthetic vowel occurs in this consonant cluster among some speakers 

e.g. twenty [tv'wenti] 1A.

Note 2:

The consonant cluster /tw/ is replaced in the speech of two speakers by 

/1/, e.g. between [bi'tii:n] 3B and 7B. (The spelling 'betune' for 

'between' is often used by American and English writers to denote Irish

speech ̂ )
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P379./1/ as second element:

with /s/ as in stone [ sto:n] 5A, still [stil] 4B.

- with /J/ as in stone [Jto:ln] 7B, still [Jtil] 6A .

Note:

/s/ and /J / are in free variation before /t/ in the speech of most 

informants, when the latter consonant is not followed by /r/.

P380./k/ as first element:

with III as in clean [ kli:n] IOC, clock [klgk] 5A • 

with /r/ as in cream [kji:m] 6A, crack [kjak] 7B . 

with /n/ as in Knockanure (placename) [ knika1nf1u:aj] 2A .

Note:

The cluster /kn/ has been recorded only in the above loanword from Irish. 

Words such as knife, knee, know, which are pronounced with initial /kn/ 

in N.E. Scotland and the Shetland and Orkney Islands^ , have /n/ in 

initial position in Ballyvourney.

P381. with /w/ as in queen [ kwi :n] 30, quick [ kwt.k] 1C.

P382, /kw/ is occasionally replaced by [k] , a retracted realization of /k/, 

e.g. questioning [ * kaeJntQ]' 4A. In Elizabethan English there was some 

confusion in pronunciation between qu- words of O.E. origin which were 

and have almost always been pronounced with [kw], as in queen, and qu- 

words of Latin and Romance origin which had a [k] pronunciation before 

'o' and 'u', as in coy ̂  . In the modern English dialects of Aberdeen 

and N .Cumberland, kilt occurs for quilt ̂  , and quilt, with a similar 

pronunciation, occurs as a loanword m  Ballyvourney Irish . In seven

teenth-century Hiberno-English, velar /k/ occurs for /kw/, e.g. cashing for

quashing , and a similar substitution takes place in certain words in 
. . 10the modern English dialect of Roscommon . (For Irish influence, see 

below P526 .)
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P3 3j./k/ as first element:

with /j/ as in cure [kju:_j] 5B, cute [kju:t] 2C.

P384./k/ as second element:

with /s/ as in skull [skb’l] 6B, skin [skin] 1C.

with / J7 as in skill [ Jk. 11 ] 7B .

Note:

/s/ and / J7 are in free variation before /k1/.

P385./f/ as first element:

with /I/ as in flea [fli:] 8C, flash [flaj] 4B.

with /r/ as in free [fji:] 1C, fresh [faej] 3A.

with /j/ as in few [f ju: ] 6C, fuse f f ju:z *1 3B.L
Note:

The consonant cluster /fj/ alternates with /f/ in some words, e.g. fuse

[f'lu:az] IB.

P386./f/ as second element:

with /s/ in sphere [sfi:ej] 2B III,

p387./m/ as first element:

with /j/ as in music [ 'mju^ik] 6A.

Note;

The consonant cluster /mj/ often alternates with /ml, e.g. music

[ 'm,Lu:zik] 4C.

P388./m/ as second element:

with /s/ as in small [sma:l] 2A, smile [small] 6C .

P389./n/ as first element:

with /j/ as in new [pu: ] IOC.

Note:

The consonant cluster /nj/ often alternates with In/, e.g. new [n,lu:] 1A.

P390./n/ as second element:

with /k/ (see above under /k/ P479 ).

with /s/ as in snow [sno:] 3A, snare [sne:a_j] 5C.

with /J7 as in snow [Jno:] 4A, snap [Jnap] 7A.
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/s/ and /J/ are in free variation before /n/.

(ii) Consonants appearing as first elements only:

P391. /J/ followed by /r/ as in shrine [J*jain] IOC.

Note:

This combination is very uncommon, as /s/ is usually substituted for /J/ 

before /r/. In some modern English dialects of the North and South Midlands, 

initial /ir/ often becomes /sr/, e.g. shrimp [s.nmp]. (For Irish influence, 

see below P506 )

P392. followed by /t/, /k1/ and /n/ (see above under appropriate con

sonants) .

p 393. followed by /1/ as in slow [Jlo:3] IB.

p394. /s/ followed by /p, t, n, k, f, m/ (see above under appropriate 

consonants).

P-395,. followed by /1 / as in slow [slo:] 4C .

Note:

/s/ and /J/ are in free variation before /1/

P396. followed by /r/ as in shrine [sjain] 2A.

followed by /w/ as in swoop [swu:p] 5A, swing [swiq] 7B.I
Note:

The consonant cluster /sw/ is replaced by /s/ in one example, i.e. sweet 

[fti:t] 1A. (For an explanation because of Irish influence, see below 

P 527 )

p397. /T/ (= [t]) followed by /r/ as in tractor [ 1traktaj] 2B, three 

[tri:] 4A.

Note:

In many dialects of English /t/ develops to /t8 / or /9/ before /r/ and 

/ar/^. (For Irish influence, see below P 499 )

Note:
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P398. /d / (= [ d ]) followed by /r/ as in drink [drigk'] 4C, drop [drap] 3A.
++

Note;
12In many dialects of English intervocalic /d/ before /r/ becomes /5/

(For Irish influence, see below P 499 )•

P399 . /d/ followed by /r/ as in drills [dailz] 4B,

Note:

This combination is uncommon (see above under /D/ P 398 ).

P^OO. followed by /w/ as in dwarf [dwcuf] 12C, dwelling ['dwell,«]] 5A. 

Note:

An epenthetic vowel occurs in this cluster among some speakers, e.g. dwarf 

[ da 1 wcljf ] 4A III.

P401. /b/ followed by /1/ as in blue [blu:] 3C, blood [blod] 8B.
' t — ——— —

followed by /r/ as in brush [bJiJ] 5A, brick [bulk] 1A, 

followed by /j/ as in beauty [ 1bju:ti] 3B.

Note 1:

The cluster /bj/ alternates occasionally with /b/, e.g. beauty [b'>lu:ti]

2A.

Note 2:

An epenthetic vowel has been recorded in the cluster /bl/, e.g. Blarney 

[be 1 la:jni] 2B.

P402. /g/ followed by /1/ as in glass [glas] 5B,

followed by /r/ as in grow [gro:] 8B, grey [gre:] 1A.

P403. /h/ followed by /j/ as in huge [hju*d2,] 2B, Hugh [hju:] IB.

Note:

Some informants use [g], a voiceless palatal fricative and a rare allophone 

of both /hj/ and /k/, instead of this consonant cluster, e.g. huge [guid^]
. 1 33B. [hj] is sometimes replaced by [g] in similar words in RP 

P404. /v/ followed by /j/ as in view [vju:] 11C.
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(iii) Consonants appearing as second members only:

P.405. /1 / follows /p, k, f, J, s, b, g/ (see above under appropriate 

consonants.

P406. /r/ follows /p, t ,  k, f ,  J ,  s, T, D, d, b, g/ (see above under 

appropriate consonants).

P407./j/ follows /p, k, f, m, b, g, h, v/ (see above under appropriate 

consonants).

P408./w/ follows /t, k, d, s/ ( see above under appropriate consonants).

(B) - Triphonematic initial clusters 

P409. The first member is always /s/:

followed by /pi/ as in splash [splaj] IB.

followed by /pr/ as in spring [spjiq]' 2C.
+

followed by /pj/ as in spew [spju:] 4C.

followed by /tr/ as in string [stJiq] 4B.
+

followed by /Tr/as in strength [strint] 7B. 

followed by /kr/ as in screw [skJu:] 6A.

followed by /kw/ as in squirrel [skwul] 7C.

followed by /kj/ as in skewer [skju:j] IB.

Note:

The consonant cluster /skj/ is occasionally replaced by /sk/, e.g. skewer 

[sku:j] 4A.

(C) - Biphonematic Final Clusters 

P410. /p/ as final element:

after /m/ as in lump [lamp] 1A, pump [pb’mp] 3C. 

after /1/ as in help [help] 7C, yelp [jelp] 2A. 

after /s/ as in clasp [klasp] IB, wasp [wa:sp] 8B« 

after /r/ as in warp [wa*jp] 3B.
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before /t/ as in interrupt [inta'jopt] IB. 

before /T/ as in depth [dept] 12C. 

before /s/ as in lapse [laps] 4B.

P412. /t/ as final element:

after /p/ (see above under /p/).

after /k/ as in correct [ka'-JEkt] 6A, act [akt] 4C.-------  — +  ---  ■ +

after /f/ as in shaft [/aft] 3A.

after /m/ as in prompt [pjamt] 11C.

after /n/ as in ant [ant] 8C, rent [jmt] 5A.

after /1/ as in felt [felt] 7A.

after /s/ as in haste [he:st] 4B, past [pa.st] IOC.

a fte r  /J / as in washed [w a- Jt] 6C, fro st [fjajt] 1A.

after /q/ as in thanked [ta)t\] 5B, distinct [dt'stiQt]
+ +

after /tJ/ as in watched [wa-tjt] IB.

after /r/ as in cart [k^a'rt] 3B, start [Jta*rt] 6A.

P413. /t/ as prefinal element:

before /s/ as in bats [bats] 4A, cats [kats] IOC.

P414. /k/ as final element:

after /1/ as in milk [milk] 3C, silk [sil£] 5A

after /s/ as in ask [a-sk] 3A, desk [desk] 12C --- + ---- +
a fte r  /J/ as in ask [ a -J^ ] 1A

after /p/ as in think [ti^k] 6B, monk [mor)k] 7A
++

after /r/ as in bark [ba-rk] 4A, work [wojk] 1C.

P.415, /k/ as final element:

before /t/ (see above under /t/)

before /s/ as in fix [fiks] IOC, box [baks] 3B

P4l6. /f / as final element:

after /m/ as in triumph ['traib’mf] 12C
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The final consonant cluster /mf/ is sometimes replaced by /mp/, e.g. 

triumph [ 1 traib'mp] 3B. /mf/ does not occur as a consonant cluster in 

Irish.

after /1/ as in self [self] 6B, delph [delf] Sc

atter /r/ as in turf [tb’jf] 4A, surf [sojf] IOC. 

as prefinal element:

before /t/ (see above under /t/ P412 ), 

before /s/ as in laughs [la:fs] 2A. 

before /T/ as in fifth [fift] 6C.

P4 17./J / as final element:

after /n/ as in lunch [lonf] 4B, punch [ponj] 4A. 

after /1/ as in Welsh [welj] IB. 

as prefinal element:

before /t/ (see above under /t/P412 ),

P4 I8./111/ as final element:

After /1/ as in elm [elm] 12C.

Note:

The /lm/ consonant cluster is uncommon as an epenthetic vowel is usually 

inserted here by most speakers, e.g. film [filim] 4A. 

p4l9. After /r/ as in warm [wa:jm] 4A III.

Note:

The /rm/ consonant cluster is also uncommon, an epenthetic vowel being 

inserted here by most speakers, e.g. farm [fa*r9m] 1C.

P420. as prefinal element:

before /p, t, f/ (see above under appropriate consonants), 

before /d/ as in palmed [pa:md] IOC. 

before /s/ as in glimpse [gli.ms] 7B.

Note:

before /T/ as in warmth [wa:rmt] 4C.
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P421. /n/ as final element:

After /r/ as in warn [wa-jn] 6A, born [ba*jn] 2B.

After /1/ as in kiln [kiln] 12C.

Note:

The consonant cluster /In/, recorded only in the above word, was often 

replaced by /1/, e.g. kiln [ ki l] 4A, as happens very frequently in English 

dialects^.

as prefinal element:

before /t, J/ (see above under appropriate consonants).

before /s/ as in mince [mins] 7 A, since [sms] 8B.

before /z/ as in cleanse [klenz] IB III.

before /^/ as in change [tje:^] IOC, range [je:n^] 1A.

before /d/ as in hand [hand] 4A, land [land] 4C.

before /T/ as in month [mont] 7B .

P422./1/ as final element

after /r/ as in girl [qe*_il] 8C •---- +
as prefinal element:

before /p, t, k, f, J, m, n/ (see above under appropriate consonants).

before /s/ as in waltz [wa:ls] 3B.

before /T/ as in wealth [we.it] 5C.

before /z/ as in balls [ba:lz] IB.

before /b/ as in bulb [bolb] 7A.

before /v/ as in delve [delv] IOC •

before /d^/ as in bulge [bold^] 4A •

Note:

/1^/ is often used for /ld^/, e.g. bulge [bb’l^] 3C. 

p423./s/ as final element:

after /p, t, k, f, n, 1/ (see above under appropriate consonants) . 

after /T/ as in fourths [fo:jts] 5C.

after /r/ as in farce [fajs] IB.
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The consonant cluster /Ts/ is often replaced by /ts/, e.g. fourths 

[fo:Jts] 12C and baths [ba-ts] IB 

B4 24. as prefinal element:

before /p, t, k/ (see above under appropriate consonants). 

P425./T/ as final element:

after /p, f, m, n, 1/ (see above under appropriate consonants).

after /r/ as in fourth [fo:jt] 8B.

after /13/las in length [laiQt'] 2A.
+”

as prefinal element:

before /s/ (see above under /s/ P423 ).

Note:

The final consonant cluster /Td/ does not occur, an epenthetic vowel being 

inserted between these consonants in the speech of all informants, e.g. 

bathed [ba£8 d] IB. 

p426./b/ as final element:

after /1/ (see above under /1/ P422 ). 

after /r/ as in rhubarb [lju»bajb] 3B. 

as prefinal element: 

before /d/ as in robbed [jabd] 5A. 

before /z/ as in robs [jabz] 4C.

P427. /d/ as final element:

after /b, 1 , n, m/ (see above under appropriate consonants)*

after /v/ as in loved [Ib’vd] 1A.

after /z/ as in raised [je:zd] IOC.

after /^/ as in surprised fspj1pjai^d] 2A.

after /g/ as in hugged [hb’gd] 4A.

after /<]/ as in hanged [harjd.] 6B.

after /d^/ as in pledged [pled^d] 7C.

after /r/ as in bird [bbjd] 3C, card [^a*jd] 7A.

Note:
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The final consonant cluster /Dd/ does not occur, an epenthetic vowel 

being inserted between these consonants in the speech of all informants, 

e.g. breathed [ 1bui:dod] 7B. 

p420, as prefinal element:

before /z/ as in beds [bedz] IB, adds [adz] 6C •

Note:

The group /dT/ does not occur in the dialect, being replaced instead by 

/T/, e.g. width [wit] 5A (see P 425 above).

P429./v/ as final element:

after /1/ (see above under /1/ P422 ). 

after /r/ as in swerve [swerv] 4A III. 

as prefinal element: 

before /d/ (see above under /d/) . 

before /z/ as in calves [ka-vz] 1C.

P430./z/ as final element:

after /m, n, 1, b, d, v, D/ (see above under appropriate consonants).

after /g/ as in bogs [ba-gz] 4C, pigs [pigz] 5A.
+

after /g/' as in sings [sigzl] IOC, things [tigz] 5B. 

after /r/ as in cars [ka:jz] 4A. 

as prefinal element:

before /d/ as in pleased [pli:zd] 8C.

P431./g/ as final element:

after /r/ as in berg [bejg] 2A III. 

as prefinal element:

before /d/ and /z/ (see above under those consonants).

P432. / y  as final element:

after /1 , n/ (see above under those consonants).

as prefinal element:

before /d/ (see above under /d/)•

Note:
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P4 3 3 . /d^/ as final element:

after /1 , n/ (see above under these consonants).

after /r/ as in gorge [ga*Jd^] IB.

as prefinal element:

before /d/ (see above under /d/).

P434. /tJ/ as final element:

after /1 , n/ (see above under these consonants).

after /r/ as in church [t/oJtJ] IOC.

as prefinal element:

before /t/ (see above under /t/).

P435. / q / as prefinal element only, before /k, t, T, d, z/ (see above under

these consonants).

Note:

/n/ normally occurs before /T/ in length, i.e. [lent] 2A, but /q/' has

also been recorded here, i.e. [leqt'] 12C III.
+

P4 3 6 . /D/ as prefinal element only, before /z/ (see above under /z/.

P437. /r/ as prefinal element only, before /p, b, t, d, T, k, g, f, v,

m, n, 1 , s, z, tJ, d^/ (see above under these consonants).

(D) - Triphonematic Final Clusters

P438. The following clusters appear in lexical words:

/mpt/ as in prompt [pjcunpt] 7B.

/njt/ as in against [a'ginjt] 4A.

/nst/ as in against [e'ginst] 4B,
+

/Qkt/ as in distinct [de'stiQk't] IOC.
++

/qks/ as in links [li^'s] IB.

/1fT/ as in twelfth [twelft] 3C.

/1st/ as in whilst [woilst] 12C III.

/kst/ as in text [tekst] 3B III, sixth [sikst] 8B.

/ksT/ as in sixth [sikst] 1A T.R.S.
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/dst/ as in midst [midst] 5C III.

/rmT/ as in warmth [wa:_imt] 4C.

/rps/ as in corpse [ka.jps] 7B.

/rst/ as in first [fb'jst] 1C.

/rjt/ as in first [fb'jft] 6A.

Note:

An expected /lfT/ is often replaced by biphonematic /IT/, e.g. twelfth 

[twelt] 1A.

P439. Triphonematic final clusters are also formed when a consonant 

with morphological function is added to the biphonematic final clusters 

listed above , e.g. /Ik/ + /s/ as in milks.

(E) - Quadriphonematic Final Clusters

P440. These occur when /s/ or /t/ is suffixed to triphonematic clusters, 

e.g. prompts and glimpsed.
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CHAPTER 7

THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF IRISH INFLUENCE UPON THE 

PHONOLOGY OF BALLYVOURNEY ENGLISH

P441. English as it is now spoken in Ballyvourney is a type of seventeenth- 

century English reproduced in terms of the Irish phonemic system. It is 

not known which particular dialect of seventeenth-century English was intro

duced into Ballyvourney but it will be assumed that It did not differ greatly 

from the type which underlies most of the modern Hiberno-English dialects 

outside Ulster (for a description of its likely phonology, see P442 ff. 

below). Likewise, although the sound-system of seventeenth-century 

Ballyvourney Irish Cannot be established with certainty, it will be assumed 

that it differed little from that of present-day Ballyvourney Irish; indeed, 

there is evidence to Suggest that this was the case:

'Before I pass on from the manuscript evidence I might remark that 

it indicates ill almost every way the Irish pronunciation in mid-Cork 

two hundred years ago was very similar to that in Ballyvourney today.' 

The vowels and consonants of present-day Ballyvourney English will be 

considered separately.

Vowels: Historical background

P442. Late seventeenth-century English had six short vowel phonemes

/l, e, a, n, a, q/, six long vowel phonemes /i:, e:, a:, o:, o:, u:/, and
2three diphthongal phonemes /ai, au, oi/ . If it is assumed that 

seventeenth-century Ballyvourney Irish was similar to that of the present
p fday then, according to 0 Cuiv, it had six short vowel phonemes /1,, r,, a, 

a, o, u/, six long vowel phonemes /i:, e:, a:, a:, o:, u:/ and seven 

diphthongs /io, ia, uo, ai, ai, au, ou/. A description of how the English 

diphthongs were equated to those of Irish is to be found above P175 ,

and if 0 Cuiv's analysis of the long and short vowels is accepted, tile 

relationship between the vowel phonemes of Irish and late seventeenth- 

century English can be shown as follows:
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Seventeenth-Century English: i e a 0 A Q

Seventeenth-Century Irish: i e a a o U

Seventeenth-Century English: i: e: a: o : o: u:

Seventeenth-Century Irish: i: e: a: a: o: u:

P443. Most dialects of Irish, however, have at most five long vowel 

phonemes and not more than five short vowel phonemes^ , and it is possible 

to postulate just five short vowel phonemes and five long vowel phonemes 

for Ballyvourney Irish, despite 0 Cuiv's analysis. 0 Cuiv's /a/ and /a/ 

phonemes may be interpreted as allophones of a single phoneme, /a/, because 

they occur mainly in mutually exclusive phonetic environments, e.g. /a/ 

initially before a palatal, /a/ initially before a velar, and in the single 

context where both are found (medially between a velar and a palatal) an 

advanced allophone of /a/ and a retracted allophone of /a/ - suspiciously 

similar sounds - occur^ . No minimal pairs are cited which indicate a 

phonemic distinction between /a/ and /a/. The distinguishing feature in 

the cited pair teacht /t'axt/ 'coming' vs. tacht /taxt/ 'choke' lies in 

the quality of the initial consonants rather than in difference of vowel 

quality.

P444. For similar reasons, 0 Cuiv's /a:/ and /a:/ phonemes may be 

interpreted as allophones of a single phoneme, /a:/. The effect of this 

interpretation is that now only five short vowel phonemes and five long 

vowel phonemes are postulated for Ballyvourney Irish and the relationship 

between such a system and that of late seventeenth-century English can be

shown as follows:
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Seventeenth-Century English: i e a t> A Q
Seventeenth-Century Irish: l e a o U

Seventeenth-Century English: i : e : a: o : o : u:
Seventeenth-Century Irish: i: e : a: o: u:

P445. If, as is suggested, seventeenth-century Ballyvourney Irish

had five short vowels and five long vowels, there would have been no

phonemes in Irish to correspond to the English /n/ and /o:/ phonemes

and so [a] and [a:], back allophones of the Irish /a/ and /a:/ phonemes
respectively, may have been raised to phonemic status in Ballyvourney

English in order to make up the requisite number of vowels. It is

virtually certain that such a development took place in other dialects 
. . 6of Hiberno-English and it would account for the vowel system of 

present-day Ballyvourney English. The relationship between the vowel 

phonemes of present-day Ballyvourney English and those of late 

seventeenth-century Irish and English can be shown as follows:

Seventeenth-Century English: l e a d a Q
Present-day Ballyvourney English: i E a a o

Seventeenth-Century Irish: i e a o u

Seventeenth-Century English: i : e : a: o: o: u:

Present-day Ballyvourney English: i : e : a: a: o: u:

Seventeenth-Century Irish: i : e: a: o: u:
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P446. It will be seen from the above table, however, that present- 

day Ballyvourney English has just one short phoneme in the back mid and 

high areas to correspond to /a / and /o/ of late seventeenth-century English 

and to /o/ and /u/ of seventeenth-century Irish. This is not easy to 

explain but certain possibilities suggest themselves:

(i) The English which underlies present-day Ballyvourney English 

must be based upon a pre-1650 variety, with five short vowels, because it 

was about that time that M.E. u split into /a / and /o/ ^ . This idea is 

unlikely as it is clear from historical evidence that it was only in the 

last century that English was introduced into the area.

(ii) Seventeenth-century Ballyvourney Irish did not make a phonemic 

distinction between /o/ and /u/. This is not at all likely because such 

a distinction existed in Early Modern Irish (1200-1600) and still exists 

in modern Ballyvourney Irish.

(iii) The most likely explanation is that a type of seventeenth- 

century English with five short vowel phonemes was originally introduced 

into Ballyvourney. In this variety of English the split of M.E. u into 

/a / and /o/, had not yet taken place and /u/ was realized not with [o] but 

with [o], a lowered and less rounded form which was equated with Ballyvourney
l

Irish /o/ rather than /o/. Even if the type of English introduced into the 

area had six short vowels, it is possible that the seventeenth-century 

Ballyvourney Irish /u/ had a low functional yield (as /u/ has at present in the 

dialect) and so I rish /o/ may have been adopted to represent both /o/ and /u/ of Englisl

Vowels in detail

P447. Variations in realization within the vowel phonemes are often 

due to the opposing influences which palatal and non-palatal consonants 

have on the adjoining vowels. Many vowels have variants associated with 

either palatal or non-palatal consonants. Before a consonant with in

herited palatal quality, e.g. /t/, a vowel is likely to have a closer and
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more advanced realization than the corresponding sound in RP and, like

wise, after a non-palatal consonant, e.g. /T/, a lower and more centralized 

realization of the vowel phoneme is expected. The vowel system of 

Ballyvourney English, therefore, is identical in many respects to that of 

Ballyvourney Irish and in the following paragraphs the nature of Irish 

influence on each stressed vowel phoneme of Ballyvourney English will be 

examined.

P4 4 8 . /i;/ - This phoneme corresponds closely to Ballyvourney Irish /i:/ 

with regard to position in phonological space and also to the quality of 

its positional variants. In the word between, /i:/ is realized as [ii:] 

in one example, i.e. [bi'tlirn]. The consonant cluster /tw/ does not 

exist in Ballyvourney Irish and so in this word an attempt has been made 

to represent the cluster by articulating a slightly velarized /t/ followed 

by a close, front, lip-rounded sound. See also below P524
g

P449. I\l - This phoneme corresponds closely to Ballyvourney Irish /t/ 

with regard to position in phonological space and also to the quality of 

its positional variants. Alternation between /1/ and /o/ in the dialect 

is most likely due to Irish influence as alternation between /1/, and /o/ 

or /u/, the Irish phonemes to which Ballyvourney English /o/ corresponds 

is a common feature of Irish dialects generally. For a more detailed 

discussion, see above under /t/ P 87
9P450. /e:/ - This phoneme corresponds closely to Ballyvourney Irish /e:/ 

with regard to position in phonological space and also to the quality of 

its positional variants.
10

P451. /e/ - This phoneme corresponds closely to Ballyvourney Irish /e/ 

with regard to position in phonological space and also to the quality of ‘ 

its positional variants. The raising of /e/ to /l/, especially in a 

nasal environment, is a common feature of Ballyvourney Irish, whilst it 

is also a well-documented feature of seventeenth-century English and is 

quite common today in S.E. English dialects. Raised variants of /£/,
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therefore, are most likely due to the combined influence of Irish and 

seventeenth-century English.

P452. /a/ - This phoneme occupies an area of phonological space co-extensive 

with that occupied in Ballyvourney Irish by 0 Cuiv's /a/ and /a:/ phonemes 

or, alternatively, by the front allophones of our postulated /a/ and /a:/ 

phonemes. Ballyvourney English /a/ has no clearly marked positional 

variants and so the relationship between its realizations and those of the 

corresponding Ballyvourney Irish phonemes is not easily discernible.

P453. /a:/ - This phoneme corresponds to the Ballyvourney Irish phonemes 

mentioned above P452 with regard to position in phonological space.

P454. /a/ - This phoneme occupies an area of phonological space co-
.  .  . .  ' *extensive with that occupied in Ballyvourney Irish by 0 Cuiv’s /a/ and12

/a:/ phonemes or, alternatively, by the back allophones of our postulated 

/a/ and /a:/ phonemes. Ballyvourney English /a/ has no clearly marked 

positional variants and so the relationship between its realizations and 

those of the corresponding Ballyvourney Irish phonemes is not easily 

discernible.

P455. /a:/ - This phoneme corresponds to the Ballyvourney Irish phonemes 

mentioned above P 454 with regard to position in phonological space and 

to positional variants.

Note 1:

Ballyvourney English /a/ and /a:/ are often realized with rounded forms 

which approximate closely to the main realizations of the RP /n/ and /o:/ 

phonemes, but which have no rounded counterparts in Ballyvourney Irish.

Note 2:

Unrounded realizations in the words cot and caught were common in 

seventeenth-century English and in modern W. Midland and S.W. English 

and this tendency to unround was strengthened by the fact that the Irish 

phonemes to which seventeenth-century English /n/ and /o:/ corresponded 

had no rounded realizations.
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P456. /o:/ “ This phoneme corresponds closely to Ballyvourney Irish /o:/

with regard to position in phonological space and also to the quality of
. . . 1 3its positional variants.

P457 . /u:/ - This phoneme corresponds closely to Ballyvourney Irish /u:/ 

with regard to position in phonological space and also to the quality of 

its positional variants.^

p4 58. /o/ - This phoneme occupies that phonological space which is 

occupied in Ballyvourney Irish by /o/ and /u/. [o], the main realization

of Ballyvourney English /o/, is also the main realization of Ballyvourney 

Irish /o/ 15 while [o], a less common variant of Ballyvourney English /o/, 

occurs as the only realization of Ballyvourney Irish /u/. In Ballyvourney 

English, this raised form, [o], occurs mainly in the neighbourhood of 

nasals and it is noteworthy that, when adjoining nasals, /o/ tends to be 

raised to /u/ in Ballyvourney Irish, e.g. cnoc /knuk/ 'hill'

P-459. The relationship between /ai/ and /ai/ and the corresponding 

diphthongs in Ballyvourney Irish has been discussed above P 171 ff. The 

/no/ phoneme coreesponds closely to Ballyvourney Irish /va/^, a phoneme 

formed from the recent merger of /au/ and /ou/, with regard to position 

in phonological space and also to the quality of its realizations.

Epenthetic vowels

P460. The separation of adjoining consonants by the insertion of an 

epenthetic vowel [a][3], [i] or [l]» is common in Irish, and is also a 

feature of Ballyvourney English, particularly in the cluster /rm/, e.g. 

charm [tjar9m] 1A, harmonica [haj9 'mamka] 7B, worm [wb’rom] 8C.
■ — T  — ——— —

Examples have also been recorded in the following clusters:

/Dr/: hundred ['hOQdarid] 3A, children [ 11 JlIdem] 6B 

/Tr/: castrate [kgsta're-t] 1C, entrails [*entaralz] 2B 

/br/: Gortnatubbrid (townland name) [gb’-it ̂ na' tobajid] 5A

/pr/: apron [*e*padn] 4A, April [!e:paJil] 4C
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/kr/: Gortanacra (townland name) [go J£a 1 Qakaaa ] 5B.

/gr/: ground [g8rnond] 3A

/Jr/: shrove [Jij o:lv] 1A

/bn/: Gobnat (saint's name) ['gobinit] 2A

/lm/: elm [eltm] IOC
/bl/: bubbling [ 1 bob9 I n ]1 4A, Blarney (placename) [’blla:jni] 2B

/gl/: glove [glfov] 6A 
+

/kl/: clock [klftak] 3B

/si/: translate [1tran sinle:t] 1A

/J1/: slane (Ir. sle^n 'turfspade) [J*l 1 la:n] 1A

/tw/: twenty [ 1tlwenti] -1A, twice [to1wo is] 6C

/sw/: sweets [s9wi:ts] 6C

/dw/: dwarf [da'wctrf] 4A III, dwelling [dlweliqj 3A 

Note 1:

In all the consonant clusters listed above, except /tw/, /sw/ and /dw/ 

which do not occur in Irish, an epenthetic vowel is liable to occur in 

Ballyvourney Irish17. It seems probable that an epenthetic vowel occurs 

in the dialect in the groups /tw/, /sw/ and /dw/ as a result of inter

preting these unfamiliar English clusters in terms of the Irish sound 

system.

Note 2:

An epenthetic vowel has also been developed between certain consonants
18in Scottish and English dialects, mainly after /r/ or /1/, e.g. worm 

[wajam] N. Derbyshire, elm [elam] N. Durham, E. Suffolk, etc.

Glides

P461. Another important aspect of Irish influence on the dialect is 

the occurrence of glides. Glides occur when the organs of speech are 

passing from the position of one sound to that of another, as well as 

finally in passing to the zero position. Owing to the consonant system 

with its inherited palatal and non-palatal qualities, glides are most
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easily perceptible when a non-palatal consonant is preceded or followed 

by a front vowel, or when a palatal consonant is preceded or followed by 

a back vowel. They are more perceptible in the case of close vowels 

than in the case of open vowels and are often useful indicators of con

sonant quality. Glides may occur as follows:

(i) Between a consonant and a following vowel (off-glide), e.g. 

punch [pWinf ] 7B, car [k^a*j] IB, man [m^an] 3A

(ii) Between a consonant and a preceding vowel (on-glide), e.g. 

most [mo:lJt] 1A, scythe [sai3 d] 4A

(iii) Finally following long vowels or diphthongs, e.g. cow 

[kno3] 2A, me [mi:1] 2B.

The glides themselves may be classed as (i) semi-vocalic, (ii) vocalic, 

(i) [w ] - For description, see under /w/ P 279 

[^] - For description, see under /j/ P 278

Note

In the speech of some informants, the weak glide [^] is sometimes

replaced by the full semi-vowel [j], e.g. card [kjaud] 5A. This
• . 19 .phenomenon, very common in some dialects of Ulster English , is uncommon 

in Ballyvourney.

(ii) [3] - This sound has approximately the quality of variant 1 

of /a/ (see P 147 )

[l] - This sound has approximately the quality of variant 2 

of /1/ (see P 85 )

These four glides generally occur as follows:

[w ] - occurs between labialized bilabials and following front

vowels, e.g. cropping [kjapW iq] 2A, up hill [b’pW il] 7B, come early

[kb'mWe:jli] 6A. It also occasionally occurs after medial /ao/, e.g.

hour [aowaj] 3B, out [aoW its] 6A, stout [stnow it] 2B

[^] - occurs between [k] and [cj] following back vowels and

retracted front vowels, e.g. make them [me¡l^om] 2B, gang [gJaq]' 3A,
+ “+
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[e] occurs:(a) Before front vowels as an off-glide after velar or 

velarized consonants, e.g. this [d9 is] 2A, thief [j;9 i:f] 8C, money [ 1 mb'flSi] 

1C, really [ 1 Ji;],9 i] 7B, bogey [ 1bo:g9 i] 3A, working [ 1 wb"jk9 |,Q] 7A, season 

[■sei:zn] 3B, disease Idiz9ii9 z] 6B.

(b) In word-final position as an off-glide after long 

back vowels or /no/, e.g. g£ [go:9] 1A, flow [ffio:9] 6A, row [ro:9] IB, 

now [noo9] 6B, you [ ju:9] 7B, no [no;9] 5C, plough [plop9] 7B.

(c) As an on-glide before non-palatal consonants, after

long back vowels and /no/, e.g. nose [no;9 z] 1A, cows [kno9 z] 2A, loose

[lo:9 s] 3A, truth [tru:9 t] 4A, fort [fo:8 jt] 2B, house [hao9 s] 3B, shoes

[Ju:9 z] IB, October [ak1to;9boj] 6A, comb [ko:9m] 7B.» ' l " “
(d) As an on-glide before non-palatal consonants after 

long front vowels, /at/ and /ext /, e.g. size [ sal9 z] 2A, place [ple;9 s] 3A, 

scythe [sai9 d] 4A, acre [ 1e:9kj] 1C, tasty [ 1te:9 sti] 2B, neighbour 

[’ne^bo’j] 2C, teeth [ti:9 t] 6A.

Note:

[ J has occasionally been recorded as an on-glide before consonants, after 

long back vowels and /no/, e.g. mowed [mo:9d] 4A, soon [su:9n] 3A, doubt 

[duo9 1 ] 2B.

[l] occurs:(a) Before back vowels and retracted front vowels, as an

off-glide after palatalized consonants, e.g. pan [p'^an] 1A, plan [pl'lan]

3A, tub [ t* 1 j*b] 4A, knobs [n'^qbz] 6A, doctor [ * d''’■pktar ] IB, tobacco

[ta^b^aka] 7B, farm [f,la:rlm] 1C, music [lm,lu.Z(,k] 4C —— 1 “ 1 L
(b) In word-final position as an off-glide after long 

front vowels, /at/ and /at/, e.g. see [si:1] 1A, three [tri:1] 2A, pay 

[pe:1] 6A, high [hat1] 7A, day [de:L] 3B, toy [tat1] 7B, May [me:1] 1C. *

(c) As an on-glide before palatal consonants after long 

front vowels, /ai/ and /at/, e.g. hake [he:lk] 1A, Eve [i:Lv] 4A, weight 

[we:ltS] 5A, side [saiLd] 6A, changed [tJe:Lnd^d] IB, bales [be:llz] 2B,
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fifteen [fif1ti:Ln] 3B, indeed [n*di:ld] 5B, white [A/\ailt] 1C, voice

[vails] 6C, heap [hi:Lp] 5C, game [qe:lm] IOC.
+

(d) As an on-glide before p a la ta l consonants a fte r  long 

back vowels and /no/, e.g . stones [ J t o : lnz] 1A, school [s k u :Ll ]  4A, road 

[ r o : l d] 6A, don't [d o : ln t ]  IB, coach [k o : l t J ]  2B, June [d^u :ln] 3B, 

ground [grx)oLn t ] 7B, drones [d ro ;Lnz] 4C, pole [p o :Ll ]  6C.

Note:

[L] has occasionally been recorded as an on-glide before non-palatal 

consonants after long front vowels^ , e.g. disease [dszi:Lz]

5C, SrecvWit'C 10, . place [ples^s] 3A„

The Ballyvourney English Consonant System

P462. The system is that of RP with the following differences:

(i) The dental plosives /T/ and /D/ replace /9/ and /6/, the dental 

fricatives of RP.

(ii) The voiceless bilabial fricative /m / and the voiceless velar 

fricative /x/ occur in Ballyvourney English but not usually in RP.

P^63. From a phonemic standpoint, therefore, there seems to be little 

difference between the consonant systems of Ballyvourney English and RP 

but on the realizational level many differences become apparent. A 

comparison of the consonant system of RP with that of Ballyvourney Irish 

(see Figs.9 and 10 below) shows that Irish has many more phonemes and the 

significance of this for the consonant system of Ballyvourney English 

will now be considered.



Fig.9 The RP Consonant System

Bilabial Labio-Dental Dental Alveolar Post-Alveolar Palato-Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

Plosive p, b t, d k, g

Affricate tj, d^

Fricative f, V 0, 5 s, z J. 5 h

Lateral 1

Nasal m n 9

Continuant or 
semi-vowel w r j

Fig.10 The Ballyvourney Irish Consonant System

Non-
Palatal
Bilabial

Palatal
Bilabial Dental Alveolar Post-Alveolar Palato-Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

Plosive p, b 9 1 *P > b T, D t#, d' 1 9 9k , g k, g

Affricate tj*

Fricative^ f, V r* 9f , V s, z 
hr’, hr

9r , r J. 3
9X , J x > V h

Lateral 1, hi l', hi

Nasal m, 9m n, hn n*, hn 99 9

*Note; Irish had originally no affricate /tJ/ and in Ballyvourney Irish it is a phoneme with a very low functional load 
occurring mainly in loanwords from Norman French and Middle English, e.g. baitsilear /batfil'e:j/ 'bachelor' and staitse
/ o /1 / n • +• P i  / *  o f -  o  * r \ v  -i-r* o r m ^ T v t  r » r > o  i  -f- *? r ~ \ r t O  rr f h l l l  f  Q  £> / i l l  f"  | P ? / ^ l l P ' F p l l * .
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The Irish Background

p464. The Irish consonant system consists of a series of pairs of 

consonant phonemes, one palatal and one non-palatal; the only consonant 

phoneme which is not paired is /h/, always neutral in quality. From the 

phonetic standpoint the palatal phonemes may be either palatal (articulated 

against the hard palate) or palatalized (articulated in some other part of 

the mouth, with a secondary articulation in which the front of the tongue 

is raised towards the hard palate); similarly the non-palatal phonemes 

may be velar (articulated against the soft palate), velarized (articulated 

in some other part of the mouth, with a secondary articulation in which 

the back of the tongue is raised towards the soft palate) or labialized 

(articulated with rounded lips). This generalization, however, represents 

an over-simplification of the facts in several respects. The non-palatal 

phonemes /t, d, s/ are rarely velarized; they are sufficiently differen

tiated from their palatal equivalents /t , d*, J*/ by their primary arti

culations. A further modification of the generalization depends on the 

fact that the difference between palatal and non-palatal has a contrastive 

function in Irish. Since consonant groups in Irish normally consist of 

consonants of like quality, the main contrastive function of palatal and 

non-palatal comes into play when a consonant is preceded or followed by 

a vowel of unlike quality - that is, when a palatal consonant is preceded 

or followed by a back vowel, or a non-palatal consonant by a front vowel.

In such positions palatalization, velarization or labialization tends to 

be clearly audible, and may be marked by the presence of a vocalic glide.

Even /t, d, s/, normally neutral in quality, may be audibly velarized when 

occurring before a front vowel. In other positions, however, palatalization, 

velarization or labialization is less audible, and both palatal and non

palatal phonemes may have relatively neutral realizations (for a more 

detailed discussion on Irish consonant qualities see Greene u , Bliss 

and Gleasure ̂  .
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The consonants of Ballyvourney English

P465. Presumably when the Irish-speaking people of Ballyvourney 

originally came to reproduce the consonant sounds of English, each English 

consonant was replaced by the Irish consonant which, for whatever reason, 

seemed to be most appropriate as a substitute and, since every Irish con

sonant phoneme (except /h/) must be either palatal or non-palatal, every 

Ballyvourney English consonant phoneme (except /h/) 'inherited' one or 

other of these qualities.

P466. There were far more consonant phonemes in Irish than were 

necessary for English. Sometimes both members of a pair of Irish phonemes 

were retained to represent two different phonemes in English, e.g. Irish 

non-palatal and palatal /f/ represent English /m / and /f/ respectively in 

words like white [$ott] 2A and fight [foit] 7B. Irish non-palatal /t/ 

represents English /9/ in words like thick [ tlk] 3B and thin [£tn] 4C, 

whilst Irish palatal /t/ represents English alveolar /t/ in time [teim]

5A, tide [teid] 8B, etc» In some cases one member of the Irish pair of 

phonemes was dropped and the other adopted to represent the English con

sonant; Irish non-palatal /n/ and /1/ are dropped and palatal /n/ and /1/ 

are used to represent the English consonants. Both members of a pair of 

Irish phonemes may be adopted into English, but merely as allophonic 

variants, eDg. Irish non-palatal and palatal /k/ and /g/ are used in 

Ballyvourney in the words coal [ko:l] 5C, cat [£at] 3B, goal [go:l] IOC,

get [get] 5Ao 
+

P467. The following tables show the general correspondences between 

the Irish consonant phonemes and those of Ballyvourney English:
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Irish B’vourney English Irish B’vourney English Irish B'vourney English

f --- M s --- s, z X --- X
f' --- f 9s 1» 5 X* --- *
V --- W n --- $ Y --- $
9V --- V 9n --- n 9

Y i
t --- T i --- $ k, k* --- k
t' --- t 1 ' --- 1 9» g' 9
d --- D r --- r P* p' --- P
d' --- d r --- § b, b' --- b

m, m* --- m
0, V --- q

h --- h

Note 1:

/d7)/ does not occur in Ballyvourney Irish but since it is possible to 

analyze it as a sequence of stop + fricative, it is treated as palatal 

in Ballyvourney English because of the quality of its constituent sounds. 

Note 2:

Interdental and slightly velarized realizations of /n/ and /1/, correspond

ing closely to the main realizations of non-palatal /n/ and /1/ in Bally- 

vourney Irislr , have also been recorded in the dialect, e.g. night [nait] 

3A and low [lo:] 1A, while palatalized realizations of /r/ have also been 

noted, e.g. maker [metku*] 6A.

Note 3:

Ballyvourney English /f/ and /v/ pose a problem of interpretation because 

on a phonetic level, each of these phonemes corresponds to two phonemes in 

Irish; /f, £*/ and /v, v*/ respectively. However, although Ballyvourney 

English /v/ corresponds mainly to /vr/ of Ballyvourney Irish, the corres

pondence between Ballyvourney English /f/ and the /f, f V  of Irish seems 

to depend upon phonetic environment. In the neighbourhood of a front 

vowel, the realization similar to that of Ballyvourney Irish /fV is found 

and in the neighbourhood of a back vowel, the realization is similar to 

that of Ballyvourney Irish /f/.
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P4 6 8. Despite the phonetic correspondence between these phonemes of 

Irish and those of English, however, it was felt that because it is clear 

that Irish non-palatal and palatal /f, ir/ are used to represent English 

/m / and /f/ respectively in Ballyvourney English, the /m / phoneme in 

Ballyvourney English should be considered to be a consonant with 'inherited' 

non-palatal quality and /f/ a consonant with 'inherited' palatal quality.

For reasons of a similar correspondence between Irish /v, v V  and English 

/w/ and /v/, Ballyvourney English /w/ is considered to be a consonant with 

'inherited' non-palatal quality and /v/ a consonant with 'inherited' 

palatal quality.

P4 6 9 . Those Ballyvourney English phonemes which correspond to Irish 

palatal consonants are said to have 'inherited palatal quality, and those 

which correspond to Irish non-palatal consonants are said to have 'inherited' 

non-palatal quality. The 'inherited' qualities of Ballyvourney English 

consonant phonemes may be represented as follows:

Palatal: f, v, t, d, J, 3 , n, 1, j, kL, g1, p1, b1, m1, q1 

Non-palatal: m , w, T, D, s, z, r, x, k , g , p , b , m , q 

Neutral: h 

Note:

Superscript 'i1 and 'u' after consonants in the above tables denote 

'inherited' palatal or non-palatal quality respectively. For example /k1/ 

represents /k/ with inherited palatal quality, commonly realized as [k] 

or [kJ], while /mU/ represents /m/ with inherited non-palatal quality, 

commonly realized as [m] or [m]. Likewise, /b1/ and /bu/ represent 

palatal and non-palatal variants respectively of /b/.

P470. The distinction between palatal and non-palatal consonants is 

not functional in Ballyvourney English but it has an important influence 

on the articulation of consonant groups (see below P H-84 ). Since the
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distinction is not functional it does not serve the same contrastive 

purpose as in Irish, and for this reason neutral realizations of both 

palatal and non-palatal phonemes are much more frequent than in Irish, 

though markedly palatalized, labialized and velarized realizations also 

occur. It does not seem possible to reduce the distribution of palatalized, 

labialized, neutral and velarized realizations to rule; all occur in the 

speech of all age-groups, and may represent individual reactions to the 

fact of bilingualism; that is, although the equivalence of phonemes 

between Irish and Ballyvourney English is on the whole standardized, the 

realization of these phonemes is not, and is still largely a matter of 

personal choice. In districts of Ireland where Irish is no longer spoken 

the choice of realizations has also become standardized, and the kind of 

variation heard in Ballyvourney is rare or unknown.

The articulation of consonants

P471. The consonant system of Ballyvourney English shows many features

of Irish influence and the nature and extent of this influence on each

consonant phoneme will be examined briefly in the following paragraphs.

P472. /p/ - [p'] and [p], the palatalized and labialized variants of /p/

seem to be directly inherited from the Irish consonant system and have the

same quality as the realizations of Ballyvourney Irish /p' / and /p/
24

respectively.

p473. /b/ - This phoneme corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /bV and /b/ 

in the same way as /p/ corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /p*7 and /p/.

P474. /t/ - [t/], the palatalized realization of /t/, corresponds to the 

palatalized alveolar realization of Ballyvourney Irish /t*/. Originally, 

however, the main realization of / tr / had a dental articulation in Irish 25, 

and the more recent alveolar articulation must be due to English influence. 

P475. /d/ - This phoneme corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /d*/ in the 

same way as /1/ corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /t / .
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P476. ¡ij _ This phoneme has an articulation which is quite similar to

that of Ballyvourney Irish /t/, except that, unlike its corresponding

realization in Ballyvourney Irish, it is not always velarized. /T/, when

corresponding to RP /t/, is in a few words realized as [9], e.g. water

[wa:0er] 2A. This form may be due simply to a confusion between the

English /t/ and /©/ phonemes, to both of which Ballyvourney English /T/

corresponds, e.g. trick where it corresponds to RP /t/ and think where

it corresponds to RP /©/, but it is also possible that this form may be

due to a re-enactment of the old Irish lenition (spirantization) of /t,
26d, k, g/. The phoneme /9/ has not existed in Irish since the thirteenth

century and so, in Ballyvourney Irish, /t/ when lenited becomes /h/, the 

nearest sound to the lost /0/, e.g. folt 'hair* /folt/^> /folh/27 . In

Ballyvourney English however, [9] exists as a variant of /T/ when it 

corresponds to RP /0/ and so a lenited /t/ could possibly become [0],

P477. /D/ - This phoneme corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /d/ in the 

same way as /T/ corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /t/.

P478. /k/ - The front allophone of this phoneme is similar in articulation

to that of Ballyvourney Irish /k*/ while the back allophone is similar to
28that of Ballyvourney Irish /k/. Another feature of Irish influence is 

that the back allophone of /k/ may occur before a close front vowel, e.g. 

lucky [’lok3!] 7B. /k/ also has the variants [x] and [5 ] in week [wi:f]

4A and smoke [smo«x] 2C, which seem to be due to the type of lenition 

which occurs in Irish

P479. /g/ - This phoneme corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /gV and /g/ 

in the same way as /k/ corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /kV and /k/.

As with /k/, a back allophone of /g/ occurs before a front close vowel,

e. g. bogey [bo:g3 i] 3A.

F480. /tJ/ - There was originally no /tJ/ phoneme in Irish and this phoneme 

was replaced by /sV in loanwords from Norman French and Middle English,
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e.g. chance, Ir. 'seans' and chamber, Ir. 'seomra'. For the alternation 

between /tJ/ and / J7 in Ballyvourney English see above under /tJ/ P 227 

Note:

Initial /tj/ has become / J7 in some Scottish dialects and in parts of 
29Northumberland

P481. /d^/ - There is no /d^/ phoneme in Irish and so English words with 

/d^/ are very occasionally rendered with /^/ in Ballyvourney English, 

e.g. John [^an] 7A III (see above under /d^/ P 229 ).

P482. /f/ - The realization [$>] is inherited from the Irish consonant system 

while some Irish influence is perceptible in the realization [f*]. As 

regards [f*], its main labio-dental articulation is that of English but its 

secondary palatalized articulation is due to Irish influence (see also 

above under /f/ P 231 ). The substitution of /f/ for /m / in the speech

of conservative dialect speakers, e.g. while [$811] 5A and when [fen] 2C, 

is also due to Irish influence. In this case the non-palatal bilabial 

/f/ of Ballyvourney Irish was equated with the English /m/ which it some

what resembles and which did not occur in Irish.

P483. /v/ - The [(3] realization of this phoneme is inherited from the 

consonant system of Ballyvourney Irish where /v/, v/ have mainly bilabial 

articulations. The substitution of /v/ for /w/ in the speech of a few 

older informants, e.g. word [vb’rd], also seems to be due to the fact that 

Irish non-palatal /v/ was originally equated with English /w/, but such 

a substitution also takes place in English and Scottish dialects (see 

above under /v/ P 23.5 ) •

P484. /s/ - [s], an uncommon realization of /s/ is similar to the main 

realization of /s/ in Ballyvourney Irish^O. The substitution of [0] for

[s] in a few words also seems to be due to Irish influence (see above
■ )P 239 ) .

P485. /z/ - Irish originally had no /z/ phoneme but, presumably under the 

influence of English, /z/, with a very limited range of distribution has
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arisen in Ballyvourney Irish . The realization [3] is discussed above 

under /D/ P216

i486, ill ~ The realization of this phoneme is very similar to that of 

Ballyvourney Irish /s'/33, but also differs little from that of RP ///.

P487. /5 / “ This phoneme does not occur in Irish.

B488. /x/ - All the examples of realizations of this phoneme have been 

recorded in the dialect in Irish loanwords, except in the word trough 

[trax] 1A and therefore, although it is very likely that the phoneme was 

imported from the local Irish, there is the possibility, because of the 

occurrence of /x/ in trough, that this phoneme may be from a dialectal 

or earlier form of English.

P489 • /h/ - There is no noticeable Irish influence on this phoneme.

P490. /m/ - This phoneme corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /n/ / and /m/ 

in the same way as /p/ corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /p'/ and /p/ (see 

above P 472 ). A devoiced realization, [$], e.g. him [hiff] 3A, has

occasionally been recorded and it is possible that this form occurs by 

analogy with devoiced /1, n, r/ of Ballyvourney Irish.

P491. /n/ - The realization [jj] is inherited from the Irish33 while some 

Irish influence is perceptible on the realization [n'L As regards [n'l, 

its main alveolar articulation is that of English but its secondary 

palatalized articulation is due to Irish influence. In Ballyvourney 

Irish /n*, n/ have dental realizations among the older people but alveolar 

realizations, especially of /nr/, are becoming increasingly popular due to 

English influence. [p] occurs as a rare variant in a few words, e.g. 

know [po:a] 3B, and may reflect the earlier /N*/ phoneme of Ballyvourney 

English (see below P519 ). Realizations fairly similar to this have•

also been recorded, however, in some dialects of northern England and 

Scotland - /nj/ occurs in noon, nook, snow, etc, [n] is another

realization which seems to be due to Irish influence, corresponding as it 

does to the voiceless nasal phonemes /hnV and /hn/ of Ballyvourney Irish?-*
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Note:

A dental /n/ occurs in the English of Arran in the word noon36.

P492. /q/ - No Irish influence is perceptible on this phoneme although 

its front allophone is clearly similar to the realization of Ballyvourney 

Irish /q V  , while its back allophone is similar to Ballyvourney Irish /q/i?̂  

P493. /1/ - This phoneme corresponds to Ballyvourney Irish /IV and /!/ 

in the same way as /n/ corresponds to Irish /nV and /n/. [h] occurs

as a rare variant in a few words, e.g. luck [bok] 6A and may reflect the 

earlier /i// phoneme of Ballyvourney English (see below P 517 ),

Realizations fairly similar to this have been recorded, however, in some 

dialects of northern England and Scotland - /1j/ occurs in love, low, 

blood . [1] is another realization which seems to be due to Irish

influence, corresponding as it does to /hlV and /hi/ of Ballyvourney 

Irish'^ .

P494. /r/ - [r*] has a similar quality to the first member of Ballyvourney 

Irish / r V ^ .  [r] corresponds to flapped variants of both /r'/ and /r/

in Ballyvourney Irish, whilst [j] and [.g] correspond to the /hr/ phoneme of 

Ballyvourney Irish. [r], a rolled variant of Ballyvourney English /r/ 

also seems to have come from Irish, where [r] is a free variant of the 

/r/ phoneme, [ f ], a slightly retroflexed /r/, is of rare occurrence in the 

dialect and does not come from Irish but from some form of dialect English 

or from Dublin speech.̂ -*-

P4 95. I'll - This phoneme exhibits no marked degree of Irish influence.

P496. /w/ - This phoneme does not occur as a phoneme in Ballyvourney Irish

but is often articulated in a similar way to the first member of Bally

vourney Irish /v/^.
P497. /m/ - This phoneme does not occur in Ballyvourney Irish.

The influence of Irish on the representation of English consonant clusters

in Ballyvourney English

Consonant quality and the formation of clusters 

P498. In Ballyvourney Irish in most consonant clusters (in the following
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clusters the first consonant always resists palatalization /rd , rt , rn , 

rhn% rl*, rhl*, sb^, sp', sm', sf', xd*, xt*/^) all consonants must be 

either palatal or non-palatal and this quality is indicated by the final 

consonant in the cluster. In Ballyvourney English in a cluster with 

mixed quality (according to Irish phonology), the quality of the final 

consonant still often determines whether the cluster is to be palatal or 

non-palatal and the appropriate consonant is substituted accordingly.

For example, in the English consonant cluster /tr/, /T/ is often substituted 

for /t/ in Ballyvourney English so as to give the cluster the non-palatal 

quality dictated by the following /r/, a consonant with inherited non

palatal quality in Ballyvourney English. The usual pronunciation of trap, 

therefore is [trap] in the dialect and indeed the occurrence of this 

dental /T/ before /r/ is a characteristic of Hiberno-English generally.

In the following paragraphs the influence of inherited consonant quality 

on the formation of some particular clusters will be considered.

The English /tr/ and /dr/ clusters

F499 . The substitution of a dental for an alveolar /1/ and /d/ is usual

in the speech of most informants. Some of the younger speakers, however,

often use alveolar /t/ and /d/ and so, while pronunciations like [trap]

'trap' and [driQki] 'drink' are used almost always by the older speakers,
++

the pronunciations [d-uqk] and [tjap] have been recorded from speakers of
+

the younger age-groups.

Note 1:

Initial /tr/ and /dr/ have become /t9r/, /9r/, /d&r/ and /5r/ in some 

dialects of northern England and the Isle of Man^but it is not possible 

to establish any useful connection between this phenomenon and the appear

ance of dental /T/ and /D/ in similar contexts in Ballyvourney English.

Note 2:

Medial /t/ and /d/ before /or/ are also generally replaced by /T/ and /D/
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in the dialect, e.g. water [wa:tr] and leather [ledar], though not usually 

at the junction of morphemes, e.g. rider [jaidaj], but the realization 

[le:tr] for later has also been recorded. The change from /dar/ to /Sar/ 

in words like ladder in many dialects of England and Scotland^seems to be 

unrelated to the development in Ballyvourney English.

The English /st/ cluster

P500. In this cluster the final consonant, /t/, is a consonant with 

inherited palatal quality and so to preserve the overall palatal quality 

of the cluster, the palatal equivalent of /s/, /J/, is very often substi

tuted in this context by the more conservative dialect speakers, giving 

such pronunciations as [Jtik] 'stick* and [Jto:n] 'stone'. Examples of 

this substitution can be found among people of all ages in the area while 

the more standardized or Anglicised forms, [stik] and [sto:n], although 

also found among all age-groups, are more usually found in the speech of 

the younger people.

The English /str/ cluster

P 501. A dental /1/ is substituted in this context by most speakers and 

the result is that a word like strip is pronounced [s£rip], In this 

cluster the final consonant is /r/, a consonant with inherited non-palatal 

quality, which means that the preceding consonant is not /t/ but /T/ and 

thus the initial consonant in the cluster cannot be /J*/, a consonant with 

inherited palatal quality, and so its non-palatal counterpart, /s/, is 

used.

Note:

The initial combination /str/ has become /st9r/ or /s9r/ in some dialects
46of northern England and the Isle of Man but it is not possible to 

establish any connection between this phenomenon and the appearance of a 

dental /T/ in the same consonant group in Ballyvourney English.



The English /si/ cluster

p502. All of the old and most of the middle-aged informants substitute 

a palatal /J/ before the /1/, which is a consonant with inherited palatal 

quality. Typical pronunciations of sleep and slowly are therefore [Jli:p] 

and [Jlo:li] among those from the older age-groups and, while these pro

nunciations are also found among the children, the pronunciation with non

palatal /s/ is more common.

The English /zl/ cluster

P503. The consonant cluster is accepted by most of the younger speakers 

while palatal /^/ is substituted for /z/ by many of the more conservative 

dialect speakers, giving the pronunciation [da'^lej] for dazzler.

The English /sn/ cluster

Pi504. In this cluster palatal /J/ is often substituted before /n/, a 

consonant with inherited palatal quality by many of the more conservative 

dialect speakers, giving pronunciations like [fno:8 ] for snow and [Jni:z] 

for sneeze.

Note:

Medial /s/ and /z/ before /al/ and /an/ are sometimes replaced by /J/ and 

/^/ in the speech of the more conservative dialect speakers, i.e. usually 

the older people, e.g. whistle [ AM J1 ], listen [lijn] and dazzle [da^l].

The English /sk1/ cluster

P 505. Most of the old and middle-aged speakers often substitute a 

palatal /J/ before front /k/, /k1/, while many examples of this substitution 

have also been recorded from children. The words skill and skip are there

fore often realized as [J^il] and [Jkip], In the group /sku/ there is no 

substitution of palatal /J/ because /ku/ has inherited non-palatal quality. 

The words skull, score and school are therefore typically pronounced 

[sko1 ], [sko:j] and [sku:1 ].

The English /Jr/ cluster

P5 0 6- The substitution of /J/ before /r/ in this cluster may have 

developed independently of Irish influence as initial /Jr/ becomes /sr/
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in many Midland dialects of English^ and this form has also been recorded 

in the word shrew in dialects of N.W. and S.E. England^®. The inherited 

non-palatal quality of /r/, however, may also have caused preceding palatal 

/_[/ to be replaced by non-palatal /s/. Initially in Ballyvourney Irish 

the group /Jr'/ has lost its palatalized quality and becomes /sr/, e.g. 

srian 'bridle' /sjisn/^.

Note:

On one of the occasions when /s/ does not replace /J/ in the English 

initial /Jr/ cluster, an epenthetic vowel is inserted between the two 

consonants, i.e. Shrove [ J u o : Sj3] 1A. An epenthetic vowel has also been 

developed between initial /J/ and /r/ in Antrim English ^9

The treatment of C + /j/ in Ballyvourney English 

P507- The English clusters /pj, bj, tj, dj, 0j, fj, vj, gj, sj, zj ,

hj, 1j, mj, nj/ do not occur in Ballyvourney Irish and when loanwords
/ V

containing any of the above sequences are taken over into Irish the /j/ 

is often dropped:

'Nuair thagann [j] indiaidh consaine deantar consain<^caol den chonsainu

/tj/> /tV, /dj/> /d'/, /1 j/ >  /l// and /nj/;> /N'/.' 51

P50S. It does not necessarily follow, however, that the dropping of

/j/ in the above environments in Ballyvourney English, is due to Irish

influence. /j/ is very often lost before /u:/, after /n/, /d/ and /t/

in London (as in mid-American dialects-^) and in many parts of eastern
53England /j/ has been lost before /u:/ after all consonants . It is 

possible therefore that the tendency to drop /j/ in Ballyvourney English 

existed apart from Irish influence though this is perhaps improbable.

P509. There seems to be a strong link between the quality of the off-' 

glide after palatal labials, in the Irish of a particular area and the loss 

of /j/ before /u:/ in the Hiberno-English of that same area. For 

instance, between palatal labials in Donegal Irish and a following back 

vowel there is often a full semi-vowel, e.g. beo 'alive' [b'jo:]^^, whereas
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in Ballyvourney Irish there is often only a slight [J] glide, i„e. [t/Jo:]. 

The English consonant cluster /bj/ is therefore easily rendered by Irish 

[bj] in the English of Donegal, whilst [b*1] is often used by many speakers 

of Ballyvourney English.

P510. In a similar way, the realization of the English clusters /tj/ and 

/dj/ in the Hiberno-English of a particular area may be linked to the 

articulation of Irish palatal /t*/ and /dV in that same area. In many 

dialects of Northern Irish, palatal /t*/ and /d*/ have come to be realized 

as [tj] and [d^] respectively^^, while the older palatalized realizations 

[t*] and [d*] have been retained for the most part in Ballyvourney Irish. 

This state of affairs is reflected in Hiberno-English where, in the English 

of Donegal, the clusters [tj] and [dj] in the words tune and due are 

rendered by [ tJ] and [d^] (as also happens in many dialects of British 

English ) and while this realization also often occurs in these words in 

Ballyvourney English, they are often replaced by [t*] and [d*].

P511. The English cluster /0j/ is replaced in Ballyvourney English by 

[tj] or [t#], e.g. Matthew ['matju] IB and [’mat#lu] 1A. In this case, 

Irish non-palatal /t/ was identified with English fricative /0/ but 

because, according to the rules of Irish phonology, consonants of different 

quality generally do not occur in the same cluster, non-palatal /t/ was 

replaced before /j/ by [t'] or the affricate [tf] in Ballyvourney English. 

P-512. The English cluster /fj/ is often realized as a palatal [f*] in 

Ballyvourney English, e 0g. refused [je'f'lu:zd] 3Aa With this consonant, 

as with the labials, the loss of /j/ in English seems to be linked 'to the 

quality of the glide in the Irish between palatal consonants and a following 

back vowel. In Ballyvourney Irish, fiu 'worth' is realized as [f,Ju:], 

with a slight glide, and this is the realization which often replaces 

[fju:] for Ballyvourney English few.

P'513. No example of [v*] for the English cluster /vj/ have been recorded

in the dialect.
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p514. /kj/ and /gj/ - The English cluster /kj/ is always realized in 

initial position as [^j] in Ballyvourney English but [k] and [g] occasion

ally replace [^j] and [gj] medially following a back vowel, before /u:/, 

e0g. occupied [^kopaid] IB and argument ['aijgamint] 7B. These realiza

tions may be due to influence from Ballyvourney Irish where only [k] and 

[g] may occur between back vowels, but the loss of /j/ in argument is 

common in English dialects

P51S The English clusters /sj/ and /zj/ never occur in the dialect, 

being replaced instead by /J/ and /^/ respectively (as also happens in 

some forms of RP and in most English dialects). Also, according to the 

rules of Irish phonology, the clusters /sj/ and /zj/ are not acceptable 

because /s/ and /z/, consonants of non-palatal quality, may not occur 

in the same cluster with /j/, and this factor may have been at least a 

strengthening influence on the development of /J/ and /^/ in Ballyvourney 

English instead of /sj/ and /zj/.

p,516. /hj/ - This cluster is sometimes realized as [5 ], the nearest 

articulatory equivalent in Ballyvourney Irish, but [5 ] also tends to 

alternate with [hj] in RP and in most English dialects'*®» 

p 517.. /lj/ - This cluster is most commonly replaced in the dialect by 

[ Fi] (see above under /1 / P 269 ), a realization which occurs as a variant 

of /l*/ in Ballyvourney Irish, e.g. sa bhaile [so waha] 3C T»R.S., but 

which occurs as the main realization of /l//, an unlenited palatal phoneme, 

in many dialects of Irish. Ballyvourney Irish originally had, as some 

dialects of Northern Irish still have, four voiced lateral phonemes;

/L/, /L*/, /1 / and /l4*/ and, although /L/ and /L* / have now been lost,

[fi], which seems to represent earlier /l//, still survives as an allophonic 

variant of /l*/. In other dialects of Hiberno-English which have been 

strongly influenced by a type of Irish which retains the /l// phoneme, 

English /lj/ is represented by Irish /L*/:
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this sound is used in the local pronunciations of English, e.g. in 

million [m,a'L*3 n,]) with the same medial sound as in the Irish word 

milliun' ̂ .

Note;

[i/] is the symbol which many Irish phoneticians use for the sound which 

is represented by [Fi] in this study.

P 51S [l*] and [l] also occur in Ballyvourney English for the English

cluster /1j/ and the reason for this seems to be that since words which

were originally distinguished by the /i// - /!*/ opposition, have fallen

together in Ballyvourney Irish and are now rendered by /1'/, [fi] and [l*]

have become free variants of this phoneme. When Irish palatal [1*], then,

is adopted for /1j/ in Ballyvourney English, it sometimes loses its original

palatal quality due to analogy with English 'clear* [l],

P 519. /nj/ - This cluster is most commonly replaced in the dialect by

[p] (see above under /n/ P 257 ), a realization which occurs as a variant

of /n'/ in Ballyvourney Irish, e.g. da n-eireoinn [da piJo:wiq] 'If I would
l +

rise' 1A, but which occurs as the main realization of /N*/ in many other 

dialects of Irish. Ballyvourney Irish originally had, as some dialects 

of Northern Irish still have, four voiced n-phonemes /N/, /N*/, /n/ and 

/nV and, although /N/ and /N*/ have now been lost, [p], which seems to 

represent earlier /N*/, still survives as an allophonic variant of /nV.

In the English of Clare mentioned above, English /nj/ is rendered by Irish

/NVs
'In the local English pronunciation of northwest Clare [N*] is used to 

express the combination "ni" ("ny") before a vowel; thus onion [e'N^an*]

is pronounced with the same medial sound as the corresponding Irish word
. t ,58  unniun .

— — —— ——  f

Note;

[N*]is the symbol which many Irish phoneticians use for the sound 

represented by [p] in this study.
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P 520. [nr] and [n] also occur in Ballyvourney English for the English
ft

cluster /nj/ and the reason for this is similar to that put forward for 

/1 j/ (see above P518 ).

P52U The situation regarding the representation of English /nj/ in

the dialect is further complicated by the fact that [q] is another
+

realization used to represent it. Although the substitution of /Q/'. for
59/nj/ in onion is very common in modern English and Scottish dialects , 

there is also a strong possibility that such a substitution takes place 

in Ballyvourney English because of Irish influence.

P522. It has already been stated that /N*/, an unlenited palatal 

phoneme existed at one stage in Ballyvourney Irish and that it has sub

sequently been lost. In certain Irish dialects of Munster, however, 

(including Ballyvourney) palatal nn (unlenited), when intervocalic or 

final, is distinguished from palatal n (lenited) by being pronounced

[q] ^  Words containing original palatal unlenited /N^/ are included +
under the /<)*J phoneme in Ballyvourney Irish and it is quite possible

that a speaker of Ballyvourney English might equate English intervocalic

/nj/ in convenience and opinion with Irish palatal unlenited /N*/ and

render it [q]., as happens in a few examples. In the Gaelic of Arran 
+

the pre-palatal Irish nasal [nf], used to render English /nj/ in words 

like new and opinion, is interchangeable with /q/61 .

Some other English consonant clusters 

P'523,. The clusters /tw, dw, kw, sw/ do not occur in Ballyvourney 

Irish and this fact has influenced their articulation in the English.

P 524. /tw/ - An epenthetic vowel is very often developed in this 

group by the more conservative dialect speakers, e.g. twenty [tlwenti] 

3C, and occasionally the /w/ is absorbed by the preceding /t/, as in 

between [bi1 tii:n] 7B.

P 525. /dw/ - This cluster is usually realized as in English but an
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epenthetic vowel is occasionally developed between /d/ and /w/, e.g. 

dwarf [d9lwcuf] 4A III, in the speech of the more conservative dialect 

speakers.

p526. /kw/ - The occurrence of a retracted allophone of /k/ for /kw/

in the speech of a few of the more conservative dialect speakers of

Ballyvourney English, seems to be the result of rendering the unfamiliar

cluster /kw/ by velar /k/, the nearest Irish equivalent, e.g. questioning

[1kaeJntQ] 4A, as also happens with the English loanword quart [ka:Jte]-  + ----- -
in a dialect of Donegal Irish . For a discussion on a similar realiza

tion of /kw/ in Elizabethan and modern dialect English see above P 382 . 

P527. /sw/ - This cluster is usually rendered as in English but 

occasionally, in the speech of the more conservative dialect speakers,

the /w/ is absorbed by a strongly velarized [•&], e.g. sweet [-s-itt] 1A,' l
or else an epenthetic vowel is developed between /s/ and /w/, e.g. sweets 

[sawi:ts] 6C.

P528,. /kn/ - This cluster does not 

Ballyvourney only in placenames, e.g.

occur in English and occurs in 

Knockanure [knika1n’Lu:3j] 2A.
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CONCLUSION

Modern Ballyvourney English remains a form of seventeenth-century 

English, reproduced in terms of the phonemic system of the Irish language. 

Vowels

The front vowels of Ballyvourney English generally have a higher 

tongue position than the corresponding RP sounds, while the back vowels 

are generally more open in quality than those of RP. This raising of 

front vowels is particularly evident with /£/, which is often realized as 

[i 1 in the neighbourhood of nasals, before /s, i, t/ and occasionally in 

other environments. Such raising is a feature which has been retained from 

seventeenth-century English and strengthened by a similar tendency in Irish. 

Raised variants of /£/ are very common in the speech of the older informants, 

and although such forms have also been recorded from children, the more standard 

[e ] realization is more widespread in the speech of the younger people. Like

wise, among the children, the back vowel phonemes tend to have non-lowered realiza

tions which approximate more closely to the sounds of Educated Dublin English and RP.

Another feature of seventeenth-century English which is retained 

in the dialect and strengthened by Irish influence is the realization of 

ME o, a with an unrounded vowel, e.g. cot [katl. Rounded forms are becoming 

more common, especially in the speech of the younger age groups.

Words with ME [g:] often retain their seventeenth-century pro

nunciation, [e;], especially in the speech of the older people, e.g. tea 

[te;] and the phonemic overlap in the dialect between /eu/ and /at/ is a 

feature which has been inherited from seventeenth-century English and 

strengthened in Ballyvourney English by Irish influence. Phonemic overlap 

between /ai/ and /cu/ is becoming less common in the speech of the younger 

informants.

The occurrence of some epenthetic vowels, e.g. elm [elim] is also 

a feature which has been retained from seventeenth-century English and 

strengthened in the dialect by a similar tendency in Irish.
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Consonants
The consonant phonemes are the same as those found in RP except 

that dental /T/ and /D/ are substituted for RP /9/ and /6/ and the voice
less fricative /m/, replaced by /w/ about 1800 in standard English, still 

exists in the dialect. The /x/ phoneme has been recorded mostly in Irish 

loanwords and seems likely to have been imported from Irish, although its 

occurrence in the word trough raises the possibility that it may be from 

a dialectal or earlier form of English.

On a realizational level, however, many of the Irish consonant 

qualities are reproduced in Ballyvourney English, especially in the speech 

of the older people. The word fall, therefore, is often pronounced as 

[$a:l] and lump is often pronounced as [jomp] but the younger speakers tend 

to have consonant realizations which approximate more closely to those of 

Educated Dublin English.

The common substitution of /s/ by /J/ before 1 1 1, /n/, /k^/ and 

/tl when the latter is not followed by /r/, e.g. sleep [fli:p], snow [.[no:] 

skill [.[kill and still [.[til] is caused by Irish influence and is least 

common in the speech of the children.

Stress

The influence of seventeenth-century English here is evident in 

that many vowels not bearing the main stress are not fully unstressed, 

e.g. before [bi:1fo:r] and in polysyllabic words the stress is nearer the

end than in RP, e.g. influence [tn flu:\s].
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APPENDIX A

The following brief notes on syntax and lexicon are, for the most 

part, taken from my article 'Linguistic Interaction: English and Irish 

in Ballyvourney, West Cork' in Aspects of English Dialects in Ireland,

Vol.l, ed. M.V. Barry, Institute of Irish Studies, The Queen's University 

of Belfast, expected June 1981.

SYNTAX

Ballyvourney English is heavily influenced in its syntax by Irish.

In Irish, the Standard English Perfect and Pluperfect tenses are unknown 

and these are expressed using after in a construction with the verb to be.

This construction is found in the speech of people of all ages in Bally
vourney in such sentences as:

He was after getting up.

He said that he knew that I was after getting lost.

When you'd wake up in the morning, a fairy used to be after 
coming in the window

He thought that there were ears after coming on the boy.

The rhetorical question, common in Irish but now almost obsolete in

Standard English, is found in Ballyvourney English. The following examples

were recorded mainly from older people:

So the following Sunday, didn't a fellow call *scurracting 
as we says.

Out in the time, didn't I get a notion that I would like a smoke.

Whatever way I turned my head, didn't I see him after coming 
into the field.

Who was there but a woman, and she milking the cow.

The type of Standard English indirect question, preceded by i_f and 

whether, does not exist in Irish where direct and indirect questions may have 

the same form although the tense of the verb may be changed. Examples of this 

Irish-type usage have been recorded from speakers of all age-groups in

*This word comes from Irish scoraiocht "pastime, social evening", and 
is used to mean "visiting" in Ballyvourney English.
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Ballyvourney.

I dunno would I be leftin there now or not.

There would be somebody watching see would the 
baliffs be coming.

I dunno now is that right or not.

He wanted to see would he get something to eat.

The use of and as a conjunction to the exclusion of most others, which 

is common in Irish, is also found in Ballyvourney English, mostly among the 

older speakers:

He waved at me and he coming down the road.

He was a grey oul' fella and he sitting at the head 
of a table.

They were all there and they having great conversations 
in Irish.

North, South, East and West are used, just as in Irish, to express 

relation to things local as well as to things outside the neighbourhood.

This feature is in widespread use among the old speakers but it also occurs 

in the speech of some children:

In the old house we were, west here further.

We see a crowd away from you, *back straight from where 
we were.

He lived about three miles west the road.

You'd have to go east to Macroom and buy the ferret.

Nominal groups are often used instead of simple pronouns, adverbs and 

conjunctions. What way? is used for How? This is a direct translation from • 

the Irish interrogative adverb conas < cia indas = "what way?" . What thing? is 

likewise often used for Standard English what? especially as an exclamation. 

This again is a translation of Irish ceard < cia rud = "what thing?" , Standard 

English so that is expressed by in a way or the way by speakers of all ages:

*In Irish positions relative to the speaker are also indicated by above
(northwards), below (southwards), over (eastwards) and back (westwards).
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, They laughed at you in a way that you'd nearly turn 
against the Irish language.

He put down his leg on it in a way that he cut the 
leg off himself.

They make poteen away out on the hill the way you 
wouldn't know a bit about it.

The preposition with is used in place of Standard English for meaning 

"for the duration of." This is to be explained by reference to the prepos

ition Ĵ e in Irish, which means "for the duration of" in the phrases le bliain, 

le seachtain, but which also may mean "with". Examples of the use of with, 

corresponding to Irish l_e, have been recorded from all age-groups in 

Ballyvourney:

We stayelthere with a good bit.

He's dead now with many a year.

He didn't come back with twenty-eight years.

We didn't kill any pig now with three or four years 
or more.

The verb to give is used in the sense "to spend time" and this again 

corresponds to Irish usage. Canon Peadar (5 Laoire, who lived close to 

Ballyvourney and who wrote dialect Irish, writes in Mo Segal F£in:

"D£ mbeadh an scoil nf ba chomgharaf dom thabharfainn mo laethanta istigh 

ann." Literally translated this reads "If the school were nearer to me I would 

give my days in it." Examples of the verb give occurring in this sense were 

recorded mainly from old and middle-aged speakers:

I gave a month up in Edenderry at the cutting.

He used to give every Sunday morning hunting hares.

He gave two or three days looking for his mother's people.

He gave the whole night going around the chapel.
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Anyone is used where Standard English no one is expected because Irish 

has no expression for no one. If one wishes to say "No one goes there" in 

Irish, one might say "Nf thgann duine ar bith ann", a literal translation of 

which reads "Anyone does not go there." This is exactly what is found in the 

following examples from Ballyvourney English:

Anyone doesn't go to mass there.

Anyone would have no view of it.

Anyone of them wasn't a success there and failed to
make a hand of the job.

Any young boy or girl wasn't going into any public house.

In Irish, the Standard English verb to have is expressed by using the verb 

to be with the preposition ag which may mean "at, by or near." Thus the English 

sentence "The man has a horse" is rendered in Ballyvourney Irish as "Ta capall 

ag an bhfear" - "There is a horse at, by or near that man." Many Ballyvourney 

speakers therefore, especially the older people, use the preposition by to 

denote possession:

There weren't any candles by this man.

It was a custom by them to go out on Christmas Eve.

There was this tree after falling by this farmer.

Sure there was geese and hens by everyone that time.

The phrase out in the time, meaning "after a while" or "later on", is 

another direct translation from Irish which is used in the English of the area 

and examples have been recorded from older speakers only:

Out in the time, didn't I get a notion that I would
like a smoke.

Out around two o'clock in the morning, they'll give
another glass of whiskey or a bottle of stout.
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And this was sometime out in the beginning of the 
winter.

There are other expressions occurring in Ballyvourney English which would 

be barely comprehensible to the listener without a knowledge of Irish. For 

example He was there putting from him, from Irish Ag cur de meaning "speaking" 

or "making a speech". The sentence Is there a face on that story? means 

"Is that true?" and it comes from the Irish expression An bhfuil cruth ar an 

scSal sin? Likewise the phrase rising up is used in the dialect where growing up 

is used in Standard English and comes from the Irish phrase £irl anl'os which 

means both "rising up" and "growing up".

VOCABULARY

Most of the words used in Ballyvourney English are found either in 

standard or in dialect English but a number of Irish words have also been 

recorded in the area:
I . 1  Ibagfin [bagu:n] "bacon", cl^irfn [ k leu I : n] "scythe board", cliotar [kit, tar]

"noise", comhar [ko:aj]"co-operation", comhrS [kora:] "conversation", creabhar

[krnowaii]"cock of hay", cruiceog [kjtkj:g] "heap of footed turf", crflsta

[kru:J"ta] "crust or clod of turf", fionngn [fma:n] "coarse mountain grass",
I |

f iteog [4>itjak] "marsh grass", glats [g I a J] "stream", lflidfn [ I ud I : n] "little

finger", meitheal [*mehol] "working party", £us [pos] "snout", rabhcSn [roka:n]

"simple song", sceallgn [skala:n] "small potato", scorafocht [skojirnkt]

"social evening", scrabha [skro:] "sod", slegn [ JI a_:n] "turf-spade" and sdgSn

[suga:n] "grassrope". The diminutive ending -een, from the Irish diminutive

ending -yn, is also widely used in the dialect and it may be added in any

English word. Thus the words maneen, boyeen, girleen are very common and when

-een is added to a word ending in an /s/, the /s/ is always palatal. So house

[Iydos] becomes [hnoj i : n] when the diminutive ending is added to it.
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Note:

The following additional loanwords have been recorded since the above 

article was written:

bean si [b'anfi: ] 1 fairy woman' 4C. beannachtai [bmalJti:] 'greetings, blessings',

4A, blathach [blahb’k] 'buttermilk' 4A, earn [ka«dn] 'heap' 1C, cipin [kl'pirn]

'matchstick, splinter' 3B, cruibin [kru’bi:n] 'hoof, claw' 6C, drisin [dri'Jiin]

'intestine of animal' 6A, gallan [ga'la:n] 'large standing-stone' 7B, garsun

[gar'su:n] 'boy' 1A, grafan [gja'farn] 'stubbing hoe' IB, lios [lis] 'fort'

4B, meigeall [*megal] 'goat's beard' 1A, re [ae:] 'stretch of ground' 2B,--- +
. \ 

tuairgnin [ tu. j'gi:n] 'beetle, pounder' 2A, U c  .
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APPENDIX B

This appendix contains orthographic and phonemic transcriptions

of a short excerpt of conversation recorded from a representative speaker

of each of the three age-groups.

Mairtin 0 Riordain 4C * I

Q: I hear you stayed with your uncle on the farm in Coolea, was it?

A: No, in Dereenaculling. Well that's very near Coolea, it's only

a mile and a half, but, em, we used - well yeah ... I stayed 

there because my grandmother was very old and there was no woman 

in the house at that time and I went from ... to school from 

there on the bicycle because there was no-one there to help her, 

so I stayed there to help her, from school, as good as I could 

And em ...

Q: What sort of work did you have to do there?

A: Well, I got up in the morning and (always late of course!) and I

I used to make my breakfast and I'd take a cup of tea up to my 

grandmother, and then I'd go off to school - that was the first 

thing I'd do every morning. And then, when school was finished, 

I'd come home and I'd have a few friends with me on the road 

because there was a few other boys and girls coming that way to 

school. And, I'd come home and ... I'd ... the first thing I'd 

do is I'd eat my dinner. Then I used go out and I used ... 

well, if the calves were there - they used have calves on the 

farm in Spring only, around February and March and that time. 

That's about the time all the cows would be calving and I'd feed 

the calves first and then I'd ... I'd feed the hens then - I 

remember that always - and collect the eggs. And my uncle well 

in ... at that time of the year ... there would ... mostly ... my 

uncle would be out in the fields ploughing or something, so I'd 

have to go and milk the cows then, and if I had time and before



it would get dark, I'd go and help him if I could. And there 

was always pigs, always, fat ... fattening pigs and sows and 

bannivs. He always had the pigs and when they had the bannivs 

then he'd fatten them and sell them at the piggery in Coolea.

Mairtín 0 Riordain 4C

no: / in + Daran'kiltg '//wel 'Oats veri: 'ni:r + Ku:'le: / as o:nli: a

1 mai 1 an a 1 1 haf / 'bot am / wi: 'ju:st / wal jeh //ai 'ste:d Dar bi:kaz /

mai 'granmoDar waz 'veri: 'o:ld an Dar waz 'no: 'wo:man an Da 'hnos a

Dat taim / an 'at, went fram ta 'sku:l fram Der / an Da 'baisikal bi:kaz /

Dar waz 'no: wpn Dar ta 'help er / so: 'at 'ste:d Dar ta 'help er /

fram 'sku:l / 'gu:d az at 'kod // 'and em / 'wel / at gat op tn Da ^maîrnig '/• • • •

and / *a:lwaz 'le:t av 'ko:rs / and at at ju:st ta 'me:k mat 'brekftst

an ai te:k a kop a 1ti: 'op ta mat 'granmoDar / an Den aid go: laf ta 'sku:l /

Dat waz da 'forst Tig aid 'du: 'evri: 'ma:rnig '//and / Den / wen Da 'sku:l

waz 'ftntjt aid kom 'ho:m / and / 'aid hav a fju: 'frenz wit mi: on Da

'ro:d bi:kaz Dar waz a fju: 'oDar 'baiz an 'gerlz komig 'Dat we: ta 'sku:l //
• • ••

and / aid kom 'ho:m and / ai /Da 'forst Tig aid du: iz aid ' i:t mat 

*dimr //Den at ju:s go: 'not and ai ast / wel / if Da 'kafs war Dar / Da 

ju:st av 'kafs an Da 'farm in 'sprig ’*o:nli: / a'rnond 'febru:ari: .an 

'mart/ an 'Dat taim //Das a'bnot Da taim a:l Da 'knoz ad bi:'kafig 'and 

aid 1fi:d Da 'kafs 'forst an 'Den aid / aid 'fi:d Da henz den / ai ramembar 

'Dat 'a:lvraz / an ka'lekt Da 'egz //and mai 'ogkbl / we-1 m  / at 'Dat taim 

a Da 'ji:ar Da wa/ 'mo:stli: / mai 'ogk'al ad bi: not an Da ' fi: 1 z 'plno-ig ' 

ar samTig '/ so: aid 'haf ta go: an milk Da ' knoz Din / an if ai had 'taim / 

bi:*fo:r 11 wod get 'dark / aid go: an 'help him if ai 'kod // an Dar waz 

'a:lwaz pigz / 'a:lwe:z / 'fat 'fatnig pigz an ' s d q z  an 'banivz //hi:

'a:lwaz had Da 'ptgz and wen Da had Da 'banivz Den / hi:d ' fatan Dam an
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Sean Lynch 7B

One night now I was at a wake-house myself, you see, and ... and, 

eh, there was this ... this, eh, girl and two boys living in this house. 

They, they were bachelors, two bachelors and an old maid, if you like, 

you see, and their mother was waking and eh ...

So there was a good crowd at the wake that night, you see, and 

out in the night anyway, we were ... It was a custom that somebody should 

be always in in the wake-room ... you see. It's never supposed to be 

without someone being in the room, where there's a woman waking.

So it came to our turn anyway - my turn and three or four more 

fellows - to go up, you see, there would always, eh, three or four people 

go up in the room to be talking away to pass the time away. And, em, 

there was, eh, tobacco, anyway, on the table and this pipe and, eh, so 

we all had a go out of this pipe and we all had a smoke out of it, even 

people, that never smoked started smoking this pipe. And the next thing, 

you see, there were these bottles of whiskey in for people in the next 

room and somebody see them and we passing into the wake-room. And begod 

they said that it was no business being inside here in this wake-room 

without having more whiskey.

We knew where the bottles were so we got these bottles, we got 

one bottle, and we all had a slug out of it now and then. And the next 

thing was people were getting a bit drunk. And this pipe was smoking 

away and this whiskey was drinking away and, eh, someone said anyway 

"It isn't fair at all", they said, "without giving a smoke", they said,

"to the woman that is waking inside in the bed", taking out the pipe and 

putting the pipe in the woman's mouth! And I suppose it was the whiskey 

was the cause of it. There was a big laugh, anyway, all around, you see, 

and, eh, the other fellow anyway he, he he he got ... he said, "I'm getting 

very thirsty", he said, "this bottle is finished. We must attack another 

bottle!"
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And, eh, he went away out, and it was the ordinary, eh, cork was 

in this bottle, you know, and he had such mind for another slug of this 

bottle that he pulled the cork too fast and it was heard below in the 

kitchen. So the daughter came up (to the woman that was dead, you see), 

up the stairs and your man hadn't time to put the bottle away, so all he 

done was to stick it inside his coat and go down the stairs against her, 

and out.

So she went towards where the whiskey was and there were not any 

bottle there, except one empty bottle, and the two of them were gone.

And, eh, she came into the wake-room and she asked what was wrong, where 

was the whiskey gone to and we said we didn't know nothing about the 

whiskey. She said there was a fellow now, she said, down the stairs 

against her. Was it he took the whiskey? And, eh, we said, we said 

we didn't know a bit about it. So her two brothers were sleeping inside

in the next room you see and she said she'd go in and tell the two brothers 

that they were eh ... that your man was gone with the bottle of whiskey, 

you see. And, eh, we stopped her because we said, supposing we said, 

if he did take whiskey it would be better not to tell her brothers because 

if they caught him that they'd kill him, you see. And, eh, so the next 

thing after a while, we left the wake-room then and three or four more 

people came up into that room.

And we went, we went out along - we were looking for the man 

that was gone, to see if we'd see him anywhere, and the next thing we 

found him above in the haggard near the shed and he stretched out and 

the bottle of whiskey stretched alongside him.

Sean Lynch 7B

won nait 1nno ai waz at a 'werkhnos mai'self ja 'si: / an and e: / Der 

waz Dts / Dis e: / 'geral an tu: 'baiz 'livig in Dis 'hnos //Da De: wer 

'batjalarz / tu: 'batjalarz an an 1o:1 'me:d / if ju: 'laik / ja si: / 

an Dar 'moDarwaz 'we:kir) // and am / so: Dej waz a 'gu:d 1krood at Da
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'we:k Dat 'nait / ja si: / an 'not m  Da nait 'eni:we: / wi: wer // it 

waz a 'kostam Dat 'sombadi: Jad bi: 'a:lwe:z an m  Da 'we:k ru:m / ja 

1 si: // its 'nevar sa'po:Jt ta 'bi: wiTnot 'somwan bi:-irj 'in Da 'ru:m /

Mer Derz a 'wo:man 'we:kiQ 1//so: a ke:m ta 'noar ' torn 'eni:we: / 'mai 

torn an 'Tri: ar 'fo:r 'mo:r falaz / ta go: op //ja si: / Der wad 'a:lwe:z / 

a / 'Tri: ar 'fo:r pi:pal go: 'op an Da 'ru:m ta bi: 'ta:kig b'we: ta pas 

Da 'taim a'we: // and e: Der waz e: ta'baka 'eni:we: an Da 'te:bal an Dis 

'paip / and e: / so: wi: 'a:l had a 'go: not a Dis 'paip an wi: a:l had 

a 'smo:k not av it / 'i:van 'pi:pal Dat 'nevar 'smo:kt // 'startid 'smo:km 

Dis 'paip / and / Da 'neks 'T lq '/ ja 'si: / Der war Di:z 'batalz a '/vuski: 

m  fatr 'pi:pal an neks 'ru:m / an 'sombadi: 'si: Dam an wi: 'pasig lint a 

Da 'we:k ru:m // an bi:'gad Da sed Dat Der was no: 'biznas bi:i.Q lin'.ssid 

hi:r m  Dis 'we:k ru:m wiTnot havig !'mo:r 'wLski: // wi: 'nju: Mer Da

'batalz 'wer / so: wi: gat Di:z 'batalz / wi: gat won 'batal / an wi:

'a:l had a 'slog not av it 'nno an 'Den // an Da neks T iq Was 'pi:pal 

war 'getiQ b bit ' Drogk\ // an Di s ' paip waz ' smo :kig b we: an Dis ' mi J k i  

waz 'DriQk\iq b we: / and e: / ' sornan sed eni:we: / tizant 'fe:r a't a:l /

Da sed / wlTnot givlQ b 'smo:k / Da sed / ta Da 'wo:man Dat iz 'we:kig I

m'said an Da 'bed / 'te:kiq bot Da 'paip an potig Wa 'paip sn Da 'wo:manz

'mnoT //an ai 'bas it waz Da 'm iJki: waz Da 'ka:z av it //Der waz a big 

'laf / eni:we: / a:l ^rnond ja si: / an e: / Da gDar felá 'eni:we: hi: 

hi: hi: 'gat / hi: 'sed / aim getio Veri: 'Torsti: agin / hi: sed / Dis 

'batal iz 'fimjt //wi: most a'tak a'noDar batal // and e: / hi: went a'we: 

'not / and it waz Da a'dmari: / e: / 'ka:rk waz in Dis 'batal / je 'no: /

an / hi: had sgtj 'maind fer a'np.Dar 'slog av Dis 'batal Dat hi: pold

Da 'ka:rk tu: 'fast an it waz herd bi:'lo: in Da 'kitjan //so: Da 'da:Tar

ke:m 'op / ta Da wo:man Dat waz 'ded ja si: / op Da 'Jte:rz / an u:r 'man

hadan 'taim ta pot Da batal a'we: so: a:l hi: don waz ta Jtik it in'said 

hiz 'ko:t an go: ' dnon Da 'Jte:rz a'gtn her / an 'üot //so: ' J  i: went 

to:rdz Mar Da 'm iJki: waz an Dar werant 'eni: 'batal Dar / eksept wan
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'empti: 'bâtai / an Da 'tu: av un war ' gan // and e: / ' Ji : ke:m 1 mta 

Da 'we:k / ru:m an Ji: 'ast wat waz 'rag '/ wer waz Da 'wijki: 'gan ta an 

wi: sed wi: didan no: 'naTiq b'bnot Da 'm iJki: // Ji: sed Dar waz a felá 

'nno/ Ji: sed / dnon Da 'Jte:rz a'gmst her //waz it 'hi: tok Da 'wijki: // 

and e / wi: sad 'wi: sed / wi : didan no: a'btt a'bnot it //so: har tu: 

broDarz war Jli:piq in'said in Da neks ru:m / ja si: / an Ji: sed Ji:d go: 

in an 'tel Da tu: 'broDarz Dat Da war e / Dat ju:r 'man waz 'gan wiT Da 

'batel a 'm i  Jki: / ja 'si: / and a / 'wi: 'Jtapt her bi:kaz wi: sed / 

sa'po:ziq Wi: sed / if hi: did te:k ' aa i Jki : it wad bi:''beTar nat ta tel 

har 'broDarz bi:ka:z if De: 'ka:t him Dat De:d 'kil im / ja 'si: // and 'e: / 

so: Da 'neks Tig ’/ afTar a 'wail / wi: left Da 'we:k ru:m 'Den an 'Tri: 

ar 'fo:r 'mo:r 'pi:pal ke:m 'op/inta 'Dat ru:m / an 'wi: went / wa want / 

'not a'lag '/ wi: war ' lok i q ïar Da 'man Dat waz 'gan / ta si: if wi:d 'si: 

him 'eni:Mer / an Da 'neks Tig Wi: fnond him bov in Da 'hagart / ni:r Da 

'Jed / an hi: 'stretjt 'not an Da batal a ' aa t Jki : stretjt lag'said im //
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Bina Lehane 5A

It was the time of the faction-fighting, about a hundred years 

ago or that way and eh, the faction-fighting meant that families clanned 

together, you know. People that were connected clanned together, some 

of them, and more of them didn't, even and they connected; even men and 

wives fell out in the faction-fighting; they took part with their own 

crowd. But, anyway, the faction-fighting started of a night when, eh, 

there was card-playing down in some little house in the village - it was 

all small houses that time on the lower side of the road. And sometimes 

they'd be card-playing, and it was a house had a bit of a shop too and 

at the time they had the little weights, that they used to have the 

little weights on the counter, on the scales, little weights on the 

scales. And they were card-playing and there was a party card-playing 

that weren't too friendly, and they were in the faction-fighting. And 

sometimes, maybe, it was when they'd come out from the cards the fighting 

would start outside, and, eh, the police used to be up till morning 

minding them, they couldn't stop them. That was the, the R.I.C. men, 

the Royal Irish Constabulary, they'd be up till morning nearly, around 

the streets trying to see there would be no-one killed anyway. The fa ... 

they couldn't stop the factions and eh, there was an awful crowd in the 

factions. And, eh, The Lehanes and Twomeys clanned together, kind of, and 

the Lynches and Sweeneys and Sheehans ... They clanned like that, two and 

three families together and there was a fright of families in it.

And this night anyway, they were fairly sour about the card

playing and it was very late. It was in the summer time and they got 

out, all of them together, to go home and some of them stole one of the 

weights in his pocket, in his pocket - going out just snatched the weight 

off the counter like you'd snatch a cup there now (and, eh, snatched it 

off) ... and eh carried it in the pocket of his coat because he knew the 

fight would start outside in the road. So he caught the weight then and
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he hit the other man across the head with it, across the head with it, 

and of course he fell dead. It was in a faction-fight. No-one knew 

rightly who did it - it was well known in one way but eh, sort of way ... 

anyone didn't like to say anything; it was well known vcho snatched the 

weight but they didn't ever tell it, they never told it. And the man 

died across a couple of days anyway and he was buried and there was no 

removal to churches or anything that time; they'd be waking for two or 

three days or two or three nights maybe. And, eh, he was buried 

eventually over here in St. Gobnat's. Indeed he was one of the faction 

crowd and ... they all pulled up then, coming from the funeral, they all 

pulled up to to Danny Arthurs, of course, to drink and it is the evening 

of the funeral they'd have all the fighting entirely. So police and all 

were drawn around to be ready for another awful fight again, they were 

around standing, batons by them. And, eh, they were all drinking in at 

Danny Arthurs, the two parties, and, eh, when the first one opened the 

door to go out when it was time to go home, there was the man that was 

buried sitting up on the sidecar, in his own sidecar and, eh, his head 

bandaged. So there was no fight that evening. That nearly put an end 

to the faction in the village.

Bina Lehane 5A

at waz Da 'taim av Da 'fakjan 1 f a 111 rj / a'boot a 'honDard 'ji:rz a* go: 

ar *Dat wa and e: / Da 'fakjan faitig ,'ment Dat 'famali:z 'kland ta'geDar 

u: 'no: // 'pi:pal Dat wer ka'nektad 'kland ta'geDar / 'som av 'Dam / an 

'mo:t av Dam 'didant / 'i:van an De: ka'nektad / i:van 'men an 'waivz 

fel 'not in Da 'fakjan faitig / De: tok 'part wiT De:r 'o:n krood //bat 

'eni:we: Da 'fakjan faitig 'started av a'nait Men / a: / Dar waz 'kard 

ple:-ig dnon in som lital 'hoos m  Da 'vilid^ //at waz 'a:l 'sma:l 'hnosis 

Da taim an Da 'lo:r said a Da 'ro:d // an 'somtaimz Dad bi: 'kard ple:-ig / 

an it waz a 'hnos had a 'bit av a 'Jap 'tu: / an at Da 'taim Da had Da 

lltal 'we:ts / Dat Da ju:st hav Da lital 'we:ts an Da knonTar an Da
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*ske:lz / lltal 'we:ts an Da 'ske:lz // an Da ’wer 'kard ple:-ir) an Dar 

waz a 'parti: 'kard ple:-ig bat 'werant 'tu: 'frendli: / an Da war in Da 

'fakjan 'fai tig //an 'somtaimz / 'me:bi: at az wen De:d kgm 'not fram Da 

'kardz Da 'faitig wad 'start not'said / and e: / Da po'li:s ju:s ta bi:

'op til 'ma:rnvQ ''mamdig bra / Da 'kodant 'stap am //Dat waz Da r ai 'si: 

men / Da 'raial 'aiarij kan'stablari: / De:d bi: 'op til 'ma:rnir] ni:arli: 

a'rnon Da 'sTri:ts / 'Trai-ig ta si: Dar wad bi: no: won 'kild 'eni:we: //

Da fak / De: 'kgdant 'stap Da 'fakjanz / and e: / Dar waz an 'a:fai krnod 

m  Da 'fakjanz // and e: / Da + li:'hanz an + tu:mi:z 'kland ta'geDar / 

kaind av / an Da + 'lmjiz an + 'swi:ni:z / an + 'Ji:hanz //De: 'kland 

laik *Dat / 'tu: an 'Tri: 'famali:z ta'geDar an Dar waz a 'frait a 'famali:z 

m  it // an 'Dis 'naît 'eni:we: / Da war 'ferii: 'snor a'bnot Da 'kard 

ple:-ig an it waz 'veri: 'le:t //a twaz m  Da ' somar 'taim an Da 'gat not / 

'a:l a Dam ta'geDar / fa go: 'ho:m / an ' som av am ' sto:l won a Da 'we:ts in 

hiz 'pakit / m  iz 'pakit / 'go:-ig not d^gst 'snatjt Da 'we:t afa Da 

'knonTar /laik ju:d 'snatJ a 'kop 'Dar 'nno / and e: / 'snatjt it 'af / 

and e: / 'kari:d it in Da 'pakit av iz 'ko:t baka:z hi: 'nu: Da 'fait wad 

'start no'tsaid m  Da 'ro:d // so: hi: 'ka:t Da 'we:t Den an i: 'hit Da 

'oDgr 'man akras Da 'hed wit it / a'kras Da 'hed wit it / an a'ko:rs i:

' fel ' ded // it waz in a 'fakjan 'fait // 'no: won nu: 'raitli: hu: 'did it / 

it waz 'wel no:n in 'won we: / bot e: / ' scurt a we: / 'eni:won didan 'laik 

ta se: 'eni:Tig '/it waz-'wel no:n hu::snatjt Da 'we:t bat De: didant 1evar 

tel it / Da 'nevar 'to: Id it //and Da 'man da id a'kras a kopal a 'de:z 

'eni:we: //an i: waz 'berid / an Dar waz 'no: e: / no: ra'mo:val ta'

'tjgrtjaz ar 'eni:Tig t)a 'taim Dad bi: 'we:ki] ’far tu: ar Tri: 'de:z ar 

tu: ar Tri: 'naits 'me:bi: //and e: / hi: waz 'berid a'ventjali: 'o:var 

hi:ar an + !se:n + 'gobnots //di:d i: waz 'won a Da 'fakjan 'krnod //

De: ' a : 1 pold 1 op Den / 'kamig fram Da ' f ju’.naral / Da 'a:l pgld 'op ta 

+ 'dani: 'arTarz av'ko:rs / ta Drigk / it iz Da 'iivnig a Da 1fju:naral 

De:d av 'a:l Da 'faitiQ en'taiarli: //so: pg'li:s an 'a:l war / 'Dra:n
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a'mon ta bi: 'redi: far a'ngDar 'a: fai fait a'gin / Da war a'rnond 

'ständig '/ 'batanz bai am // and e: / Da war 'a: 1 'Drigk'iQ lm at + 'dani: 

'arTarz / Da 'tu: 'parti:z / and e: wan Da 'fprst won 'o:pand Da 'd'oir 

ta go: not Man it waz 'taim ta go: 'ho:m / *Der waz Da 'man Dat waz *beri:d 

sitig op an Da 'saidkar/an iz 'o:n 'saidkar and e: / hiz 'hed 'banditjt // 

so: Dar waz 'no: fait Dat 'i:vnig V/Dat 'ni:arli: pat an 'end ta Da 

'fakjan in Da 'vilid^ //
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